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It is now believed that most, if not all, galaxies contain a supermassive black
hole (SMBH) and that these play a crucial role in their host galaxies' evolution.
Whilst accreting material, a SMBH (known as an active galactic nucleus, AGN,
during this growth phase) releases energy which may have the eect of quenching
star formation and constraining the growth of the galaxy. It is believed that
AGNs can be divided into two broad fundamental categories, each with its own
feedback mechanism. The radiative-mode of feedback occurs in gas-rich galaxies
when substantial star formation is occurring and their young AGNs are growing
rapidly through ecient accretion of cold gas. A fraction of the energy released
by an AGN is transferred into the surrounding gas, creating a thermal energy-
driven wind or pressure momentum-driven wind. Gas and dust may be expelled
from the galaxy, so halting star formation but also cutting o the fuel supply to
the AGN itself. The jet-mode occurs thereafter. The SMBH has now attained a
large mass, but is accreting at a comparatively low level as gas slowly cools and
falls back into the galaxy. The accretion process generates two-sided jets that
generate shock fronts, so heating the gas surrounding the galaxy and partially
osetting the radiative cooling. This restricts the inow of gas into the galaxy,
so slowing the growth of the galaxy and SMBH.
There are several convincing theoretical arguments to support the existence of
these feedback mechanisms, although observational evidence has been hard to
obtain. A new radio telescope  the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)  recently
started operations. LOFAR is especially suitable for investigating AGN feedback.
It has been designed to allow exploration of low radio frequencies, between 10
and 240 MHz, which are particularly relevant for research into AGN activity.
Also, with its large eld-of-view and multi-beam capability, LOFAR is ideal for
conducting extensive radio surveys. A project to image deeply the ELAIS-N1
eld was started in May 2013.
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This thesis uses a number of surveys at dierent wavelengths, but particularly the
low-frequency radio observations of the ELAIS-N1 eld, to improve our knowledge
of jet-mode AGN feedback and hence of the interplay between the complicated
processes involved in galaxy formation and evolution. The more important pieces
of research within the thesis are as follows:
 A sample of 576 AGNs in the nearby universe was assembled and used to
nd a relationship between radio luminosity, X-ray luminosity and black
hole mass. Moreover, the relationship is valid over at least 15 orders
of magnitude in X-ray luminosity, strongly suggesting that the process
responsible for the launching of radio jets is scale-invariant.
 The established Likelihood Ratio technique was rened to incorporate
colour information in order to optimally match the radio sources in the
ELAIS-N1 eld with their host galaxies.
 The resulting catalogue was used to investigate ways in which radio sources
can be matched automatically with their host galaxies (and so avoiding
laborious visual examination of each source). The conclusions have helped
the design of a pipeline for an extensive wide-area survey currently being
conducted by the LOFAR telescope.
 The catalogue was also used to investigate the evolution of jet-mode AGNs.
This involved: deriving source counts; obtaining redshifts for each object;
classifying the radio sources into the dierent populations of radiative-mode
AGNs, jet-mode AGNs and star-forming galaxies; and using the above
preparatory work in order to derive a luminosity function for jet-mode
AGNs.
 Key conclusions are that (1) feedback from jet-mode AGNs peaks at around
a redshift of 0.75, (2) the space density of jet-mode AGNs declines steadily
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Chapter 1
The Theory of AGN Feedback
1.1 The Cosmological Background
Over the past twenty years, the cold dark matter model with a cosmological
constant (the ΛCDM model) has established itself as the "standard model of
cosmology (for example, Mo et al., 2010, Chapter 3). This postulates that the
cosmic mass-energy density of the universe comprises ∼ 4% baryons, ∼ 25% dark
matter and the remainder in the form of dark energy. Dark energy is assumed
to be an unknown form of energy that permeates all of space, opposes gravity
and is responsible for the expansion of the universe. The key properties of dark
matter, according to the standard model, are that it is cold  the particles became
non-relativistic very early in the history of the universe and so were unable to
travel more than a negligible distance  and that the particles interact through
gravity and the weak force, but do not interact with electromagnetic radiation.
The universe started, 13.8 billion years ago according to Planck data (Planck
Collaboration et al., 2016), in an extremely dense, hot and almost, but not quite,
homogeneous state. Quantum uctuations in the density eld of the dominant
dark matter were amplied during a period of very rapid ination to create
small inhomogeneities that can now be detected via temperature uctuations
in the Cosmic Microwave Background. The background density decreased as the
universe expanded, certain regions exceeded a critical over-density relative to the
background and became gravitationally self-bound, allowing dark matter haloes
to form. The resultant gravitational potential well attracted ordinary matter,
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speeding up the structure formation process. The assumption that cold dark
matter rather than baryons was responsible for the rst formation of structure
overcomes the problem that thermal and radiative pressures would have prevented
the collapse of the baryonic matter. Cold dark matter was able to form these
initial, gravitationally-bound subhaloes. Once formed, gravitational interaction
with baryons would allow the thermal energy barriers to be overcome, resulting
in a collapse into the rst stars and galaxies.
CDM models predict that growth thereafter was hierarchical: small haloes
formed rst and then grew through a combination of mergers and accretion
of gas not correlated with the assembly of the halo. N-body simulations
have been able to closely replicate this scenario, and their output matches the
structure that is observed from galactic surveys and the structure in the Cosmic
Microwave Background; see, for example, the review by Somerville and Davé
(2015). Additionally, research based on observations of Type Ia Supernovae,
Cepheid stars, galaxy clusters and the Cosmic Microwave Background have placed
constraints on the main cosmological parameters. Although there is some tension
in the results, the dierences are largely irrelevant when it comes to galaxy
modelling. In summary, there is now a solid framework upon which to develop
models that simulate the development and evolution of galaxies.
The modelling of galaxy formation is, however, extremely complex as there are
many more ongoing physical processes other than just gravity. Baryonic matter
interacts in a dissipational manner. Heating, cooling, shocks, star formation,
stellar evolution and the eect of radiation are just some of the factors that need
to be considered, as well as feedback eects. It has long been recognised that
some form of feedback needs to play a part in the process of galaxy evolution.
White and Rees (1978) were unable to reproduce the observed faint end of the
luminosity function when running simulations of hierarchical cosmological models
and argued that there must be some mechanism that lowers the eciency of
galaxy formation. Attention initially focussed mainly on supernovae, although a
variety of other feedback processes were also considered; these included radiation
pressure on dust, thermal conduction, cosmic ray pressure and photoionisation
by the ultraviolet background. Following a study by Benson et al. (2003) that
examined the impact of dierent feedback mechanisms on the shape of the bright
end of the galaxy luminosity function, feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
was increasingly seen as a prerequisite of a successful simulation. AGN feedback
is the subject of this thesis. AGNs, discussed in more detail in Sections 1.3 and
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1.4, are accreting supermassive black holes (SMBHs) at the heart of galaxies, that
are capable of emitting copious amounts of radiation and/or powerful relativistic
jets which are powered by accretion of material into the black hole.
1.2 The Arguments in Favour of AGN Feedback
There are several convincing arguments why AGN feedback must play a part in
galaxy evolution. These are summarised in the following six sub-sections.
1.2.1 The Galaxy Luminosity Function
The luminosity function  the space density of sources as a function of luminosity
 is a powerful tool when assessing the accuracy of simulations in matching
observations. Early simulations using the ΛCDM cosmological model tended
to generate a distribution of dark halo masses that was at variance with the
observed galaxy luminosity function. This is illustrated in the upper chart
in Figure 1.1. The observed luminosity function, as estimated by Eke et al.
(2006) using data from the 2PIGG catalogue, is shown by the blue squares. The
predicted luminosity function is shown by the red line in the chart; this has been
calculated by converting the halo mass function derived by Jenkins et al. (2001)
into a luminosity function for galactic systems by assuming a constant mass-to-
luminosity ratio. The mass-to-luminosity ratio has been chosen so that the two
lines coincide at the point of the break in the observed function. Clearly, there
is little agreement between the predicted and observed functions: the simulation
predicts too many faint galaxies and too many bright galaxies, and does not
replicate the observed break in the luminosity function.
It is possible to discard the assumption of a constant mass to luminosity ratio
and work backwards to derive a mass-to luminosity function that would produce
the observed luminosity function. Baugh (2006) has shown that such a mass-to-
luminosity function is physically implausible. The ratio would need to have a
strong dependency on the mass of the haloes: it would have a minimum value
at a mass of 1012h−1M and would increase by a factor of approximately six
to both lower and higher masses. More recently, the same point emerges from
research into the stellar mass  halo mass relationship, see Section 1.4.
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Figure 1.1 Upper chart. A comparison of the observed galaxy luminosity
function (blue squares) and the predicted luminosity function based on
the ΛCDM model (red, solid line). The observed luminosity function
has been estimated from the 2PIGG catalogue by Eke et al. (2006).
The predicted luminosity function has been obtained by converting the
halo mass function of Jenkins et al. (2001) using a constant mass
to light ratio for each halo. Source: Baugh (2006). Lower chart.
A comparison of star formation rates observed (black symbols) and
those predicted from the ΛCDM model without incorporating AGN
feedback (blue, solid line). Source: Springel (2011).
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Kay et al. (2002) investigated a variety of models of star formation and concluded
that all of the algorithms resulted in too many bright galaxies unless some form
of feedback were incorporated. Introducing feedback from supernovae allows
simulations broadly to reproduce the faint end of the luminosity function, helped
also by the fact that more precise observations have recently redened the faint
end of the luminosity function (for example, Bañados et al., 2010). However, this
makes little dierence at the bright end, given the deeper gravitational potential
wells of more massive galaxies. Indeed, the introduction of supernova feedback
can worsen the discrepancy in some simulations. As galaxy formation becomes
less ecient in small galaxies, reheated gas is returned to the intercluster medium
and then is attracted into the larger galaxies.
The same point is made in the lower chart in Figure 1.1, produced by Springel
(2011): star formation in simulations based on the ΛCDM cosmological model is
higher than that observed at all redshifts. Observational determinations of the
star formation rate have been steadily improving in recent years, discussed in the
review by Madau and Dickinson (2014), but the discrepancy remains.
It appears that only if an additional process in massive galaxies, such as AGN
feedback, is included in models can the observed and simulated luminosity
functions coincide.
1.2.2 Angular Momentum
Simulations also have a problem that, if no AGN feedback is included, then they
have diculty in reproducing the morphology of disk galaxies accurately. They
tend to generate disks that are smaller than those observed. The discrepancy
arises out of the treatment of angular momentum.
Observations suggest that the angular momentum of disk galaxies is similar to
that of dark matter haloes of the same circular velocity. Given that baryons
and dark matter should have had similar specic angular momentum before
collapse, this implies that there has been little transfer of angular momentum
from baryons to dark matter during the assembly of the luminous disk. By
contrast, simulations historically built in the following scenario: gas cools very
quickly early in a galaxy's lifetime due to the high densities involved; disks form
by the coalescence of lumps of cold gas; dynamical friction drains them of angular
momentum, which is then transferred out to dark matter in the halo; and so disks
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of relatively small radii are formed.
This is illustrated in the upper chart in Figure 1.2, taken from Abadi et al. (2003).
For our purposes, the key point from this gure is that simulated galaxies, the
empty circles, possess less angular momentum than do the observed galaxies, the
small pink dots. In order to bring the simulations into line with observations it is
necessary to introduce a mechanism that prevents the gas from cooling rapidly.
This requires some form of feedback.
Once feedback is included, the simulations produce results much more in accord
with observations. The lower chart in Figure 1.2, produced from the Virgo
Consortium's EAGLE project (Schaye et al., 2015) by Zavala et al. (2016), is
one example. Although there are still some discrepancies from observations,
particularly for disc-dominated galaxies, specic angular momentum from the
simulations is in line with observations.
1.2.3 Entropy
The thermal history of the intracluster medium, with respect to both gravitational
and non-gravitational processes, is embedded within its entropy. The entropy
proles are, therefore, a useful tool for examining the impact of AGN heating
and radiative cooling.
Entropy within a cloud of gas has a linear dependence on temperature if the only
source of heating has been gravitational contraction. A common denition of
"entropy in studies of galaxy clusters (useful since it comprises items that can







implying that S is proportional to the adiabats of a monoatomic gas. S is related
to the traditional thermodynamic denition of entropy, s, by:
s = cV log(S) + constant (1.2)
where cV is the constant-volume specic heat capacity.
If the only source of heating is due to gravitational contraction, then it can be
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Figure 1.2 Upper chart. A comparison of the observed angular momentum
(empty blue circles) and that predicted using a model with no AGN
feedback (pink dots). Source: Abadi et al. (2003). Lower chart.
Specic angular momentum as a function of stellar mass, shown
separately for bulge-dominated (coloured red) and disk-dominated
(coloured blue) galaxies. The thick lines and accompanying
uncertainty regions are simulated data using a model with AGN
feedback  see text. The symbols are observed data from Fall and
Romanowsky (2013). Source: Zavala et al. (2016)
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measures the evolution of the Hubble constant and ∆c is the overdensity, in units
of the critical density, at which the entropy is measured. It follows that once ∆c is
xed, there should be a linear relationship between the entropy of the gas and the
temperature of the gas. In fact, the situation is slightly more complicated. Based
on arguments set forward by Ponman et al. (1999) and Finoguenov et al. (2004),
the linear relationship should trend into an entropy oor (a constant entropy
value) at very low temperatures, but this is irrelevant to the present discussion.
The theoretical linear S ∝ T relationship is not, however, observed. Instead,
an entropy-ramp is found, as shown in Figure 1.3 by the blue dashed line.
Rather than following the linear S ∝ T scaling at hot systems with a attening
to a oor for cold systems, entropy seems to scale approximately as T 2/3. These
observations are from Ponman et al. (2003), and were conrmed by Mushotzky
et al. (2003). Finally, the entropy properties of simulated clusters do show excess
entropy compared with the theoretical linear S ∝ T relationship, but only in the
Figure 1.3 Entropy vs (emission-weighted) temperature: observations are shown
by the dashed blue line; the red circles show simulated results; and
the dashed green line shows the theoretical linear S ∝ T relationship.
Sources: Ponman et al. (2003) and Tornatore et al. (2003).
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most extreme cases do the results (red circles in Figure 1.3) match observations
(for example, Tornatore et al., 2003).
A number of solutions have been proposed, including extreme radiation cooling
and feedback from supernovae. None has succeeded in removing the discrepancy
between theory, simulations and observations. However, studies, most recently
by Chaudhuri et al. (2013) and Iqbal et al. (2017), show that AGN feedback is
able to bridge the gap.
1.2.4 The Cooling Flow Problem
Galaxies, whether in isolation, in groups or in clusters, are enveloped in hot gas.
The temperature of the gas can be estimated from X-ray spectra and this reveals
that the gas is virially bound within dark matter haloes. The gas can cool through
various processes including inverse Compton scattering, radiative decay following
collisional excitement of atoms and Bremsstrahlung radiation as electrons are
accelerated in an ionised plasma. From measurements of the X-ray emission, it
is possible to estimate a cooling time for the gas by dividing the thermal energy
of the gas by the cooling rate. The cooling time is often much shorter than
the age of the system (cool-core clusters), which suggests that the gas should be
cooling, owing into the centre of the structure, condensing and turning into stars
(a cooling ow, Fabian, 1994). However, measurements of star formation rates
consistently nd that they are at least an order of magnitude lower than expected:
for example, Peterson et al. (2003) used X-ray spectrometry to demonstrate that
very little of the gas cooled through a temperature one-third of that of the bulk
of the gas. Many subsequent studies have also similarly found star-formation
rates below those predicted from simple cooling and star-formation models, as
reviewed by McNamara and Nulsen (2007). There needs to be some process that
is heating the gas and largely osetting the radiative losses.
1.2.5 The Magorrian Relationship
Over the past fteen years, spectroscopic evidence of highly-peaked stellar
velocity proles in the core of a galaxy and, more locally, measurements of rapid
orbital motions of individual stars have built a persuasive case that most, if not
all, galactic bulges contain a SMBH. The arguments have been comprehensively
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reviewed by Kormendy and Ho (2013). Furthermore, extensive observations in
the local universe have revealed a tight correlation between the mass of a SMBH
and the bulge mass of its host galaxy, initially propounded by Magorrian et al.
(1998), or equivalently between the mass of a SMBH and the stellar velocity
dispersion (Ferrarese and Merritt, 2000); these ndings have subsequently been
corroborated by many researchers. It follows that the mass of a SMBH, MBH , is
related to the spheroid stellar mass, MS, by
MBH = kMS (1.5)
A comparison of black hole mass with the bulge mass of the host galaxy is
illustrated in Figure 1.4, taken from Kormendy and Ho (2013).
Estimates of k were at rst closely grouped  for example, 0.14% ± 0.04% by
Häring and Rix (2004) and 0.13%, quoted without an accompanying uncertainty,
by Ferrarese and Ford (2005). More recent studies have argued that the
relationship might be more complex, in three ways. First, the value of k may
be higher than the initial estimates: Kormendy and Ho (2013) argue for a
value of 0.49+0.06−0.05 after omitting pseudobulges (because here the tight correlation
breaks down), galaxies with uncertain SMBH mass measurements and mergers
in progress. Second, k may evolve as a function of redshift, with results from,
inter alia, Walter et al. (2004), McLure et al. (2006) and Bennert et al. (2011)
suggesting that within a range of 0 < z < 2:
k(z) ∝ (1 + z)β (1.6)
where β is of the order two, although Ding et al. (2017) argue for a much lower
value of 0.06. Here, further research is needed to check that the apparent redshift
dependency is not simply due to selection eects. Third, several researchers have









Estimates of α are reasonably consistent, with Häring and Rix (2004) nding 1.12
± 0.06, McConnell and Ma (2013) quoting values between 1.05 ± 0.11 and 1.23
± 0.16 depending on the conversion from velocity dispersion to black hole mass,
and Kormendy and Ho (2013) nding 1.17 ± 0.08.
It is argued, for example by Peng (2007), Gaskell (2011) and Jahnke and Macciò
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Figure 1.4 The linear relationship between the mass of a black hole and the mass
of the bulge of its host galaxy. Source: Kormendy and Ho (2013).
(2011), that galaxy mergers contribute towards the Magorrian relationship. As
a consequence of the Central Limit Theorem, the averaging that happens during
mergers acts to tighten the correlation between the mass of a black hole and that
of its host galaxy. Nevertheless, the closeness of the correlation between the mass
of a SMBH and of its host galaxy suggests that mergers cannot be a complete
explanation and that there needs to be some process that binds the growth of
the SMBH to that of the galaxy. Kormendy and Ho (2013) extend the argument.
Observations show that black hole masses correlate tightly with classical bulges
and ellipticals, correlate very weakly with pseudo-bulges and dark haloes and
do not correlate at all with disks. They suggest that (1) the correlation with
pseudobulges and dark haloes is so weak that it suggests nothing other than
black holes nd it easier to grow in large galaxies which, by denition, contain
more fuel, (2) the co-evolution between an AGN and its host galaxy that engineers
the mass correlation occurs mostly at redshifts two to four when quasar activity
was it its height and (3) processes thereafter act to preserve that correlation.
1.2.6 Downsizing
One of the puzzling aspects of galaxy formation is that of down-sizing. Star
formation in recent times  redshifts less than one, say  is occurring mostly in
intermediate-mass galaxies (for example, Kodama et al., 2004), whilst the most
massive galaxies  typically ellipticals found in clusters  tend to be passive (Cowie
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Figure 1.5 The division of galaxies by mass and colour (i.e. temperature). The
galaxy sample is based on data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Data Release 7 (Abazajian et al., 2009), with the sample selection
described in Schawinski et al. (2010). The sample is restricted to a
redshift range of 0.02 < z < 0.05. The contours are linear and scaled
to the highest value. Source: Schawinski et al. (2014).
et al., 1996). Consequently, galaxies tend to separate into those that are young,
blue and active and those that are old, red and dead, with the green valley in
between being sparsely populated (Figure 1.5).
The implication is that today's massive galaxies must have experienced early
and rapid star formation. Observations do, indeed, show that at high redshifts
massive galaxies were forming stars at prodigious rates and that there were
many massive galaxies already in existence at redshifts of over one (for example,
Mortlock et al., 2015). This appears to conict with the hierarchical growth
of structure incorporated within the ΛCDM cosmogony. It seems that there
must be some mechanism to shut o, or at least to reduce, star formation
in galaxies once they attain a certain size. Simulations and semi-analytical
modelling initially attempted to replicate the eect by incorporating supernova or
starburst feedback, but these suer the diculty that they themselves arise out
of star formation. It appears that feedback from AGNs is required. Croton et al.
(2006) constructed their model around the assumption of radio feedback from
those AGNs that lie at the centre of a quasi-static X-ray emitting atmosphere
within a galaxy group or cluster. Their Millennium Run model seems to have the
added advantage that if the parameters are set to solve the cooling ow problem,
then it also leads to a cut-o in the luminosity function of galaxies which is
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in agreement with observations. It is now standard practice to include AGN
feedback within simulations.
1.3 The Energetics
There is convincing evidence that the energy source for all AGNs is a black hole.
Firstly, the rapid variability of X-ray emission suggests that the power system
must be an extremely compact object. Given that powers of up to 1041W are
generated by the most luminous quasars (Wu et al., 2015), then the only feasible
mechanism is accretion onto such a compact object. Secondly, observations of
stellar proper motions in the local universe reveal objects orbiting a compact
central object at velocities of 500 - 1000 km/s, indicating a very high mass for
that object. Thirdly, spectroscopic evidence comes from redshifted broad X-ray
Fe lines (for example, Yaqoob et al., 1995): the prole of these lines is indicative of
beaming, a transverse Doppler shift (time dilation of the moving light source) and
gravitational redshift, all of which are consistent with the presence of a SMBH.
The arguments advanced in the previous sub-sections build a convincing case
that AGN feedback must play a role in galaxy evolution. But how important a
role? Consider the scales involved. If a black hole were the size of a table-tennis
ball, then its host galaxy would be approximately twice the size of the Earth.
How much inuence can a black hole exert on its host galaxy? In fact, it is
straightforward to show that the inuence could be profound:
 As matter accretes onto a black hole, the energy released is in the range of
4% - 42% of the rest mass energy of the accreting material (see Peacock,
2010, chapter 2). The exact fraction depends on the rate of spin of the
black hole, but a standard assumption is that, on average, around 10% of
the rest mass energy is released (appropriate for a non-rotating black hole).
 Over the lifetime of the black hole, the energy that has been released is,
therefore, EBH ≈ 0.1MBHc2.
 The binding energy of a galaxy is Egal ≈ Mgalσ2, where σ is the velocity
dispersion of the galaxy.
 As discussed above, MBH ≈ 0.005Mgal using the relation found by
Kormendy and Ho (2013).
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 The velocity dispersion of a galaxy would typically be below 400 km/s,
implying that EBH > 280 Egal.
The energy produced during the growth of a black hole would, therefore, be
many times greater than the binding energy of the host galaxy. If even a small
fraction of that energy were transferred into the gas, then the eect on a galaxy's
behaviour could be signicant.
1.4 The Classication of Active Galactic Nuclei
Active galaxies have traditionally been placed into a number of categories,
according to their luminosity, spectral properties and ratio of nuclear to host
galaxy stellar light; the categories include Seyfert galaxies, quasars, QSOs,
LINERs, Blazars and radio galaxies. Progressively, however, the view has
developed that AGNs can be more usefully divided into just two fundamental
types, with the division dependent on how much material is being accreted onto
the SMBH.
The theory underpinning the view that there are two types of AGNs, dened
by the rate at which material is being accreted, has been developed principally
by Narayan and Yi in the 1990's. The key paper, out of a series published, is
Narayan and Yi (1995). The authors derived a suite of ow equations governing
the accretion of material onto a black hole and, by imposing certain conditions,
found a family of self-consistent solutions (their Section 2). Their conclusions can
be summarised as follows:
 A critical factor is the fraction of viscously dissipated energy from the
accretion inow that is stored in the gas as entropy as opposed to being
radiated away.
 If that fraction is small  that is, very little advection  then the solutions
imply a standard, geometrically-thin accretion disk and, by construction, a
high proportion of the energy is radiated away.
 By contrast, in the advection-dominated case the solutions imply that
accretion is almost spherical, the gas is close to the virial temperature and
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the gas is rotating at far below the Keplerian rate. This is more akin to
Bondi accretion, discussed shortly in Section 1.4.2.
 The Bernouilli parameter is the sum of the kinetic energy, the potential
energy and the enthalpy of the accreting gas and determines the probability
that outows or winds may occur spontaneously. In the advection-
dominated case, this parameter is positive across most of the ow, and
particularly so at angles close to the rotation axis. The implication is that
bipolar outows are likely along the rotation axis.
 Furthermore, the authors suggest that, while radiation and magnetic elds
would help, the jets could be produced without these llips provided that
the material stays adiabatic during the initial acceleration phase of the
outow.
The threshold value that marks the division between the two types of AGNs
is approximately 1% of the Eddington limit (Best and Heckman, 2012). The
Eddington limit itself denes the maximum accretion rate (and hence maximum
luminosity) that is possible, which occurs when the radiation force acting
outwards exactly balances the gravitational force acting inwards. The reasons
for a transition at this threshold are still imperfectly understood, and the exact
fraction of the Eddington limit is believed to depend on, inter alia, the rate of
spin of the SMBH and, especially, the viscosity of the accretion disk (Qiao and
Liu, 2009).
Over the past ten years research into the relationship between stellar mass and
halo mass has tended to validate the theory, to conrm the existence of two
dierent feedback mechanisms and to provide further insights into the crossover
point from the radiative- to the jet-mode. Figure 1.6, taken from Behroozi
et al. (2010), plots the stellar mass to halo mass (SMHM) relationship for the
local universe. It illustrates the well-known point that high-mass galaxies have
a signicantly dierent scaling for the SMHM relationship than do low-mass
galaxies and suggests that the cross-over point is at a stellar mass of 1010.6M,
in broad agreement with the green valley shown in Figure 1.5. More interestingly,
detailed analysis of the curve by the authors reveals that the SMHM relation
cannot be tted with a power-law above that cross-over mass. They argue that the
data are consistent with a transition region in which galaxies may be subject to
multiple feedback mechanisms and further suggest that the width of the transition
region may be inuenced by the time taken for galaxies to gain stellar mass,
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the fraction of stellar mass that arose from quiescent star formation as opposed
to having been merger-driven and the extent of interaction between dierent
feedback mechanisms.
Figure 1.6 The stellar mass  halo mass relation in the local universe, derived
from the stellar mass function of Li and White (2009) matched to
the simulated distribution of haloes. Source: Behroozi et al. (2010).
Confusingly, the literature abounds with dierent names for the two classications
of AGNs. If the inow is above the threshold fraction, then an AGN is said to be
in cold, high-excitation, radiative, quasar or wind mode; if the inow is lower than
that threshold, then the names used are hot, low-excitation, jet, radio, kinetic
or maintenance mode. Here, the nomenclature will follow that used by Heckman
and Best (2014), with the two types referred to as radiative-mode AGNs and
jet-mode AGNs.
Schematic diagrams of the the two types of AGNs are shown in Figure 1.7 and
these are explained in the following two sections.
1.4.1 Radiative-mode AGNs
Radiative-mode AGNs are found in relatively young, growing galaxies, which
implies that the peak of this activity occurred at redshifts of between two and
three.
Infall onto a SMBH occurs through a geometrically-thin, but optically-thick,
accretion disk that reaches in to within a few Schwarzschild radii of the SMBH
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(a) A radiative-mode AGN. (b) A jet-mode AGN.
Figure 1.7 Schematics, not to scale, of the two types of AGNs. (a) Radiative-
mode AGNs have a geometrically thin, optically thick accretion disk.
Luminous UV radiation from the disk illuminates the broad-line
and narrow-line regions. An obscuring structure of gas and dust
surrounds the central regions. (b) Accretion in jet-mode AGNs is
through a geometrically-thick advection-dominated accretion ow; at
larger radii, there may be a transition to an outer truncated thin disk.
Most of the energetic output from these sources is released through
radio jets. Source: Heckman and Best (2014).
(shown schematically in the left-hand diagram in Figure 1.7). Thermal emission
from the accretion disk is the dominant energy source of the AGN, with
the radiation peaking in the optical and ultraviolet wavebands. The lower
energy photons produced from this spectrum are scattered to higher energies by
relativistic electrons in the surrounding corona. This inverse Compton scattering
is surmised to cause the power law component in the X-ray spectrum (0.2-10
keV) of an AGN. Radiation from the accretion disk illuminates clouds that are
very rapidly orbiting the SMBH at radii of a few light days; consequently, the
lines emitted from these clouds are broad. Slower-moving gas clouds orbit the
SMBH at greater distances, giving rise to narrower emission lines. An obscuring
structure of gas and dust surrounds the central regions; the structure is often
depicted as a torus although its exact geometry is not tightly constrained. The
dusty structure is heated by radiation from the AGN and re-emits radiation in
the mid- and far-infrared. Overall, therefore, radiative-mode AGNs emit right
across the electromagnetic spectrum. A more detailed description is provided in
Ho (2008).
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Figure 1.8 The fraction of AGN hosts (red triangles) and control galaxies
(blue squares) within dierent morphological and disturbance classes.
Source: Kocevski et al. (2012).
It is believed that the dusty structure prohibits a direct view of the central regions
of an AGN from certain lines of sight and so the viewing angle can aect the
observed spectrum; in particular, whether or not the broad lines are present. This
factor is believed to explain dierences between sub-categorisations of Seyfert
galaxies (into Seyfert 1's and Seyfert 2's), and between QSOs and type-2 quasars;
an early proponent of this orientation-based unication theorem was Antonucci
(1993).
Theoretical arguments have been put forward to suggest that mergers may be
the trigger for AGN activity. There is, however, little observational evidence to
support that view except in the most luminous cases. Figure 1.8, taken from
Kocevski et al. (2012), implies that there is no dierence in the morphology of
AGN hosts compared with quiescent galaxies. Sabater et al. (2015) reached a
similar conclusion after reviewing recent research reports, arguing that all that is
required to prompt typical AGN activity is a plentiful supply of cold gas in the
central region of a galaxy, whatever the origin of the gas.
As matter accretes onto a SMBH, a fraction of the energy released is transferred
into the surrounding gas. This can be through one of two processes. Radiated
photons can heat the gas either by Compton scattering or by photoionising metals,
so creating a thermal energy-driven wind. Alternatively, radiation pressure
on dust (which has a much larger cross-section than gas) can cause a pressure
momentum-driven wind. Both the processes described have large ineciencies
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(Cattaneo et al., 2009) and it is dicult to calculate theoretically the fraction of
energy emitted from a SMBH that is deposited in gas and dust.
The transfer of energy into gas is the basis for the putative feedback process for
radiative-mode AGNs. Simulations show that a galactic wind can signicantly
reduce star formation, particularly in lower mass systems; in a high-mass galaxy,
the eect on star formation is less pronounced (for example, the EAGLE project
described by Schaye et al., 2015). However, the expulsion of gas and dust from a
galaxy, whilst quenching star formation, also cuts o the fuel to the AGN. Once
the AGN activity has reduced, or ceased, gas is able to fall back into the galaxy,
restarting the cycle. Hence, it is speculated that there are episodic periods of
star formation coinciding with growth of a SMBH, leading to the correlation in
the mass of a SMBH and its host galactic bulge.
Establishing a causal link between radiative-mode feedback and the quenching
of star formation is fraught with diculties for several reasons. There is the
general point that the central regions of an AGN are likely to be obscured by a
dusty torus. The radiative mode occurs mostly at higher redshifts. An AGN is
likely to outshine its host galaxy, hindering the gathering of data on the galaxy.
Furthermore, as mentioned above, a galaxy hosting a radiative-mode AGN is also
likely to be experiencing substantial star formation (albeit at lower rates than
would be theoretically expected without a feedback mechanism) which makes
it hard to disentangle the eect of AGN feedback from that caused by stellar
activity. The observational evidence is mostly circumstantial:
 It is known that AGNs do drive super-winds. Spectroscopic evidence in
the form of blue-shifted absorption lines show that highly-ionised gas is
outowing with speeds (well) above 500 km/s (for example, Netzer, 2015),
believed to be the upper limit for supernova-driven winds. It is not easy,
however, to estimate accurately the masses of the gas involved in these
winds, with uncertainties in estimates greater than an order of magnitude.
This, in turn, makes it dicult to establish a causal link between the
presence of a quasar wind and the cessation of star formation.
 Galaxies reside in dark matter haloes, with the total mass of the halo an
order of magnitude greater than the stellar content. Silk and Nusser (2010)
have argued that AGN feedback would not be suciently energetic to eject
gas from the halo as well as the galaxy. This implies that gas would end
up trapped in the halo, and it is possible that the squeezing of the gas
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during ejection from the galaxy could trigger star formation in shells. Bieri
et al. (2016) used simulations to show that such overpressurisation can
boost a galaxy's star formation rate. There is some observational evidence:
van Dokkum et al. (2010) found such a shell pattern in galaxies around a
redshift of two, when quasar activity was at its peak. Also, observations by
Salomé et al. (2015) and Rauch et al. (2013) in the local universe and at
a redshift of 3.0 respectively appear to show evidence of AGN-induced star
formation.
 The chemical composition of giant elliptical galaxies suggests that star
formation occurred in a relatively short time (for example, Renzini, 2006),
which argues in favour of some mechanism that could abruptly stop star
formation.
There is still, therefore, considerable uncertainty in assessing the importance of
quasar winds in quenching star formation. There is a pressing need to obtain
better estimates for the masses, length scales and temperature structure of the
winds.
1.4.2 Jet-mode AGNs
Jet-mode AGNs tend to be linked with more massive black holes that are found in
older galaxies, those whose morphologies consist of classical bulges and massive
ellipticals. Gas in these galaxies is hot and relatively little star formation is
occurring. The AGN is accreting at signicantly below  less than about 1% of
 the Eddington limit in a radiatively inecient process.
The structure of a jet-mode AGN is believed to dier from that of a radiative-
mode AGN (Heckman and Best, 2014, and references therein). The accretion disk
is either absent or truncated in the inner regions; instead, there is a geometrically-
thick structure, which leads to an inow time that is much shorter than the
radiative cooling time (Ho 2008); this is shown in the right-hand diagram in
Figure 1.7.







where ρ(ra) is the density of the gas at the accretion radius ra = 2GMBH/c2s
and cs is the sound speed. The Bondi formula has tended to be used in
numerical simulations. It is, however, based on an ideal set of assumptions 
unperturbed and steady initial conditions, adiabaticity, the absence of magnetic
elds, spherical symmetry  and it tends to generate infalls that are (much) lower
than those required to fuel observed activity from the most luminous AGNs.
Also, viscosity is ignored in the Bondi formula, yet infall of gas into a black hole
requires a substantial transfer of angular momentum from the gas to stars or to
dark matter and viscosity has a crucial role in that process. Gaspari et al. (2013)
investigated the eect on the Bondi formula of a more realistic set of conditions.
The key point from their analysis is that in a common astrophysical scenario
the general clumpy medium and cooling ow lead to colder clumps, accretion
is mainly cold and chaotic, laments are created by turbulent and tidal forces
and these allow accretion rates to be up to two orders of magnitude higher than
those predicted by the Bondi formula. Such rates are sucient even for the more
powerful jet-mode AGNs.
The accretion of hot gas onto very massive black holes generates two-sided jets.
The mechanism that produces the jets is not yet understood, but a leading
hypothesis is that the mass and spin of a SMBH distort space and time, twisting
magnetic eld lines into a coil that propels material outwards (see the review
by Romero et al., 2017). There is observational support for the theory. Firstly,
Marscher et al. (2008) studied a comparatively nearby  at a distance of 300
million parsecs  blazar, BL Lacertae, during a period of extreme outburst.
The observations from the National Science Foundation's Very Long Baseline
Array (VLBA) radio telescope revealed material spiralling outwards, in line with
predictions. Secondly, it follows that the greater the mass of a black hole, the
greater the probability of jets (and, to a lesser extent, the greater the power of
the jets). This has indeed been observed, with Best et al. (2005) nding that
radio-AGN activity is a very strong function of black hole mass.
It appears that the distorted magnetic eld lines pull charged particles o the
geometrically-thick structure and accelerate them outwards at close to the speed
of light. The jets can extend for mega-parsecs, far outside the galaxy itself. When
launched, the particles travel at relativistic velocities. It is believed that, in most
cases, the particles decelerate quickly once they hit the gaseous halo of the host
galaxy and then dissipate into sub-sonic plumes. The jets generate expanding
shock fronts where they impact the surrounding intergalactic medium (IGM) and,
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as the shock fronts advance, the plasma builds up behind them within low-density
cavities. These bubbles are suciently buoyant to rise through the intracluster
medium (McNamara et al., 2000). At particularly high radio luminosities, the
jets survive as highly-collimated structures until they terminate as bright shocks
(hot spots) at the interface with the IGM. The bow shock associated with the
expanding radio source means that, although the jets themselves are highly
collimated, the radio jet energy is eventually transferred into the IGM in an
isotropic manner, as illustrated in Figure 1.9.
Reviewing recent studies, Fabian (2012) concludes that, out of twenty clusters
in which a cooling problem can be identied, bubbles are observed by Chandra
in nineteen (the twentieth cluster is currently undergoing a merger). Given that
bubbles would be dicult to observe if located exactly in our line of sight, the
conclusion is that the bubbling fraction may be at least 95%. This implies that
the bubbling process is not very episodic, but is fairly continuous, in the most
extreme cooling ows
Figure 1.9 A schematic diagram of a jet-mode AGN. Distorted magnetic eld
lines pull charged particles o the geometrically-thick structure and
accelerate them outwards. When launched, the particles travel
at relativistic velocities and the jets can extend for mega-parsecs.
The particles are believed to decelerate quickly once they hit the
gaseous halo of the host galaxy and then dissipate into sub-sonic
plumes. The jets generate expanding shock fronts where they impact
the surrounding intergalactic medium; as the shock fronts advance,
plasma builds up behind them within low-density cavities. These
bubbles are suciently buoyant to rise through the intracluster
medium. Source: The University of Edinburgh, High Energy
Astrophysics lecture notes.
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The X-ray cavities provide a direct means of quantifying the mechanical energy
released by an AGN through measurements of the work done on the hot gaseous
haloes. Cavity volumes can be estimated by combining their observed linear scale
with assumptions about their geometry (Bîrzan et al., 2004). The pressure of the
IGM can be obtained from measurements of its X-ray temperature and density.
The energy of a cavity can then be calculated as 4pV , the enthalpy of a cavity
lled with relativistic gas. It is also possible to estimate the time over which the
energy has been supplied by dividing the radial distance of the cavity from the
SMBH by the assumed rising velocity of the bubble (normally taken as the speed
of sound). This, in turn, allows the jet power to be estimated.
The accretion rate onto a SMBH is normally calculated from the Bondi spherical
accretion model; as discussed earlier in this subsection, that may lead to a
(substantial) underestimation, particularly if the measurements are made outside
the Bondi radius. Assuming the standard 10% mass conversion eciency, the
energy output of the SMBH is obtained and can be compared with the jet power.
Initial studies, for example by Bîrzan et al. (2004) and Allen et al. (2006), found a
close correlation between the accretion rate and the jet power. There is, however,
considerable uncertainty attached to many of the assumptions underpinning
the calculations described above and the closeness of that correlation has been
called into question by subsequent studies (for example, Cavagnolo et al., 2010):
dierent estimates for the energy in a cavity have been proposed, ranging from
E = pV up to E = 10pV ; the validity of Bondi spherical accretion model has
been questioned; and it has been suggested that energy from the spin of the black
hole can also be channelled into the jet (for example, Benson and Babul, 2009).
Nevertheless, it seems safe to conclude that much of the energetic output of a
SMBH is channelled into the jets and that their power is eventually transferred
into the IGM where it osets the radiative cooling of the gas.
That leaves the question of whether the energy deposited by the jets into the
gas is sucient to solve the cooling problem described in Section 1.2.4. Best
et al. (2005), Best et al. (2007) and Nulsen et al. (2007) have addressed the
problem. The average rate of jet kinetic energy production of a black hole can be
estimated from its radio luminosity. Jet production is believed to be episodic and
the duty cycle can be estimated from the fraction of galaxies that host an AGN
as a function of black hole mass. The cooling rate of the gas can be found from
its X-ray luminosity, considering only that from within the cooling radius. The
consensus view from these three papers is that the radio-AGN heating rate is at
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least sucient to balance the radiative losses in the most massive clusters and to
exceed the heating rate by more than an order of magnitude when considering
individual elliptical galaxies. Even allowing for the fact that, especially in smaller
systems, part of the energy of the jet will be deposited outside the cooling radius
and allowing for the approximations within the calculations, it seems safe to
assume that jet-mode AGNs are a viable explanation for the lower-than-expected
star formation.
Energy from an AGN is, therefore, deposited into the same gas that fuels the
AGN - the ingredients are in place for a feedback cycle. Note that for a feedback
process to be ecient, an AGN must be able to react quickly to changes in the
environment so that the heating - cooling balance can be maintained. This is
also an argument against Bondi accretion since Soker (2006) demonstrates that
under Bondi accretion the infall of hot gas from the IGM into a SMBH occurs on
timescales of over 1 Gyr; by contrast, Gaspari et al. (2013) argue that variations
in the rate of cold clump accretion can occur on the much more rapid timescales
demanded by an ecient feedback mechanism.
The synchrotron radiation generated by the jets and from the cavities can be
observed at radio frequencies, while the cavities can also be viewed directly
at X-ray frequencies. The gas surrounding a galaxy is hot, highly ionised and
mostly transparent. There is, therefore, plenty of observational evidence to
support the feedback theory. Despite that, the details of the feedback mechanism
remain unclear. Current instruments do not have the sensitivity required to allow
detailed study of individual elliptical galaxies: the X-ray luminosity of a single
galaxy can be ve orders of magnitude smaller than that of the brightest clusters.
Also, inadequate resolution means that selection eects hinder research; as one
example, large but not small bubbles are detectable.
1.5 Microquasars
There is an opportunity to study the accretion process and the launching of jets
in objects that are located within our own galaxy.
Given that black holes are characterised simply by their mass and their spin,
most of the ongoing processes should be scale-invariant. Support for that view is
provided by microquasars, radio-emitting X-ray binaries. As the name suggests,
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microquasars are scaled-down versions of quasars. Like quasars, they contain a
spinning black hole (in this case, locked into a binary system with a companion
star), an accretion disk and collimated jets of relativistic particles. The properties
of the two types of object clearly dier: a microquasar's black hole has a mass
that is typically a few tens of that of the sun; the temperature of its accretion disk
is several million degrees compared with several thousand degrees for a quasar;
its accretion disk is of the order of a few thousand kilometres in size compared
with millions of kilometres for a quasar; and the particles in the jets travel a few
parsecs instead of over a million parsecs for the more powerful quasars.
Nevertheless, the underlying physics that leads to the launching of the jets is
believed to be the same. Jets from black holes that span nine orders of magnitude
in mass are morphologically similar and the core emission tends to display the
same at power-law spectrum. The scale invariance leads to the concept of the
Fundamental Plane of black hole activity  an empirical relationship between
the black hole mass, radio luminosity (a probe for the radio jet) and X-ray
luminosity. Black hole binaries in our own galaxy and AGNs both lie upon the
same relationship. The tightest relationship for X-ray binaries is seen for those in
the low-hard state; this implies binaries with low Eddington fractions and so the
appropriate counterparts with which comparisons should be made are jet-mode
AGNs such as LINERs. The Fundamental Plane, which is described more fully
by, for example, Merloni and Heinz (2007) and Saikia et al. (2015), is investigated
in detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
The study of microquasars has the potential to improve our understanding of the
physics of accretion disks and the formation of jets near the horizon of a black
hole. Jets produced by microquasars are easier to study because their apparent
motions in the sky are approximately two orders of magnitude faster than those
from quasars (Mirabel and Rodriguez, 1995). Timescales associated with jets are
broadly proportional to the mass of the black hole, so variations that might last
centuries for a quasar may be experienced in a day for a microquasar. There
has, however, been a drawback: paradoxically, it is easier to nd extragalactic
jet-mode AGNs than to nd microquasars in the Milky Way. Accretion disks in
AGNs emit strongly in the optical and ultraviolet, whereas those of microquasars
need to be identied by their X-ray emission. This has meant that the number
of known microquasars is still not large, although it should grow rapidly with
the development of new X-ray wide-eld surveys. For the moment at least, the
study of jet-mode AGNs is likely to provide the greatest insights into the physics
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involved in the launching of relativistic jets.
1.6 The Radio Luminosity Function
The luminosity function can provide valuable insights into the structure and
evolution of AGNs. Investigations into the luminosity function tend to support
the division of AGNs into the two categories dened by dierent accretion modes.
It was discovered fty years ago by Longair (1966) that radio AGN sources exhibit
luminosity-dependent evolution, with the space density of the high-luminosity
population rising strongly with redshift, but with much less evidence of cosmic
evolution at lower luminosities. There have been many later works investigating
radio luminosity function evolution that have conrmed this picture, for example
Dunlop and Peacock (1990) and Rigby et al. (2011). This supports the two-
population classication of AGN: radiative-mode AGNs dominate at only the
highest luminosities and evolve rapidly with redshift, whereas jet-mode AGNs
evolve more slowly.
Until recently, however, the lack of precise classication of AGNs as jet-mode
or radiative-mode has meant that this has been an inferred result, rather than
one that has been directly measured. To investigate this in more detail Best and
Heckman (2012), Best et al. (2014) and Pracy et al. (2016) assembled samples
of jet-mode and radiative-mode AGNs and constructed luminosity functions
for the local universe and out to redshifts of 1.0 and 0.75 respectively. The
luminosity functions of the radiative-mode and jet-mode AGNs were found to
have breaks at signicantly dierent luminosities, providing further evidence that
the accretion modes are dierent for the two categories of AGNs. All teams of
researchers conrmed that the radiative-mode population evolved quickly through
the redshift range under examination, consistent with these AGNs being hosted
by young star-forming galaxies. The result also provides support for the view
that both radiative-mode AGNs and star-formation activity are dependent on
the available supply of cold gas to the galaxy.
These studies found little evolution in the jet-mode population, consistent with
jet-mode AGNs evolving broadly in line with the stellar mass function of massive
quiescent galaxies. There were slight dierences in the detail of the luminosity
functions of the jet-mode AGNs: Pracy et al. (2016) found little or no evolution
up to redshift z = 0.75, whereas Best et al. (2014) found slow positive evolution
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out to a redshift of 0.6 and a decline thereafter. Not only that, but Best et al.
(2014) found that the positive evolution was driven by the highest-luminosity jet-
mode AGNs and there was a slight negative evolution for the lowest-luminosity
objects. To explain that, they considered several possible models:
 The evolution is driven simply by the change in redshift of the space density
of their host galaxies, which are massive quiescent galaxies.
 The model above is adapted to incorporate a time delay between the
formation of quiescent galaxies and the onset of jet-mode AGN activity.
 An assumption is made that the typical luminosity of jet-mode AGNs
increases with redshift possibly due, for example, to subtle changes in the
halo hot gas fraction, the cooling function or the average density of the
medium into which the jets are expanding.
 The jet-mode population is contaminated by a population linked to the
radiative-mode AGNs: accretion onto an AGN is a stochastic process and
accretion rates may temporarily uctuate across the critical Eddington
fraction, resulting in radiative-mode AGNs being classied in the jet-mode.
These models can lead to similar evolution patterns up to a redshift of around z
= 1, but the luminosity functions are expected to diverge thereafter. Extending
measurement of the jet-mode luminosity function out to redshift z = 2 is a key
part of the work described in Chapter 5 of this thesis, where the luminosity
function is discussed in more detail.
1.7 A Summary of AGN Feedback
The overall picture that emerges can be summarised as follows. The radiative
mode occurs when a galaxy and its AGN are comparatively young. At that stage,
the galaxy contains huge volumes of cold molecular gas, substantial star formation
is occurring and an AGN is accreting at a signicant fraction of the Eddington
limit. Stellar feedback is important in such galaxies; by contrast, AGN feedback,
arising from radiation-induced expulsion of gas and dust from the galaxy, is likely
to be a signicant factor only when the AGN becomes particularly powerful. At
that time, the SMBH turns into a quasar and may blow away surrounding gas
and dust, leading to the cessation of each of star formation, growth in the galaxy
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and growth in the AGN. This is the phase that links the mass of an AGN with
that of its host galaxy. The jet-mode phase occurs thereafter when the SMBH
has attained a large mass, but is accreting at less than 1% of the Eddington
limit as gas cools slowly and falls back into the galaxy. The jet-mode feedback
maintains a comparatively constant ow of infalling gas, which allows the galaxy
and SMBH to grow in tandem and so preserves the mass correlation.
Direct observational evidence of the radiative-mode feedback has been hard to
obtain. Not only does this phase occur mainly at higher redshifts, but, by
denition, it is taking place in a dusty environment and so obscuration is a
major problem. By contrast, the jet mode can be more easily observed, at
radio and X-ray frequencies, since it is occurring now in nearby massive objects;
nevertheless, our understanding of the advection-dominated accretion process and
the mechanism(s) responsible for the launching of jets remains imperfect.
There remain many unanswered questions. Fabian (2012) and Kormendy and Ho
(2013) summarised a number. How many radiative-mode phases does a galaxy
undergo - one or several? What is the relative importance of starburst-driven
feedback and AGN feedback in driving cold gas out of early-type galaxies? Are
observations of local AGNs representative of powerful quasars around a redshift
of two? Can radio-jet energy be thermalised and is it conned within individual
galaxies? How important is the spin of a SMBH in determining the energy
released in the collimated jets? Is AGN feedback the main energy source that
keeps gas hot? Alternatives include a shock process from the infall of gas from
the cosmological web (Dekel and Birnboim, 2008) and gas recycled from dying
stars that is injected into the halo at the kinetic temperature of stellar motions.
Also, critically, how does jet-mode feedback evolve over cosmic time?
A number of new radio facilities have recently, or are about to, come on
stream which should help to resolve some of these issues. Low-frequency radio
observations from the LOw-Frequency ARray (LOFAR) and the Square Kilometre
Array will provide information on the electron populations in the bubbles of
cluster cores and, by mapping parts of the sky at a redshift of two, will provide
an insight into the relative importance of AGN feedback and the environments
in which it has taken place. At GHz radio frequencies, the Jansky Very Large
Array will study the interactions of jets with plasma and examine the plasma's
magnetic eld structure. The Atacama Large Millimetre/submillimetre Array
should oer the spatial and spectral resolution necessary to penetrate the high
absorption around radiative-mode AGNs.
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1.8 The Structure of this Report
This thesis uses a number of surveys at dierent wavelengths, but particularly
low-frequency (150 MHz) radio observations from LOFAR of the ELAIS-N1 eld,
to improve our knowledge of jet-mode AGN feedback and hence of the interplay
between the complicated processes involved in galaxy formation and evolution.
The structure is as follows.
In Chapter 2, the Fundamental Plane of black hole activity is investigated and
the relationship derived using a sample of 576 X-ray selected LINERs. The
remainder of the main body of the thesis is based on LOFAR observations of
the ELAIS-N1 eld. Chapter 3 describes the matching of the radio sources to
their host galaxies and, importantly, sets out a new likelihood ratio method
of achieving the cross-match. A collaborative eort is currently developing a
pipeline that will standardise and, as much as possible, automate the extraction
of radio sources from a LOFAR image and allow the identication of their optical
counterparts. The catalogue produced in Chapter 3 was used to assist in the
development of that pipeline and these inputs are set out in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
describes the science results extracted from the ELAIS-N1 catalogue, in particular
by extending the luminosity function of jet-mode AGNs out to a redshift of 2.
Chapter 6 summarises the key conclusions from the thesis and outlines future
avenues that can be explored. A separate project used radio observations to
examine the Schmidt-Kennicutt relationship at higher redshifts. This topic, which
is distinct from the work in the main thesis, is described in Appendix A. Finally,
the catalogues produced for the work in Chapter 2 and in Chapters 3 to 5 are
shown in Appendices B and C respectively.
The cosmology used throughout this thesis assumes parameter values of Ωm =
0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1. Also, when discussing the spectral
index of radio sources, α is dened from Sν ∝ ν−α and, unless otherwise stated,




The Fundamental Plane and
Mass Function of LINERs
2.1 Introduction
The research contained in this chapter has been published in Nisbet and Best
(2016).
This thesis focuses on jet-mode AGNs. As discussed in the previous chapter, there
are a number of areas where our understanding of these objects is limited. These
include the mechanism that causes the launching of the jets and details of the way
in which AGNs restrict star formation in their host galaxy. In order to investigate
these issues, a sample of 576 LINERs (Low-Ionisation Nuclear Emission-line
Regions) was assembled, with the AGNs selected on the basis of their hard (2 
12 keV) X-ray luminosity. Note that not all LINERs are believed to host an AGN
(for example, Sturm et al., 2006), but the hard X-ray selection limit implies that
the LINERs in this sample do. X-rays provide one of the most direct evidences
of nuclear activity and are fundamental to the study of the accretion process.
The sample was used to investigate the fraction of galaxies hosting a LINER
as a function of both stellar mass and black hole mass, and also to investigate
the Fundamental Plane of black hole activity  the scale-invariant relationship
between black hole mass, X-ray luminosity and radio luminosity described in the
previous chapter.
This chapter is structured as follows. A brief description is given in Section 2.2
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of the catalogues used to construct the sample of X-ray selected LINERs and a
fuller description is provided on how the sample was constructed from these in
Section 2.3. The methodology used to calculate the mass-dependent fraction of
galaxies hosting an X-ray LINER is then described in Section 2.4 and the results
shown. The Fundamental Plane relationship for the sample of LINERs is derived
in Section 2.5 and the relationship tested against a sample of X-ray binaries. In
Section 2.6, the Fundamental Plane was used to convert from an X-ray-selected to
a pseudo radio-selected sample of LINERs, the mass-dependent fraction of galaxy
hosts was re-examined, and then this was compared with determinations from
radio-selected galaxies. The implications of the results obtained in the analysis
are then discussed in Section 2.7, followed by a summary of the key conclusions
in Section 2.8.
2.2 The Catalogues
This work has been carried out on a database of LINERs, for which both X-ray
and radio luminosity information and black hole mass estimates are available. The
sample was constructed by crossmatching the fourth data release of the 3XMM
Serendipitous Source catalogue of X-ray sources (released by the XMM-Newton
Survey Science Centre; XMM-SSC 2013) with the seventh data release from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey ((SDSS-DR7; Abazajian et al., 2009) and then adding
in radio luminosity data obtained from the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at
Twenty-cm (FIRST) catalogue (Becker et al., 1995).
2.2.1 The SDSS Spectroscopic Sample
The SDSS (York et al., 2000) is a major multi-lter optical imaging and
spectroscopic survey conducted on a dedicated 2.5-metre telescope at the Apache
Point Observatory, New Mexico. This study used the seventh data release (SDSS-
DR7), produced from a survey area that covers approximately one-quarter of the
extragalactic sky. The spectra span an observed wavelength range of
3800  9200 Å.
The work used only galaxies selected to be in the main galaxy sample. The
selection process of these is described in Strauss et al. (2002). In summary,
the objects must have a signal / noise of more than 5, they must not exceed
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certain saturation, brightness or blending thresholds, they must have a Petrosian
magnitude of r < 17.77 and they must be spectroscopically conrmed as galaxies.
The median redshift of galaxies in the main sample is 0.104.
For each of the galaxies in the catalogue, a large number of physical parameters
have been estimated from the photometric and spectroscopic information in the
MPA-JHU value-added catalogues (Brinchmann et al., 2004). The parameters
used within this research are the redshift, total stellar mass, 4000Å break
strength, Hδ absorption measure, accurate emission-line uxes and galaxy
velocity dispersion from which the black hole mass is estimated (described later
in this chapter). The methods used to derive the parameters are described in
Kaumann et al. (2003a,b,c) and Heckman and Kaumann (2004).
2.2.2 The 3XMM Catalogue of X-ray Sources
3XMM-DR4 is the latest catalogue of serendipitous X-ray sources from the
European Space Agency's (ESA) XMM-Newton observatory, and has been
created by the XMM-Newton Survey Science Centre (SSC) on behalf of ESA
(Rosen et al., 2016). The catalogue contains source detections drawn from a
total of 7427 observations taken by the XMM-Newton European Photon Imaging
Camera (EPIC) between 2000 and 2012 inclusive. For net exposure time ≥
1ksec, the total area of the catalogue elds is ∼1397 square degrees. Taking
account of the substantial overlaps between observations, the net sky area covered
independently is ∼794 square degrees.
The catalogue contains 531,261 detections, of which 372,728 are unique X-
ray sources. Due to intrinsic features of the instrumentation as well as some
shortcomings in the source detection process, some detections are considered to
be spurious or their parameters are considered to be unreliable. Just over 80% of
the sources are considered to be clean (marked in the catalogue with a summary
ag < 3).
This research is interested in AGNs that are selected in the hard energy range. In
this energy range, LINERs are dominated by a hard power-law component that
shows little intrinsic absorption, whereas at lower energies (≤ 2keV) an additional
soft component is often present (for example, Ho, 2008, and references therein).
The 3XMM catalogue provides uxes in the 2.0  4.5 keV and 4.5  12.0 keV
bands. The median ux obtained by summing these two bands is
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∼ 1.3 × 10−14 erg/cm2/s, and around 20% of sources have uxes below 1.0 ×
10−14 erg/cm2/s. The ux values from the three EPIC cameras are, overall,
in agreement to ∼10%. The positional accuracy of the catalogue point source
detections is generally < 3 arcseconds (90% condence radius) and 90% of point
sources have 1-sigma positional uncertainties < 2.4 arcseconds.
2.2.3 Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm
FIRST is a project designed to produce a catalogue of radio sources from a survey
area of over 10,000 square degrees (Becker et al., 1995). Approximately 80% of
the sky observed is in the north Galactic cap, and 20% is in the south Galactic
cap. Both regions are covered by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Using the Very
Large Array (VLA) in its B-conguration, an atlas of maps was produced by
coadding the twelve images adjacent to each pointing centre. These maps have
1.8 arcseconds pixels, a typical rms of 0.16 mJy, and an angular resolution of 5
arcseconds. The noise in the coadded maps varies by only 15% from the best
to the worst places in the maps, except in the vicinity of bright sources (> 100
mJy) where sidelobes can lead to an increased noise level. At the 1 mJy source
detection threshold, there are ∼90 sources per square degree, ∼35% of which have
resolved structure on scales from 2  30 arcseconds. The astrometric reference
frame of the maps is accurate to 0.05 arcseconds, and individual sources have
90% condence error circles of radius < 0.5 arcseconds at the 3 mJy level and 1
arcsecond at the survey threshold.
2.3 The Construction of the Sample of LINERs
The construction of the database of LINERs is described below and is summarised
in Table 2.1.
2.3.1 The Parent X-ray Sample
Three lters were applied to the list of 372,728 unique sources in the 3XMM-DR4
catalogue.
First, extended X-ray sources, dened as those with a radius of more than
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6 arcseconds, were excluded in order to remove sources dominated by the
Bremsstrahlung emission of the hot gas in galaxy groups and clusters. 11% of
the sources are extended, leaving 332,637 point sources.
Second, those X-ray sources whose detections were considered to be unreliable
(those with a summary ag of higher than two) were ltered out; this left 290,396
X-ray sources.
Third, this research was interested in selecting LINERs, in particular looking at
the hard X-ray emission from the AGN. Accordingly, the selection criterion was
based on hard X-ray ux, obtained by summing the uxes in the 2.0 - 4.5 keV and
4.5 - 12.0 keV bands. Sources were accepted only if there was a reliable signal
in both of these X-ray bands. 258,675 galaxies passed this test. Results were
also tested using stricter signal / noise criteria and the results were found to be
consistent within the errors.
In order to facilitate comparisons with literature values, the analysis dened the
X-ray ux to be that in the rest-frame 2.0  10.0 keV range. It was assumed
that the X-ray spectrum followed a ν−α relationship with α = 1; hence the 2.0 
12.0 keV ux was reduced by 10% to convert it onto the 2.0  10.0 keV range. A
redshift K-correction was also applied.
2.3.2 Matching with the SDSS Catalogue
There are 914,694 galaxies in the MPA-JHU SDSS-DR7 catalogue. Two cuts
were applied to this list. As mentioned above, it was decided to include only
sources that are in the main galaxy sample in order to avoid the introduction of
biases into the sample of LINERs; for example, the luminous red galaxy sample,
which probes only a range of galaxy parameter space, was thus excluded. This
restriction reduced the number of galaxies by 21%, leaving 725,094. To ensure
that evolutionary eects did not distort the analysis, galaxies with spectroscopic
redshifts of over 0.30 were rejected. A further 1178 galaxies failed this test, leaving
723,916. The analysis was also carried out using narrower redshift ranges and no
signicant dierences in results were found.
Three positional cross-matches of the 3XMM and SDSS catalogues were per-




Total Number of X-ray Sources 531261
After removing: Non-unique Sources 372728
Extended Sources 332637
Unreliable Detections 290396
Sources with insucient signal in either band 258675
SDSS-DR7
Total Number of Galaxies 914694
After removing: Galaxies not in Main Sample 725094
Galaxies with z > 0.30 723916
Cross-match 3XMM-DR4 1172
with SDSS-DR7
After removing: Galaxies with no Black Hole Mass Data 1094
Split into Categories Classied Selected in
via BPT LINER sample
LINERs 170 170
Unclassied Objects 363 340
Transition Objects 157 45
Narrow-line AGNs 40 34
Seyferts 214 0
Star-forming Galaxies 150 0
Total 1094 589
After removing: LINERs with no Radio Flux Data 576
Table 2.1 A summary of the ltration process used to construct the sample of
LINERs (see text for details).
arcseconds or 8 arcseconds as the criterion for deciding whether a successful match
was found. They generated 980, 1172 and 1338 cross-matches respectively. The
probabilities of a false match, estimated by randomising the coordinates of the
X-ray sources and then performing the cross match, were found to be 2.1%, 4.1%
and 8.0% respectively. Given the need to maximise the number of cross-matches
but to minimise the number of false detections, a separation distance of less than
or equal to 5 arcseconds was selected as the most suitable criterion for deciding
whether a successful match was found. For comparison, the positional accuracy
of the 3XMM catalogue is under 3 arcseconds as measured by the 90% condence
radius. The research was checked using separation distances of both 3 arcseconds
and 8 arcseconds in the cross-matching process in order to ensure that the results
were not dependent on the choice of separation distance; no signicant dierences
were found. It is noted that a likelihood ratio crossmatching algorithm, along the
lines of that developed in Chapter 3, could have been adopted here. This was not,
however, considered critical for the scientic outcome, as shown by the similarity
in results when dierent crossmatching radii were used.
Black hole masses for the galaxies were determined from the velocity dispersions,
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Estimates of the intercept, α, and the slope, β, have varied. Tremaine et al.
(2002) found values of 8.13 ± 0.06 and 4.02 ± 0.32 respectively and these values
have been used in much of the research conducted with the SDSS catalogue.
More recent estimates have tended to nd higher values of beta; for example,
McConnell and Ma (2013) estimated the intercept and slope to be 8.32 ± 0.05
and 5.64 ± 0.32 respectively. In this research the McConnell & Ma values have
been adopted throughout when calculating the black hole masses, and in one part
of the analysis (see Section 2.5.2) it is shown that the results arising from the use
of the McConnell & Ma relationship provide a better match when extended to
X-ray binaries than would be obtained by using the Tremaine et al relationship.
78 of the 3XMM-SDSS matches were removed because no reliable velocity
dispersion, and hence no black hole mass, information was available. This left
1094 sources.
2.3.3 Diagnostic Tests to Select LINERs
LINERs are characterised by weak, small-scale radio jets, luminosities that
are weaker than Seyfert galaxies and quasars, and optical spectra that are
dominated by emission lines from low-ionisation species  primarily [OI] λ6300,
[OII] λλ3726,9 and [SII] λλ6717, 31 (Ho et al., 1997). A classication scheme
using optical emission line ratios was rst put forward by Heckman (1980) and
subsequently amendments have been proposed by, inter alia, Baldwin et al.
(1981), Kewley et al. (2001, 2006) and Kaumann et al. (2003a). In this research,
a two-pronged approach was adopted to identify LINERs.
The sources were rst categorised, where possible, following the emission line
ratio diagnostic method described in detail by Kewley et al. (2006)(their Section
3). Three diagnostic tests based on pairs of emission line ratios were prepared; the
tests compared log([OIII]/Hβ) with (i) log([NII]/Hα), (ii) log([SII]/Hα) and (iii)
log([OI]/Hα). The sources were split into six categories based on their locations
in these diagrams (or by the absence of the relevant lines). In those cases where
the three tests produced dierent classications, the general principle used was
to give the greatest precedence to the third test and the least precedence to the
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rst test. The 1094 sources were found to divide into 150 star-forming galaxies,
214 Seyferts, 170 LINERs, 157 transition objects (sources with characteristics
intermediate between those of star-forming galaxies and those of LINERs and
Seyferts), 40 narrow-line AGN (a mixture of type 2 Seyferts and LINERs, but
with insucient data to permit a classication) and 363 objects for which an
unambiguous classication was not possible due to the absence of sucient
emission lines. Those objects classied as LINERs were accepted and those
classied as Seyferts or star-forming galaxies were rejected. There are likely
to be large numbers of LINERs within the transition objects, narrow-line AGN
and unclassied objects and so objects in these three categories were subjected
to two further diagnostic tests to sift out the LINERs.
Firstly, the Hα luminosity was compared with the X-ray luminosity in order to
separate out star-forming galaxies from the AGNs within these three categories.
This test exploits the fact that for star-forming galaxies the X-ray emission is
expected to scale with Hα emission (for example, Kennicutt et al., 1994) and the
ratio of X-ray emission to Hα emission is likely to be considerably lower than for
LINERs. Sources were considered to be star-forming galaxies, and so rejected, if:
log LHα > 0.525 log LX − 12.6 (2.2)
The diagnostic line was set by deriving the upper limit to the star-forming
population (the 150 star-forming galaxies) in our sample and, given that a second
test would follow, was set at a conservative level. The test could be carried out
only for those sources for which Hα information was available. Out of these,
73 sources failed the test and were rejected: 6 unclassied objects, 66 transition
objects and 1 narrow-line AGN.
Secondly, the 4000Å break strength was compared with log(L[OIII]/σ4), where
σ is the galaxy velocity dispersion; L[OIII]/σ4 is a proxy for the ratio of the
luminosity to the Eddington luminosity (Kewley et al., 2006) and is therefore
a fundamental property that divides LINERs from Seyferts since jet-mode and
radiative-mode AGNs separate in Eddington-scaled accretion rates (as discussed
in Chapter 1). The 4000Å break strength provides a measure of specic
star formation within a galaxy, which also typically diers between LINERs
and Seyferts. A comparison of the break strength against the proxy for the
Eddington ratio should, therefore, provide an eective means of identifying
LINERs from the unclassied objects, transition objects and narrow-line AGNs:
the LINERs should be characterised by a relatively high break strength and
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Figure 2.1 Using a diagnostic based on the 4000Å break strength vs
log(L[OIII]/σ4) to identify LINERs amongst the unclassied objects,
with L[OIII]/σ4 measured in solar luminosities /(km/s)4. The
separating line is dened from the top panel according to Equation
2.3 and is used to classify sources in the lower panel. Typical error
bars are shown in the bottom right of the diagrams.
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low Eddington ratio. There is, indeed, a comparatively clean demarcation
between those X-ray AGNs classied as LINERs and Seyferts (Figure 2.1, upper).
An optimisation procedure was used to select the most suitable diagnostic
line  that which maximises the completeness of the sample of LINERs and
minimises contamination rates. Specically, the division line was optimised





and fwrong−Seyfert are the fractions of wrongly-diagnosed LINERs and Seyferts
respectively. The diagnostic line was found to be:





+ 2.64 , (2.3)
where L[OIII]
σ4
is measured in Solar luminosities / (km/s)4. Using the diagnostic
line, it can be seen that the majority of unclassied objects can be categorised
as LINERs as well as a majority of narrow-line AGNs and minority of transition
objects (Figure 2.1, lower). This is consistent with the facts that the narrow-line
AGNs tend to be in the same area as the LINERs in the BPT diagrams (although
not unambiguously so) and the unclassied objects are mostly weak-lined and
hence likely to be LINERs, whereas the transition objects have associated star
formation and are more likely to be Seyferts.
After both diagnostic tests, the number of selected objects was found to be 589:
all 170 LINERs, 340 out of 363 unclassied objects, 45 out of 157 transition
objects and 34 out of 40 narrow-line AGNs (see Table 2.1).
As discussed above, a cross-match with the SDSS catalogue was conducted using
randomised coordinates for the X-ray sources and this generated 48 cross-matches;
black hole mass data were available for 42 of these. These 42 sources were
subjected to the same diagnostic tests and the results are shown in Table 2.2. 25
LINERs were identied, of which 24 had valid radio ux data. That represented
57% of the original 42 sources. For comparison, the corresponding proportion
was 53% for the main LINER sample. The overall contamination of the LINER
sample due to mismatches is 6 4%.
2.3.4 The Radio Properties
Radio ux densities for the sources were then obtained from the FIRST Survey.
Radio data were unavailable for 13 of the 589 galaxies, either because they
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Categorised into: via BPT of which LINERs
LINERs 5 5
Unclassied Objects 22 18
Transition Objects 3 0
Narrow-line AGNs 2 2
Seyferts 0 0
Star-forming Galaxies 10 0
Total 42 25
Table 2.2 The classication of a sample generated by a randomised cross-match.
were located outside of the FIRST coverage (there is not a perfect overlap with
the SDSS survey area) or because the galaxies were located in regions of noisy
radio ux close to bright sources. These 13 sources were discarded from the
sample. Catalogue values existed for 104 of the remaining 576 LINERs. Radio
ux densities for the other 472 LINERs were obtained by extracting image cut-
outs from FIRST at the location of each source, tting these with a Gaussian of
FWHM 5 arcseconds at the location of the SDSS host galaxy and determining
the best-t normalisation. It was checked that this approach produced results
that were consistent with the catalogue values, where they existed; it was also
checked that the approach was consistent with using just the peak value.
The radio ux density was converted to an integrated luminosity using the
calculated redshift for each source, the assumed cosmological model and the
formula LR = ν Lν, where ν = 1.4 GHz for the FIRST data.
2.3.5 The Final Sample
The nal sample, therefore, consists of 576 LINERs. X-ray, optical and radio data,
as well as estimates of redshift, stellar mass and black hole mass, are available
for each of these objects. The properties of the 576 LINERs are set out in a
catalogue in Appendix B.
2.4 The Fraction of Galaxies that host LINERs
The fraction of galaxies that host LINERs was investigated as a function of both
stellar and black hole mass.
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2.4.1 Areal Sky Coverage
The 3XMM catalogue and SDSS-DR7 catalogue cover dierent areas of sky. The
3XMM pointings cover a net sky area of 794 square degrees. The SDSS-DR7
spectroscopy covers 8032 square degrees, but a small part of that area corresponds
to areas of noisy or absent radio data. That proportion was estimated from the
fact that radio data were unavailable for 13 out of 589 LINERs, suggesting that
the missing area is approximately 2.2%. The eective area was, therefore, taken
to be 7855 square degrees. Very approximately, one quarter of the 3XMM area
overlaps with the SDSS area. This implies that the 3XMM pointings within the
SDSS survey area cover, very crudely, around 2% of that area. The fraction,
however, varies strongly with the ux limit, because dierent observations have
dierent depths and because the sensitivity varies with the location of the source
within an XMM pointing.
In order to estimate the fraction as a function of ux limit (which can then be
converted to a function of luminosity and redshift), the following procedure was
adopted. The sky density of X-ray sources allows an estimation of the average
sky area surrounding each X-ray source according to its ux. By combining this
information with the number of 3XMM sources within the SDSS survey area,
it is possible to estimate the fraction of the SDSS survey area covered by the
XMM pointings, again as a function of ux. After binning the LINERs by ux,
their number can be divided by the relevant fraction to permit a like-for-like
comparison with the number of SDSS galaxies. The methodology in detail is
described below.
The space density of X-ray sources, split by ux, was taken from the parameteri-
sation derived by Georgakakis et al. (2008). They found that the number of X-ray





























where the normalisation constants K and K′ are related by K′ = K( fb
fref
)β1−β2 ,
fb is the X-ray ux of the break of the double power law, fref = 10−14 erg s−1
cm−2 is the normalisation ux and β1, β2 are the power-law indices for uxes
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fainter and brighter than the break ux respectively. For the 2.0 - 10.0 keV X-ray
band, Georgakakis et al found values for β1, β2, fb and K of -1.56, -2.52, 100.09
(in units of 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2) and 3.79 (in units of 1016 deg−2/(erg s−1 cm−2))
respectively.
The number of sources per square degree was then inverted to obtain an estimate
of the average area per X-ray source based on its ux.
All the 3XMM sources within 5 arcminutes of an SDSS spectroscopic source were
found. There are just over 70,000 of them and this was taken as a close estimate of
the number of 3XMM galaxies within the SDSS survey area. These sources were
binned into 47 ux bands, spanning the range 10−15.85 to 10−11.15 erg s−1 cm−2.
For each ux band, the number of sources was multiplied by the average area
per source. It was assumed that, given the wide sky coverage, clustering eects
and edge eects would cancel out. The resulting estimate of areal coverage as a
function of ux limit is plotted in Figure 2.2 (the blue points).
Targeting of specic sources could aect this estimation method, and this is
expected to be most prevalent at the highest uxes (as also suggested by the
upturn in Figure 2.2 at these uxes). This can be tested using the assumption
that all those sources within 20 arcseconds of the centre of a pointing were
targeted. The green triangles in Figure 2.2 reveal that at uxes above 10−13.0
erg s−1 cm−2 the fraction of centred sources rises sharply. Datapoints in the
ux bands above 10−13.0 erg s−1 cm−2 were, therefore, discarded when nding
the best-t polynomial. A polynomial of order ve was tted to the datapoints,
shown as the blue line. The formula of the line is:
log (Area) = −0.001003 FX5− 0.04914 FX4− 0.7954 FX3− 3.542 FX2 + 22.91 FX + 186.1
(2.5)
where the areal coverage of the 3XMM  SDSS overlap is in square arcminutes
and FX is the log10 ux in erg s−1 cm−2. The log(Area) was assumed to remain
constant above FX = −12.0 erg s−1 cm−2, as would be expected at these bright
uxes which should be detectable in all observations.
The average area per X-ray source based on its ux could then be divided by
the total area covered by the SDSS survey to nd the fraction of areal coverage
at each ux density. So, it is possible to determine, for an SDSS galaxy at a
given redshift, what the probability is that it will have been observed in 3XMM
pointings with sucient sensitivity to detect it down to any given luminosity.
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Figure 2.2 The blue dots show the areal coverage of the 3XMM  SDSS-DR7
overlap region as a function of ux limit. The green triangles, which
show the fraction of galaxies within 20 arcseconds of the centre of
a pointing (right-hand axis), indicate the targeting of those sources
with uxes above 10−13 erg cm−2s−1. Data points below that ux
level are tted with a polynomial of order 5 (shown by the solid blue
line); the polynomial gives the average area surrounding each X-ray
source as a function of its ux.
2.4.2 Deriving the Mass Function
It was now possible to proceed to derive the mass fraction of LINERs. The






where NLINER(z,L) is the number of LINERs in the sample at redshift z and
X-ray luminosity L, NSDSS(z) is the number of SDSS galaxies at redshift z
and fract(z,L) is the (luminosity-dependent) areal-coverage fraction that must
be applied to ensure a like-for-like comparison between the LINERs and SDSS
galaxies. Expression 2.6 was calculated in narrow bins of luminosity which could
then be summed to give the overall fraction of galaxies that host a LINER. In
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order to perform the calculations, the LINERs and SDSS galaxies were divided
into 18 luminosity bins, ranging from 1040.0 to 1044.5 erg/s in widths of 0.25 dex.
In each of the luminosity bins, the LINERs were further subdivided into redshift
bins of width z = 0.01.
Datapoints were considered reliable only if the denominator  the number of
potential hosts  in a given luminosity bin exceeded 20. This is to minimise any
distortion caused by targeting biases. The calculation of the number of potential
hosts assumes random pointings. The analysis risks distortion when the number
of potential hosts is small and so a single targeted pointing has the potential to
signicantly aect the result. Hence, datapoints were removed from the analysis
if the number of potential hosts in any relevant luminosity bin was below the
specied threshold. This had the consequence of removing datapoints at low
luminosities. It was checked that the results were insensitive to a change in the
threshold to 10 or to 30 potential hosts.
Errors were calculated assuming a Poisson distribution for the number of LINERs.
If there were no LINERs in a particular luminosity bin, the upper limit was
calculated assuming a single LINER.
2.4.3 The Results
Having developed the procedure to calculate the fraction of galaxies hosting a
LINER, the mass-dependent LINER fraction could now be obtained. First, three
subsamples of LINERs were constructed  those with luminosity above 1040.0,
1041.0 and 1042.0 erg/s. These represent, therefore, the lowest X-ray luminosity
at which the objects in each subsample could have been detected. Second, the
LINERs and SDSS galaxies were further divided into bins according to stellar
mass, ranging from 107.5 to 1012.0 solar masses. For each of the three luminosity
samples, the fraction of galaxies that host a LINER was then calculated for each
stellar mass bin in which the number of potential hosts criterion was met. The
results, which are plotted in the upper chart of Figure 2.3, show that the fraction
of galaxies hosting a LINER increases signicantly with the stellar mass of a
galaxy for all three luminosity limits.
The slopes of the best-tting straight lines through the three sets of points are 1.32
± 0.05 (L > 40.0 erg/s), 1.89 ± 0.08 (L > 41.0 erg/s) and 1.70 ± 0.17 (L > 42.0
erg/s). Although the gradients are not tightly constrained because of the paucity
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of datapoints and the size of the error bars, it is clear that the fraction of galaxies
hosting a LINER is strongly dependent on stellar mass. It can also be seen that
at low X-ray luminosities and high stellar masses, the fraction approaches unity 
in other words, essentially all high-mass galaxies host a LINER. Finally, we note
that a change of 1 dex in the X-ray luminosity leads to a change in the fraction
of approximately 1 dex in the opposite direction.
There have been a number of studies examining the fraction of galaxies displaying
X-ray AGN activity. A summary is provided by Brandt and Alexander (2015)
in their Section 5.4. It is of interest to compare the results of these studies with
the results from this work, although they are not directly comparable: whereas
this work investigated the proportion of galaxies hosting a LINER at redshifts
of below 0.30, the other studies have considered the fraction of galaxies hosting
any class of AGN within wider redshift ranges. All studies have found, like this
one, that the fraction is a strong function of stellar mass. However, the results
of these previous studies show atter slopes and higher normalisations than are
found here. For example, Aird et al. (2012) found a slope of ∼0.75 that was
independent of the X-ray luminosity compared with a slope in this research of 1.6
± 0.2. For normalisation, at an X-ray luminosity threshold of 1042.0 erg/s and
stellar mass of 1011.0 solar masses, Aird et al found a fraction of ∼0.07 compared
with this study's value of ∼0.004. Both dierences are unsurprising: the fraction
of galaxies hosting a LINER is clearly lower than the fraction hosting any AGN,
especially at relatively high luminosities where Seyferts dominate; and, given
that LINERs tend to reside in older, high-mass galaxies, it is expected that the
proportion of galaxies hosting a LINER should have a stronger dependence on
stellar mass.
The analysis was repeated, but now using black hole masses rather than stellar
masses. Once again, the fraction of galaxies hosting a LINER shows a strong
dependence on mass (Figure 2.3, lower chart), albeit to a lesser extent than for
stellar mass. The slopes of the best-tting straight lines through the three sets of
points are 0.57 ± 0.07 (L > 40.0 erg/s), 0.71 ± 0.04 (L > 41.0 erg/s) and 0.56 ±
0.07 (L > 42.0 erg/s). The normalisation remains the same, with an increase of 1
dex in the X-ray luminosity leading to around a 1 dex decrease in the fraction of
galaxies hosting a LINER, and vice versa. There is also a faint suggestion that the
fractions tend to level o at higher black hole masses, but there are insucient
data to investigate this.
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Figure 2.3 The fraction of galaxies hosting a LINER according to stellar mass
(upper chart) and black hole mass (lower chart). Three subsamples
of LINERs are considered - those with X-ray luminosity above 1040.0
(red dots), 1041.0 (blue triangles) and 1042.0 (green squares) erg/s.
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2.5 The Fundamental Plane of Black Hole
Activity
It has been postulated that black hole accretion and jet formation is a scale-
invariant process; this implies that there will be a relationship between radio
luminosity, X-ray luminosity and black hole mass that spans the complete mass
range of black holes, from supermassive black holes to stellar X-ray binaries. Such
a relationship, dening the Fundamental Plane of black hole activity, was derived
empirically rst by Merloni et al (2003) and then by a number of researchers
(Table 2.3 below lists a selection). Most have derived the relationship using
both AGNs and X-ray binaries; a minority have used just AGNs, but normally
relatively small and heterogeneous samples of AGNs.
The scale invariance implied by the Fundamental Plane is valid only when the
accretion properties are the same (see Heinz and Sunyaev, 2003, who derive
dierent scalings for dierent accretion modes). The tightest relationship for
X-ray binaries is seen for those genuinely in the low-hard state, which is for low
Eddington fractions. It follows that a valid comparison with low-hard X-ray
binaries requires a sample of jet-mode (LINER) AGN. This sample of 576 LINERs
is large enough to investigate whether the fundamental plane relationship holds
within AGNs alone.
The distribution of the LINERs' radio ux densities, which is shown in Figure 2.4,
reveals the following points. 196 LINERs (34% of the total) have a ux density
greater than 3× the rms of the FIRST survey and can, therefore, be considered
to be reasonably secure detections. A further 251 LINERs (44%) have positive
ux densities lower than 3× the rms. 129 of the LINERs (22%) have a negative
ux density. The median and mean ux densities are respectively 0.22 mJy and
6.29 mJy. This implies that there is a lot of information contained in the ux
densities of the non-detections and so it is important to make full use of the
data, including low signal / noise detections and indeed negative values. In this
case, however, standard stacking techniques are not appropriate because of the
wide range of redshifts in the sample. The methodology described below does
utilise all of the available information.
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Figure 2.4 The distribution of radio ux densities for the sample of 576 LINERs.
Note that 29 LINERs have ux densities greater than 0.002 Jy and
are not shown in the diagram. The black dashed line shows the
median ux density. The green and red dashed vertical lines show
the ux densities at 2x and 3x the FIRST survey rms respectively.
2.5.1 The LX  LR Relationship
The relationship between the X-ray and radio luminosities was investigated, rst
with the black hole mass ignored and then including a dependency on the black
hole mass. In deriving the best-t parameters, two sources of uncertainty in the
radio luminosity are considered. The rst results from the uncertainty in the
measurement of the radio ux densities from the FIRST data, which is assumed
to be 0.16 mJy. The second eect to be accounted for is the inherent scatter
within the X-ray luminosity / radio luminosity / black hole mass relationship.
This scatter arises from both measurement errors due to, for example, source
peculiarities, timing dierences in the measurements of the X-ray, radio and
optical data for variable sources, beaming eects, absorption and the calculation
of the black hole masses. It also arises from intrinsic sources of scatter caused
by, for example, black hole spin and the fact that the X-ray emission may not
be generated solely from the jets. The inherent scatter is unknown and so was
modelled as part of the optimisation process.
Ignoring a possible dependency on black hole mass, the required relationship is
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where the denominator under the X-ray luminosity is introduced in order to try
and ensure that a and c are largely uncorrelated in the minimisation procedure.
The variables to be found are a, c and σ (the inherent scatter, as measured by
the standard deviation, in the X-ray luminosity / radio luminosity relationship).
The procedure was as follows:
 For a given value for each of a, c and σ, the predicted radio luminosity
of every source was calculated from its X-ray luminosity using the above
expression.
 To allow for the intrinsic scatter in the relation, an addition of N1 times
σ was applied to the predicted radio luminosity, where N1 was allowed to
vary in small steps between -10.0 and +10.0. So, for each set of values of
a, c and σ, a large number of predicted radio luminosities were generated.
 All of these predicted radio luminosities were converted to ux densities.
Each one was compared with the actual radio ux density. From this, N2,
the number of standard deviations in the oset, was calculated, given the
uncertainty in the radio ux density of 0.16 mJy.
 N1 and N2 were combined in quadrature. The minimum value, Nmin, for
each source was then found for those values of a, c and σ. This represents the
combined number of standard deviations that the radio ux density is away
from the prediction. For bright radio sources the dominant contribution
to the oset comes from the intrinsic scatter (i.e. N1), whereas for faint
sources it is the uncertainty on the FIRST ux density that dominates.
 Having determined Nmin for each source for a given a, c and σ, the best-
t values to those parameters were then found by a maximum likelihood
analysis where the log likelihood function is given by:





where i is the sum over all sources.
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The values of a, c and σ that maximised the log likelihood function were












The errors on the slope and intercept were calculated via the inversion of the
Hessian matrix and emerged as ± 0.09 and ± 0.12 respectively. The error on the
scatter was ± 0.02. The upper panel of Figure 2.5 shows the radio luminosity
plotted against the X-ray luminosity, with the best-t shown as the orange line.
2.5.2 The Fundamental Plane
The exercise was repeated, but now including black hole mass as a dependency.
A fourth variable, the multiple applied to the black hole mass, now also needed

















The variables with their associated uncertainties were found to be 0.65 ± 0.07,
0.69 ± 0.10 and 38.35 ± 0.10. The value of the scatter, σ, emerged as
0.73 ± 0.03. The best-t line is plotted as a black solid line in the lower chart in
Figure 2.5.
Including black hole mass as a dependency gave a better t to the data. The
scatter, σ, dropped from 0.85 (tting without black hole mass dependency) to
0.73 (tting with black hole mass dependency) which indicates that the black hole
mass dependency accounts for some of the scatter in the LX  LR relationship.
A likelihood ratio test was used to investigate whether the improvement is
statistically signicant once account is taken of the extra degree of freedom. The
result was nely balanced. The χ2 value, computed as -2 × the natural log of
the ratio of the likelihoods, emerged as 2.20. The χ2 distribution has one degree
of freedom, implying that the observed value is at the 86% condence interval.
This suggests that there is still a 14% probability that the t with no black hole
mass dependency is the better one. However, as discussed below, the black hole
mass dependency is required in order to allow the fundamental plane to t black
holes in a much lower mass range than encountered in LINERs alone (that is, in
galactic X-ray binaries).
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Figure 2.5 The Fundamental Plane relationship calculated without black hole
mass dependency (upper chart) and with black hole mass dependency
(lower chart). In the upper chart, the x-axis shows the log X-ray
luminosity and the y-axis shows the log radio luminosity evaluated
as νLν. In the lower chart, the x-axis shows the predicted log radio
luminosity and the y-axis shows the actual log radio luminosity. In
both panels, galaxies with a radio ux density above 0.48 mJy (3× the
FIRST survey rms) have secure radio luminosities and are plotted as
blue dots. Galaxies with radio ux densities in the range 0.32 - 0.48
mJy are marginal radio detections and are plotted as red triangles.
Galaxies with radio ux densities below 0.32 mJy are plotted as limits,
with the base of the arrow corresponding to a radio ux density of 0.32
mJy. Note though, as described in the text, the full radio information
was used in the tting process. Typical error bars are shown in the
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.3 sets out dierent derivations of the Fundamental Plane relationship,
summarising the samples used in each attempt and showing the Fundamental
Plane relationships obtained. The relationships have all been manipulated into
the same format:











and the values obtained for the three parameters are shown in columns 2, 3 and
4 of Table 2.3. As such, the parameter values derived from dierent studies
should be suitable for comparison since they are largely uncorrelated. There
are, however, dierences in the denitions of radio luminosity: Merloni et al.
(2003), Körding et al. (2006) and Gültekin et al. (2009) calculated the radio
luminosity from an observing frequency of 5 GHz (using νLν) and Saikia et al.
(2015) used an observing frequency of 15 GHz. In this study and that of Bonchi
et al. (2013) the radio luminosity was obtained from an observing frequency
of 1.4 GHz. All results in Table 2.3 have been brought into line with an
observing frequency of 1.4 GHz. An analysis conducted by de Gasperin et al.
(2011) on low-luminosity AGNs similar to those studied here concluded that
< log P5GHz > − < log P1.4GHz >= 0.35 and so a reduction of 0.35 in parameter c
was applied to bring the results from Merloni et al, Körding et al and Gültekin et
al onto an equivalent footing to those in this study. This adjustment corresponds
to a mean spectral slope of α = 0.4, which is reasonable for these small-scale
(core-dominated) sources. On the assumption that this spectral index remains
relevant up to a frequency of 15 GHz, parameter c found by Saikia et al has been
similarly reduced by 0.62. There were also small dierences in the methods used
by the dierent researchers to calculate the black hole masses; no attempt has
been made to adjust for this.
Körding et al (2006) performed the analysis with a number of dierent combina-
tions of AGN-type and X-ray binaries; the results of only two are shown here  a
sample that contains only LINERs for the AGN population (and so is consistent
with this work) and a sample that closely replicates that used by Merloni et al.
(2003). In ve cases shown in Table 2.3, the researchers have derived their
relationship using a database consisting of both AGNs and also a small number of
galactic X-ray binaries (but using several dierent observations for each of these
binaries, which change with time to provide pseudo independent measurements).
In the remaining cases, including the Fundamental Plane relationships derived in
this study, only AGNs were used in the analysis.
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The parameters derived in this work agree with those in the literature, with the
values typically within one standard deviation of those derived elsewhere (Table
2.3).
A useful test of the relationships found in this study is to extrapolate them to
lower black hole masses and investigate whether there is agreement with a sample
of X-ray binaries. The sample of X-ray binaries was constructed using data from
Merloni et al. (2003) and Saikia et al. (2015). Following the arguments put
forward by Körding et al. (2006), two of the X-ray binaries in the Merloni et al
sample were excluded: Cyg X-1, because it changes its state frequently (Gallo
et al., 2003), and GRS 1915 + 105, because it seemingly remains for most of
its time in a very high state (Reig et al., 2003). In addition, those datapoints
that were limits were excluded. The Saikia et al sample was included without
adjustment. That produced an overall sample of 130 observations from seven
X-ray binaries. For comparison, Sgr A* is also included on the plots.
As expected, the Fundamental Plane relationship does need to include the black
hole mass dependency in order to t the X-ray binaries. In Figure 2.6 the observed
radio luminosity is plotted against the predicted radio luminosity, calculated using
the derived relationships. The upper chart illustrates that when black hole mass
is included as a dependency the Fundamental Plane does indeed straddle the
datapoints of the X-ray binaries for parameters derived only from a t of the
LINER AGN distribution. That is clearly not the case when black hole mass is
excluded (middle chart).
As discussed earlier, the black hole masses have been estimated using the
McConnell and Ma (2013) black hole mass  velocity dispersion relationship. It
is of interest to repeat the whole analysis, but now using the relationship derived
by Tremaine et al. (2002) to calculate the black hole masses. This generates a
Fundamental Plane dened by the parameters a = 0.65+0.05−0.05, b = 0.96
+0.10
−0.10 and
c = 38.42+0.07−0.07. The increase in parameter b from 0.69 (using a power of 5.64 in the
black hole mass  velocity dispersion relation) to 0.96 (using a power of 4.02) is






The plane now undershoots the X-ray binaries (Figure 2.6, lower chart). The
analysis provides support for the steeper black hole mass  velocity dispersion
relationship derived by McConnell & Ma.
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Figure 2.6 The observed radio luminosity at 1.4 GHz is plotted against the radio
luminosity predicted by the Fundamental Plane relationship. In the
upper chart, the relationship includes black hole mass dependency.
In the middle chart, the relationship has no black hole mass
dependency. In the lower chart, the relationship includes black hole
mass dependency, but in this case the black hole masses of the
LINERs have been calculated using the black hole mass  velocity
dispersion relationship derived by Tremaine et al. (2002). Typical
error bars for the LINERs are shown in the bottom right of the three
diagrams.
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2.6 A Comparison with the Radio-selected
LINER fraction
Best et al. (2005) demonstrated that the fraction of galaxies hosting a radio-loud
AGN is a strong function of both stellar and black hole mass. Having derived
the Fundamental Plane relationship between X-ray luminosity, radio luminosity
and black hole mass, it is now possible to convert from an X-ray selected sample
of LINERs to a pseudo-radio-selected sample, so allowing a comparison between
the results obtained in Section 2.4 and those of Best et al.
Again, three subsamples were examined, consisting of LINERs with X-ray
luminosities corresponding (according to the Fundamental Plane relationship
derived above) to radio luminosities above 1038.0, 1038.5 and 1039.0 erg/s. In
practice, this means evaluating down to a dierent LX limit at each black hole
mass. The fraction of galaxies hosting each of these subsamples, as a function of
black hole mass, was found. The results are shown in Figure 2.7. The comparison
is made against a radio-selected sample of AGNs, also from SDSS-DR7, drawn
from the analysis of Best and Heckman (2012). For this analysis, their radio
sample was restricted to only jet-mode AGNs, re-evaluated for only core radio
ux and selected above 1039.0 erg/s. Due to radio ux density limits, the sample
had to be restricted to z < 0.1, which gives a slightly dierent redshift coverage
to this X-ray selected sample.
A key result is that the slopes found in the two analyses are in reasonable
agreement. For the three subsamples in this analysis, the best-tting straight
lines through the datapoints had slopes of 1.9 ± 0.2 (LR > 1038.0 erg/s),
1.7 ± 0.1 (LR > 1038.5 erg/s) and 1.1 ± 0.3 (LR > 1039.0 erg/s). It is noted
that these subsamples contain only between four and six datapoints each and so
the gradients are not tightly constrained. The best-tting slope for the jet-mode
AGNs radio-selected sample is 1.3. There is, however, an indication that for
this sample the best t turns over at around 109.0 solar masses and if a straight
line is tted just through the points below that level then the slope emerges as
1.6. Overall, therefore, the analysis tends to support the conclusions of Best
et al. (2005), and also those of Janssen et al. (2012), that the fraction of galaxies
hosting a jet-mode AGN scales approximately as M1.6BH. This provides reassurance
that the results in Section 2.4  the fraction of galaxies hosting a LINER as a
function of black hole mass  are reasonable, as are the parameter values a =
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Figure 2.7 A comparison of the fraction of galaxies hosting LINERs calculated
using a radio-selected sample of LINERs (black triangles) with
a sample of X-ray-selected LINERs that have been converted
into a pseudo-radio-selected sample using the Fundamental Plane
relationship (red, blue and magenta symbols). The radio sample
consists only of jet-mode AGNs and uses core radio luminosities. All
samples use the McConnell and Ma (2013) relationship to estimate
the black hole mass.
0.65 and b = 0.69 found for the Fundamental Plane relationship.
Figure 2.7 also reveals that there is a small but non-negligible disagreement in
the normalisation: results for the radio-selected subsample with radio luminosity
above 1039.0 erg/s are between the results for the subsamples of X-ray selected
LINERs with converted radio luminosity above 1038.5 erg/s and those with radio
luminosity above 1039.0 erg/s, but are slightly closer to the former. There is
an oset of approximately 0.3 dex between the two sets of results, suggesting
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that there may be a discrepancy in the derived value of the intercept in
the Fundamental Plane relationship. Even allowing for the fact that small
uncertainties in the Fundamental Plane parameters magnify up into changes in
the predicted radio luminosity, a discrepancy of 0.3 dex does appear large in the
context of the calculated error of 0.10 in the intercept.
There are several factors that might contribute to the oset. The dierent redshift
regimes (an upper limit of z = 0.30 in this research and upper limit of z = 0.10
for the radio-selected sample) might be a factor. It seems unlikely, though, that
this would have a major eect, especially since there was no signicant dierence
in the results when the X-ray-selected sample was restricted to redshifts of below
0.20.
The possible inclusion of misclassied Seyferts in the sample and the possibility
of incorrect X-ray matches with the SDSS galaxies could both aect the
normalisation. To test the former, those LINERs with a ratio of
log([OIII]/Hβ) > 3.0  that is, those closest to Seyferts in the diagnostic diagrams
 were removed from the sample. There were eight of them. This made no
dierence to the results. Nor is the latter point likely to be signicant. Based
on a potential contamination of 24 mis-matched sources (see Section 2.3.3), the
24 sources with upper limits of radio luminosity most outlying from the LX  LR
relationship were removed and the analysis repeated. The change in the intercept
value was less than the 0.1 dex uncertainty.
The explanation for the disagreement in the normalisations is more likely to lie
in one or both of the following factors. First, scatter in the Fundamental Plane
relation means that the X-ray cuts and radio cuts are not identical: a vertical (X-
ray) cut on Figure 2.5 generates a subsample of LINERs that mostly lie below the
best-t line, whereas a horizontal (radio) cut will generate a dierent subsample
of LINERs that will be biased to be above the best-t line. This introduces a
discrepancy between the two approaches which could lead to a dierence in the
results if the scatter is asymmetric. Indeed, for the L > 1039.0 erg/s cut studied,
this samples the very upper end of the distribution (see the upper panel in Figure
2.5) where such an asymmetric scatter is seen.
Second, there could be an error in the Fundamental Plane parameters. As
discussed above, this would need to be at the ∼ 3σ level given the formally-
calculated uncertainties. As a further investigation of this, the LX − LR
relationship was re-examined as a function of MBH. It was assumed that at a
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given MBH the slope of the relationship and the scatter were xed at the best-t
values of 0.65 and 0.73 respectively. The LINERs were then divided into bins
according to black hole mass and an optimisation procedure was conducted on
each of the binned subsamples; the process was as described in Section 2.5.1, but
in this case only one free parameter, the intercept, needed to be found.
Figure 2.8 The values of the intercept of the LX − LR relationship have been
obtained by dividing the LINERs into bins of black hole mass, keeping
parameters a and σ constant and then nding the optimal value of
parameter c in each bin. The blue points show the results obtained;
the best-t straight line is shown in black.
The results are shown in Figure 2.8, with the values of the intercept found in each
mass bin plotted against black hole mass. The best-t straight line is plotted in
black. The slope of this line is 0.68, which is reassuringly consistent with the slope
determined for the Fundamental Plane. However, although the large error bars
prevent denitive conclusions, there are indications that the straight line does not
t the data well. The values of the intercept remain fairly constant at black hole
masses below 108.0 solar masses and then rise steeply thereafter. A number of
functions were tested as a t to the data. Two that provided statistically better
ts to the data points than did the straight line (using a reduced chi-squared
approach as the test) were: an exponential curve; and a horizontal line up to a
break point of a black hole mass equal to 107.9 solar masses followed by a straight
line with slope of 1.02 above the break point. Interestingly, Gültekin et al. (2009)
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also found a steeper Fundamental Plane slope when they examined high MBH
objects, but later Gultekin et al. (2014) found a plane consistent with the X-ray
binaries when they included AGNs with MBH ∼ 106  that concords with the
pattern of datapoints in Figure 2.8. Further investigation into this matter will
require a larger sample and is outside the scope of this thesis, but for this analysis
the key point is that the scatter around the straight line seems larger than the
formal 0.1 dex error which might help to explain the issues seen.
2.7 Discussion
The key points emerging from the results obtained in this research are described
in the following subsections.
2.7.1 The Fundamental Plane of Black Hole Activity
Most derivations of the Fundamental Plane relationship have included both X-ray
binaries and AGNs within the analysis. The large dierence in both radio and X-
ray luminosity between these two subsamples constrains the slope of the plane into
a narrow range, implying that the information within the AGNs subsamples is not
being fully utilised. Similarly, the information contained within the subsamples
of X-ray binaries is limited; the number of objects in each subsample is small
and multiple observations of the same object are clearly not independent (for
example, if black hole spin is a factor). There is also the question of whether
the Fundamental Plane relationship is genuine, or whether the fact that the two
populations scale together masks variations within these populations.
This sample of 576 LINERs has the advantage of being large enough to allow the
Fundamental Plane to be derived from the AGNs datapoints alone, and then the
X-ray binaries can be used as an independent test of the result. Additionally,
this sample is restricted to jet-mode AGNs, the correct type of AGNs to provide
consistency with the X-ray binaries. A t was found that goes through the
binaries. The t is similar to those obtained in other studies and comfortably
within the uncertainties, providing corroboration for their results which have been
derived using dierent approaches to the construction of the sample. It is noted,
however, that the estimate of the slope (parameter a) from this work is towards
the top end of the range and the estimate of the dependence on black hole mass
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(parameter b) is towards the lower end of the range: in any ux-limited sample,
these two parameters are expected to be weakly anti-correlated, a fact conrmed
by the calculated covariance matrix.
It is of interest that the value of 0.73 dex for the scatter around the relationship,
the thickness of the Fundamental Plane, is in the middle of the range found
by other researchers. Such a value suggests that there may indeed be inherent
scatter within the relationship, an interesting topic for future research. It has been
suggested that the Fundamental Plane could be used as a means of estimating
black hole mass from observations of radio and X-ray luminosity (for example,
Gültekin et al., 2009); the size of the scatter appears to limit the practicality of
such an approach unless the origin of the scatter can be identied and associated
with an observable. A variety of parameters was tested  [OIII] line luminosity,
the Hα line luminosity, the Hβ line luminosity and the 4000Å break strength 
without nding a correlation.
2.7.2 XBONGs
One of the discoveries coming out of recent X-ray surveys is the existence of X-
ray Bright Optically-Normal Galaxies (XBONGs); these are objects that display
luminous hard X-ray emission  typically L2−10keV over 1042erg/s  but whose
optical spectra resemble quiescent normal galaxies with no indication of nuclear
activity; see, for example, Comastri et al. (2002) and Trump et al. (2009).
XBONGs, therefore, show the characteristics of an AGN hosted by a normal
galaxy. A number of explanations have been put forward, including: dilution
from the host galaxy light; Compton-thick sources, with X-ray photons having
sucient energy to pass through the torus surrounding the accretion disk, but
optical photons unable to do so; and diuse emission associated with small galaxy
groups. One favoured option is that the spectra of XBONGs are due to an
advection-dominated accretion ow  that is, a jet-mode AGN  in which the X-
ray emission, emerging from the base of the jet and the nucleus, has been boosted
by a beaming eect along the viewing angle (cf. Hart et al., 2009).
This work demonstrates that a signicant fraction of point-like X-ray sources
matched to SDSS galaxies are LINER-like, possessing weak low-ionisation lines.
These extend to high X-ray luminosities, with L2−10keV ∼ 1042 erg/s. They can,
therefore, explain some, or all, of the XBONG population. The study also shows
that these sources obey the Fundamental Plane, which implies that there is
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no evidence of strong beaming. This, in turn, rules out beaming as a general
explanation for the XBONG population as a whole. It is possible that the more
extreme examples of XBONGs could be boosted by beaming. Indeed, if the origin
of the X-ray emission is the jet rather than the advection dominated accretion
ow itself, then a proportion of beamed sources would be expected. Further
discussion of that topic is beyond the scope of this thesis.
It is also noted that the sources in this sample all lie at redshifts of under
0.3, suggesting that dilution is also unlikely to be a general explanation for all
XBONGs.
2.7.3 AGN Feedback
The Fundamental Plane relationship implies that the AGNs in this sample are
experiencing accretion ows with the characteristics of the low-hard state of
the X-ray binaries, implying radiatively inecient accretion ows. This can be
investigated by examining the ratio of the mechanical luminosity to the bolometric
luminosity. The relationship found for low-luminosity (LINER-like) AGNs by Ho
(2009):
Lbol ≈ 15.8 L2−10keV erg/s (2.12)
allows an estimate of the bolometric luminosity to be obtained from the X-ray
luminosity, while the relationship found by Cavagnolo et al. (2010):






allows an estimate of the mechanical energy to be obtained from the radio
luminosity. The scatter in both these relationships prohibits too much to be
drawn from any simple measurement, but they should provide a reasonable guide
to the population. Figure 2.9 plots the (log) ratio of the mechanical to bolometric
luminosity observed for the X-ray selected LINERs. Also shown on the diagram
are a series of dashed lines which show the theoretical (log) ratio for a selection of
Eddington fractions for sources that follow the Fundamental Plane relationship.



















= 1523× fEdd × (MBH)0.12 (2.15)
where fEdd is the Eddington fraction. Although there is a lot of scatter and a
little over half of all the datapoints are limits (from those LINERs with a radio
ux density below 0.32 mJy), the diagram does make several points of interest:
 For the LINERs, a signicant proportion (over half on average for this
sample) of the energy is released in the jets.
 The data indicate that the fraction of energy released in mechanical form
increases with black hole mass  that is, higher black hole mass objects
not only have a higher on fraction, but are also more ecient at radio-jet
feedback.
 The negative slope of the model lines shows that, for a xed Eddington
ratio, the ratio of mechanical to bolometric luminosity decreases (gently)
with increasing black hole mass. Since the data indicate that the fraction
of energy released in mechanical form increases with black hole mass, this
implies that black holes with the highest masses tend to have low Eddington
ratios.
 The model lines show that mechanical luminosity becomes progressively
more dominant at lower Eddington fractions, as found by, for example,
Merloni and Heinz (2007).
 The LINERs mostly lie within a range bounded by Eddington fractions of
10−6 and 10−2. This conrms that these sources are in the jet-mode regime,
with Eddington fractions of below 10−2 (cf. Best and Heckman, 2012).
 Intriguingly, there is a suggestion that the fraction of mechanical to
bolometric luminosity rises more sharply above a black hole mass of around
108 solar masses. This provides (weak) support for the argument from
Figure 2.8 that some change occurs at that black hole mass threshold,
possibly in the accretion ow, in the properties of the black hole or in
the properties of the host galaxy. In view of both the large uncertainties
in the derivation of the data in Figure 2.9 and of the scatter within that
diagram, it is emphasised again that this point is made only in order to
indicate an area where further research may be of interest.
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Figure 2.9 An analysis of the ratio of the mechanical luminosity to the
bolometric luminosity, as a function of black hole mass. LINERs
with radio ux density above 0.48 mJy (3× rms) are represented by
blue dots. Those with radio ux density between 0.32 mJy and 0.48
mJy (between 2× rms and 3× rms) are represented by red triangles.
LINERs with radio ux density below 0.32 mJy are represented
by green arrows, the base of which is plotted at the luminosity
corresponding to 0.32 mJy. The dashed lines show the theoretical
ratio as a function of black hole mass for a selection of dierent
Eddington fractions for sources obeying the Fundamental Plane 
the derivation is described in the text. Typical error bars are shown
in the bottom right of the diagram.
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2.8 Conclusions
The main conclusions from this chapter are:
 The fraction of galaxies hosting a LINER is a strong function of stellar
mass and also of black hole mass. The scaling factors are approximately
fLINER ∝ M1.6±0.2∗ and fLINER ∝ M0.6±0.1BH respectively. These are shallower
than found for radio selection (but are consistent once the Fundamental
Plane is considered) and demonstrate that Lrad
LX
scales with MBH.
 By studying a sample of jet-mode AGNs (radiatively inecient), a Funda-
mental Plane is found which matches X-ray binaries in the low-hard state
(and so in the same accretion mode as the AGNs). The analysis conrms
the results from previous studies that a scale-invariant Fundamental Plane
does exist, and one that spans at least 15 orders of magnitude in X-

















 The relationship does, however, have a signicant scatter. No simple
observable was found that could account for this which argues against the
Fundamental Plane being used to estimate accurately black hole mass from
observations of X-ray and radio luminosity.
 For consistency of the Fundamental Plane derivation with the X-ray binary
population, this work favours a steep gradient in the relationship between
black hole mass and velocity dispersion, as suggested by recent studies.
 It has been argued that the anomalously high X-ray luminosity of XBONGs
can be explained by a beaming eect along the line of sight. This sample
of LINERs, which share the same characteristics as XBONGs, display no
evidence of strong beaming. The implication is that beaming cannot be a
general explanation for all XBONGs.
 It is found that for the LINERs a signicant proportion of the energy is
released in the jets, and that the proportion rises with increasing black hole
mass.
 Rather more speculatively, it is of interest to note that there are hints of a
change in the properties of a black hole or in the accretion ow at a mass
of around 108 solar masses, as indicated in both Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9.
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Chapter 3
Identication of a Sample of
LOFAR sources in ELAIS-N1
3.1 The Low-Frequency Array
The remainder of this thesis is based on observational data obtained from LOFAR,
the LOw-Frequency ARray. LOFAR is a new-generation radio interferometer,
designed to operate at low radio frequencies  those between 10 and 240 MHz 
and so opening up a section of the spectrum that has hitherto been comparatively
neglected.
The telescope consists of an array of dipole antennas which are grouped into
stations. The core 38 stations are located in the Netherlands, with a further twelve
stations in Germany, France, Sweden, Poland and the UK. An additional station
is under construction in Ireland. Each station in the Netherlands consists of 96
low-band and 48 high-band antennas; the international stations (those outside
the Netherlands) have 96 of each type. In contrast to earlier radio telescopes,
the LOFAR antennas are static; pointing and tracking are accomplished by using
beam-forming techniques to combine the signal from each antenna into a phased
array. The signals from dierent stations are then sent to a central GPU cluster
and correlated. This system requires high-power and high-throughput computing
resources both centrally and at each station, but confers the twin advantages of
agility and exibility. Also, relevant for this thesis, it oers the scope for multiple,
simultaneous observations from a station which, when combined with the large
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eld of view at such low frequencies, means that LOFAR is a very eective survey
instrument. A (much) more detailed description of LOFAR is provided by van
Haarlem et al. (2013).
LOFAR is capable of producing sensitive high-resolution observations; a depth
of 0.1 mJy per beam at a resolution of 5 arcseconds is expected from a standard
8-hour scan using the high-band antennas. There are, however, a number of
very challenging issues that need to be overcome to achieve this. First, the
ionosphere leads to delay dierences between the stations which distort the phases
of the measured visibilities. The extent of the phase change depends on the
observing frequency and the viewing path through the ionosphere; hence the
phase errors are direction dependent within the large eld-of-view of each station
and also vary from station to station. Second, the beam shapes vary with time,
a consequence of the fact that the delays between dipole elements are adjusted
in order to track sources as they move across the sky. Small errors in modelling
the station beams can amplify into signicant distortions in the image. This
means that even after applying a series of calibration steps designed to remove
the various distortions present in the images from traditional radio telescopes,
there remain signicant artifacts in LOFAR images. These artifacts are centred
around sources, particularly bright sources. Improper calibration of bright sources
leads to extensive residuals across the entire image, increasing the rms noise to
typically between 5 and 10 times the level expected.
In order to remove the above distortions and produce images with the targeted
depth and resolution, a new method of calibration has been developed 
direction-dependent facet calibration. The techniques have been developed by
van Weeren et al. (2016), building upon earlier work carried out by, for example,
Noordam (2004) and Intema et al. (2009). A high-level summary of the steps is
as follows:
 Observations of calibrator sources before and after the target eld are used
to calibrate slowly-varying eects, such as separating the consequences of
clock errors from those of the ionosphere.
 The image is divided into facets, with the tessellation scheme designed to
ensure that each facet has a bright source near its centre.
 For each facet in turn, the sources from other facets are subtracted from




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































bright source in order to obtain a set of direction-dependent corrections for
that facet.
 It is then assumed that the direction-dependent corrections that have been
found for the central area of the facet containing the bright source are
applicable for the facet as a whole; the corrections are applied direction by
direction.
 Once each facet has been calibrated, they are then imaged in turn.
In this way, an image for the eld is obtained. Note that alternative direction-
dependent calibration and imaging methods are also under development, such as
those of Tasse (2014) and Tasse et al (2017, in prep).
3.2 ELAIS-N1
The LOFAR telescope was used to conduct an in-depth survey of the European
Large Area ISO Survey North 1 region (the ELAIS-N1 eld). ELAIS-N1 benets
from low galactic cirrus contamination, a high ecliptic latitude and a low column
of foreground material. For these reasons, the eld was chosen by ESO to be
part of a deep wide angle survey, conducted between March 1996 and April 1998.
Subsequent surveys have built up a wealth of multiband data for the eld. The
survey data that were used, to a greater or lesser extent, in this thesis are set out
in Table 3.1.
Around 250 hours of observations of ELAIS-N1 have been taken by LOFAR. The
bulk of the bandwidth was placed on the central beam, but dierent observations
adopted a variety of strategies for using the remaining ∼ 25% of the bandwidth.
Focus here will be on the central beam. Details of the observational strategy are
set out in Table 3.2.
3.3 A Description of the Observations
This thesis uses a rst ELAIS-N1 catalogue involving a preliminary direction-
dependent reduction of a single dataset; the dataset was obtained from a single
eight-hour observation. The frequency range was 115176 MHz, with a central
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Table 3.2 Observation parameters
Observation Period February 2013 onwards
Observation Time ∼ 250 hours
Stations 61 core and remote stations in HBA _ InnerMode
Integration Time 1 second, averaged to 2 seconds in pre-processing
Correlations XX, XY, YX, YY
Sampling Mode 8 bit
Sampling Clock Frequency 200 MHz
Frequency Range 115  176 MHz and 179  189 MHz
Central Frequency 150 MHz
Bandwidth 72 MHz
Sub-bands 371 (1 discarded)
Bandwidth per sub-band 195 kHz
Channels per sub-band 64 (4 discarded), averaged to 15 in pre-processing
frequency of 150 MHz. The imaging of ELAIS-N1 was carried out by Dr Jose
Sabater and is described in detail in Sabater et al (in preparation). Sources
were extracted from the image using the Python Blob Detection and Source
Measurement (PyBDSM) software, as described in Mohan and Raerty (2015)
(note that the name has since been updated to Python Blob Detector and Source
Finder). PyBDSM was developed specically to serve the needs of LOFAR
(although it can be used with images from any radio interferometric telescope)
and, in particular, to deal with the wide range of scales of emission within
the LOFAR images. After experimenting with dierent sets of parameters for
PyBDSM, it was decided to adopt those used by Williams et al. (2016). The
more important parameters were given the following values:
 rms_box = (160, 50): a sliding box size of 160 pixels every 50 pixels was
used to create the rms map.
 rms_box_bright = (60,15): a smaller box size was used near bright sources.
 adaptive_thresh = 150: bright sources were dened to be those with a peak
of more than 150x the sigma-clipped rms across the whole eld.
 group_tol = 10: PyBDSM breaks up the image into islands containing one
or more Gaussians and this parameter helps to determine the number of
Gaussians inside an island that may be subsequently combined into a single
source  a large value of group_tol results in larger sources.
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Table 3.3 The number of LOFAR sources in each facet.
Facet Number of Number in Number in
Number LOFAR Sources PanSTARRS area PanSTARRS / UKIDSS /
SWIRE area
1 195 195 195
2 173 0 0
3 221 0 0
4 155 81 81
5 145 144 140
6 198 152 135
7 117 93 58
8 167 158 148
9 153 131 117
10 170 82 82
11 125 0 0
12 121 0 0
13 223 65 55
14 156 13 11
15 135 108 79
16 168 168 168
17 174 41 31
18 204 0 0
19 176 0 0
Total 3176 1431 1300
The last point is important. It means that the radio emission sources identied
by PyBDSM may be point-like (formed out of one Gaussian) or extended; this is
relevant for the analysis that follows.
The image was divided into 19 facets and within these facets the chosen PyBDSM
parameter set allowed 3176 LOFAR sources to be detected. The sources, split by
facet, are shown in the upper chart in Figure 3.1. The overall aim was to nd
multiband counterparts of the LOFAR sources and so the sample was restricted
to those LOFAR sources within the region covered by the PanSTARRS, UKIDSS
and SWIRE surveys. There are 1300 such LOFAR sources, with the split by facet
shown in the nal column of Table 3.3. Six of the facets contain no LOFAR sources
within the relevant area. A second imaging of the entire eld was subsequently
carried out using a slightly improved calibration procedure which identied a
further 57 LOFAR sources in the relevant area, bringing the total sample size to
1357. These 1357 LOFAR sources are shown in the lower chart in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Upper gure: the LOFAR sources split by facet, and the area of
the PanSTARRS (yellow shading) and SDSS (blue shading) surveys.
Lower gure: the 1357 LOFAR sources within the area covered by the
PanSTARRS (blue), UKIDSS (red) and Spitzer (ivory) surveys; note
that the area of the SERVS survey can be recognised by the greater
density of the Spitzer sources (the white square). 73
3.4 Astrometry
An important rst step was to check the astrometry in each of the facets; although
the LOFAR data are formally on the International Celestial Reference Frame,
astrometric errors might be introduced by the low-resolution input model and
by self-calibration phase shifts. The facet-by-facet reduction process means that
dierent astrometrical corrections might be required for each facet. A possible
approach would be to check positions against the VLA FIRST radio sources, but
the comparatively low depth of that survey and hence low number of matches
coupled with the diculty of pinpointing the exact centre of radio emission
both suggest that this would not produce accurate results. A better method
is to take advantage of deeper optical data and to check the positional accuracy
against the astrometry of the PanSTARRS deep i-band catalogue and the SDSS
DR10 catalogue. The PanSTARRS catalogue has a positional accuracy of 0.07
arcseconds and the SDSS catalogue has an accuracy of 0.045 arcseconds per
coordinate for sources brighter than r = 20. The SDSS survey area covered
completely the rst 18 facets and covered approximately two-thirds of the 19th
facet (upper chart, Figure 3.1). By contrast, only two of the facets are completely
within the PanSTARRS area and eleven of the facets are partially within that
area. The other six facets are completely outside the PanSTARRS area and so
are irrelevant for the sample studied in this thesis; for completeness, however, the
astrometrical adjustments for all 19 facets were calculated and are shown below.
The PanSTARRS objects have a signicantly greater density than those from the
SDSS survey  approximately 232700 per square degree compared with 40100
respectively  and so the former were used, where possible, to calculate the
coordinate adjustments; the SDSS catalogue was then used as a check on the
results. The facets where this approach was used were 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
13, 15 and 16. Facets 14 and 17 contained just 13 and 41 sources within the
PanSTARRS survey area and so the comparison was made initially against the
SDSS sources and the results checked against PanSTARRS. For the remaining
six facets, the coordinate adjustments were, by necessity, calculated in relation
to the SDSS catalogue alone.
To ensure that consistent results would be provided irrespective of whether
the comparison was against PanSTARRS or SDSS, the astrometry of the
PanSTARRS catalogue relative to the SDSS catalogue was rst examined. The
nearest SDSS neighbour to each PanSTARRS source was found, provided that
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Figure 3.2 A comparison of the astrometry of PanSTARRS and SDSS. Left-
hand chart: The nearest SDSS neighbour to each PanSTARRS source
was found and the distribution of separations is plotted. Right-hand
chart: The RA and Dec osets are plotted (PanSTARRS minus
SDSS), with the contours showing the density of sources.
the separation was less than 0.8 arcseconds, and the Right Ascension (RA) and
Declination (Dec) osets calculated. That separation threshold was obtained by
examining the distribution of closest matches (Figure 3.2, left-hand side) and
taking the minimum of the distribution; the implication is that random matches
start to dominate at separations higher than the 0.8 arcsecond threshold. The
osets between the PanSTARRS and SDSS coordinates were plotted in the right-
hand chart in Figure 3.2 and, as can be seen, there was very close agreement.
The mean osets were found to be +0.0191 ± 0.0003 arcseconds in the RA and
−0.0167± 0.0003 in the Dec (in both cases, PanSTARRS less SDSS). It appears
that it is appropriate to compare the astrometry of the facets against either
catalogue.
The method used to calculate the coordinate adjustments necessary for the
LOFAR sources was as follows:
 For a given facet, the nearest PanSTARRS source to each LOFAR source
was identied and the separations recorded.
 The number of matches declined with increasing separation up until 5
arcseconds; for osets greater than 5 arcseconds, the number of nearest
neighbours started to increase again as random sources rather than matches
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were picked up. This was consistent with the density of the PanSTARRS
sources.
 For the purposes of this exercise, it was assumed that all matches between
LOFAR and PanSTARRS sources for all facets could be considered to be
genuine if the separation were less than 5 arcseconds.
 For simplicity, the same 5 arcsecond threshold was used when comparing
the LOFAR astrometry with that of SDSS.
 In each of facets 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15 and 16, the mean RA osets
and mean Dec osets were found for genuine matches between the LOFAR
sources and the PanSTARRS catalogue.
 These adjustments were applied to the LOFAR coordinates. Again, the
nearest matches within 5 arcseconds were found and the mean osets
calculated. This step was necessary because the coordinate adjustments
bring a number of new matches within the 5 arcsecond threshold and push
a number outside the threshold. The iterative process was continued until
there was agreement in the adjustments between two successive iterations
(typically, no more than three iterations were required).
 The exercise was repeated for all 19 facets using SDSS sources as the
counterparts.
 As a nal check, the adjustments were recalculated by repeating the whole
process, but now after removing those LOFAR sources estimated to have
extended emission and hence have a relatively high positional uncertainty.
Only sources based on a single Gaussian were considered (those agged as S
= single in the PyBDSM output). A further crude test was used to try and
lter out extended radio sources. The ratios of A = Peak Flux / Total Flux
and B = Maximum Axis / Minimum Axis were calculated and a source was
deemed to be point-like, and included in the analysis, if A/B > 0.2. 69% of
sources satised these two criteria. In no case did this additional step lead
to a change of more than 0.26 arcseconds in the solution.
The results are set out in Table 3.4.
For the eleven facets where the comparison could be made against both
PanSTARRS and SDSS, the coordinate adjustments were similar under both
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Table 3.4 The coordinate adjustments per facet, as calculated by dierent
methods.
Facet Comparison with PanSTARRS Comparison with PanSTARRS Comparison with SDSS Comparison with SDSS
Number all LOFAR sources point-like LOFAR sources all LOFAR sources point-like LOFAR sources
RA oset Dec oset RA oset Dec oset RA oset Dec oset RA oset Dec oset
arcsec arcsec arcsec arcsec arcsec arcsec arcsec arcsec
1 +3.95 +4.04 +3.96 +3.96 +3.97 +4.18 +3.97 +4.14
2 -1.58 +0.12 -1.68 +0.20
3 -6.08 -10.19 -6.42 -10.47
4 +3.54 +0.84 +3.76 +0.93 +3.28 +0.68 +3.42 +0.75
5 -2.65 -1.34 -2.64 -1.32 -2.71 -1.19 -2.69 -1.44
6 +3.10 -4.21 +3.10 -4.24 +3.11 -4.26 +3.11 -4.24
7 +1.03 -3.46 +0.97 -3.39 +1.18 -3.41 +1.08 -3.49
8 +3.96 +3.74 +3.97 +3.73 +3.84 +3.98 +3.83 +3.91
9 +4.29 +1.22 +4.39 + 1.19 +3.94 +1.12 +3.99 +1.08
10 +2.12 +2.12 +2.28 +2.08 +1.95 +2.15 +2.17 +2.06
11 -3.44 +0.52 -3.18 +0.57
12 -2.02 +0.28 -1.87 +0.28
13 +5.61 +3.49 +5.35 +3.49 +5.50 +3.71 +5.63 +3.55
14 -2.62 -7.64 -2.52 -7.83
15 -2.32 -4.93 -2.32 -5.09 -2.42 -4.88 -2.18 -5.01
16 +4.00 +1.74 +4.02 +1.71 +3.87 +1.69 +3.87 +1.63
17 -0.08 +1.52 -0.29 +1.57
18 +1.56 -0.21 +1.81 -0.19
19 +5.77 + 2.25 +5.11 +2.22
approaches, with a mean dierence of 0.19 arcseconds in the positional adjust-
ments (calculated by combining the RA and Dec adjustments in quadrature).
Similarly, it mattered little whether or not the LOFAR sample was restricted to
point-like sources, with a mean dierence of 0.11 arcseconds in the results from
the two approaches. The coordinate adjustments derived from the comparison
with PanSTARRS using all LOFAR sources were adopted. As a nal check, the
adjustments were applied to the LOFAR coordinates, the osets to the nearest
PanSTARRS neighbours were calculated and plotted, and a histogram of the
separations was also produced. This conrmed that the osets were clustered
around zero and that the distribution of separations declined out to a distance of
5 arcseconds. The two charts for Facet 1 are shown in Figure 3.3 (when viewing
the histogram, it must be remembered that the area of the annulus represented
by each bin rises with increasing separation).
For facets 14 and 17, the analysis was made against the SDSS catalogue. The
required corrections were comparatively small in facet 17 and there was close
alignment when the results were checked against PanSTARRS. Facet 14 was
more problematic. The SDSS analysis showed that large corrections were needed
to the RA and, particularly, the Dec coordinates. There were only 13 LOFAR
sources in Facet 14 within the PanSTARRS area. When the adjustments were
applied to their coordinates and the astrometry compared with PanSTARRS,
the Dec coordinates were closely aligned but there was a mean RA discrepancy
of approximately one arcsecond. It was decided to adopt the adjustments found
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Figure 3.3 Both charts apply to Facet 1. After applying the coordinate
adjustments to the coordinates of the LOFAR sources, the osets
to the nearest PanSTARRS neighbour are clustered around zero
(left-hand gure). The distribution of separations declines out to
a distance of 5 arcseconds (right-hand gure).
through the SDSS comparisons, but all eleven of the facet 14 sources within the
PanSTARRS/UKIDSS/SWIRE area were checked visually later in the analysis
to ensure that any inaccuracy in the astrometric adjustments did not lead to a
false match (in fact, in all eleven cases examination of the images suggested that
the correct counterpart had been found).
Finally, the coordinate adjustments in facet 3 were very large, with an RA oset of
-6.08 arcseconds and a Dec oset of -10.19 arcseconds. The analysis was repeated
for this facet using the FIRST catalogue to derive the adjustments; the results
were in close agreement, with an RA oset of -6.34 arcseconds and Dec oset of
-10.16 arcseconds.
The nal adjustments for each facet are shown in Table 3.5, together with their
rms errors.
3.5 The Catalogues used to Cross-match
Five catalogues were used to nd counterparts. The optical data were taken from
a four-year observational programme conducted by PanSTARRS. One-quarter of
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Table 3.5 The coordinate adjustments for each facet.
Facet RA Adjustment Dec adjustment RA adj. Error Dec adj. Error
Number arcseconds arcseconds arcseconds arcseconds
1 +3.95 +4.04 0.09 0.10
2 -1.58 +0.12 0.17 0.14
3 -6.08 -10.19 0.11 0.09
4 +3.54 +0.84 0.10 0.17
5 -2.65 -1.34 0.13 0.13
6 +3.10 -4.21 0.12 0.10
7 +1.03 -3.46 0.15 0.14
8 +3.96 +3.74 0.11 0.10
9 +4.29 +1.22 0.14 0.14
10 +2.12 +2.12 0.16 0.16
11 -3.44 +0.52 0.18 0.15
12 -2.02 +0.28 0.16 0.20
13 +5.61 +3.49 0.19 0.16
14 -2.62 -7.64 0.15 0.15
15 -2.32 -4.93 0.14 0.14
16 +4.00 +1.74 0.11 0.11
17 -0.08 +1.52 0.13 0.13
18 +1.56 -0.21 0.15 0.17
19 +5.77 +2.25 0.21 0.18
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the survey time was allocated to a Medium Deep Survey of ten elds, one of
which, MD08, was ELAIS-N1; the Medium Deep Survey is described in Huber
et al. (2017). Observations were taken through g, r, i, z and y lters. This
thesis used sources extracted from the MD08 Medium Deep Field Catalogue,
with g-band and i-band data used in the cross-matching procedure. K-band
sources were obtained from UKIDSS conducted using the UKIRT Wide Field
Camera, as described in Lawrence et al. (2007). The UKIDSS survey had ve
components; the sources in this work were obtained from the Deep Extragalactic
Survey, DXS, and using the deep stacks data. Longer wavelength near-infrared
data at 3.6 micron were obtained from Spitzer surveys, using both SWIRE and
Spitzer Extragalactic Representative Volume Survey (SERVS) catalogues. These
are described in Surace et al. (2005) and Mauduit et al. (2012) respectively. The
SERVS survey was deeper, but covered only part of the area under investigation.
All of the SERVS sources within a quadrilateral whose vertices are dened by
the following four coordinates are included: (240.955138, 54.77832 ), (243.12906,
55.359262), (244.015507, 54.213811) and (241.888356, 53.643521). The actual
area covered by the SERVS survey is fractionally larger, but dening a regular
area ensured a clean separation between the use of the SERVS and SWIRE
catalogues. 751 SERVS sources, representing under 0.5% of the total SERVS
catalogue, were outside of the quadrilateral and so were omitted. Outside the
quadrilateral, SWIRE sources were used to provide the 3.6 micron data.
Each catalogue was cleaned in order to remove sources (1) that have no valid
magnitude, (2) are outside the relevant area and (3) are considered to be
duplicates (particularly relevant for surveys where the catalogue had been built
up from observations of many individual overlapping frames). Sources that were
within 1 arcsecond of each other were treated as duplicates, as were those that
failed the following test:
abs(M1 −M2) + separation[source1, source2] < 2.0 (3.1)
where M1 and M2 are the apparent magnitudes of the two sources being compared
and separation[source1, source2] is their angular separation in arcseconds. When
a pair of duplicate sources was found, the one with the brighter magnitude was
retained and the other discarded. There is a chance of removing genuine pairs
from the analysis, but visual tests conrmed that the vast majority are indeed
duplicate entries. Cleaning these from the catalogues is essential for the colour-
based likelihood ratio analysis that is described later in this chapter.
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Table 3.6 The number of sources in the cleaned catalogues




Spitzer:SWIRE 3.6 micron 171,759
Spitzer:SERVS 3.6 micron 158,738
The numbers of sources remaining after the ltration process are shown in Table
3.6. Up to 20% of the sources may be stars rather than galaxies: for example,
120442 of the K-band sources are shown with pGalaxy < 0.35 in the UKIDSS
catalogue, where pGalaxy indicates the probability that a source is a galaxy and is
calculated by combining individual detection classications in each waveband into
a merged score according to Bayesian classication rules. Consideration was given
to removing such sources or alternatively including them as a separate category.
A subsequent investigation, however, found that neither approach worked well.
If the probabilities in the catalogue are accurate, then 5700 of these sources will
in fact be galaxies and the investigation revealed that both approaches led to a
signicant number of genuine matches being missed. Consequently, it was decided
to include these sources and allow the likelihood ratio analysis, described later in
this chapter, to prevent the occurrence of false matches with stars.
3.5.1 Grouping the Counterparts
In preparation for matching the LOFAR sources with their host galaxies, the
sources from the ve optical and infrared catalogues were combined into likely
groupings - that is, where it is believed that the entries from each catalogue refer
to the same galaxy.
The groupings were formed by starting with the PanSTARRS i-band sources and
nding the nearest source from each of the other catalogues, provided that the
separation was less than one arcsecond. Those K-band sources that had not been
linked with an i-band source were then examined to nd counterparts from the
g-band and Spitzer catalogues using the same search criterion (and considering
only g-band and Spitzer sources that had not already found an i-band match).
Finally, the remaining g-band sources were compared with the remaining Spitzer
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sources to identify matches. This method does mean that there is a risk that a
small number of groupings might be mis-identied, but it was felt that the eect
would be too small to be of concern.
The procedure produced 1527544 groupings. A problem was, however, discovered
later in the analysis: there were a large number of K-band only detections
(those without a corresponding i-band, g-band or 3.6 micron detection) that were
spurious. The false detections were either due to interference caused by a nearby
bright source or due to crosstalk interference resulting from bulk read-out from
infrared detectors.
In the rst case, the eect can be seen in Figure 3.4, which shows the distribution
of the osets from bright K-magnitude sources for the giK-detections (blue line)
compared with that of K-only sources (red histogram). The giK-detections give
a guide to the expected shape of the radial distribution for genuine K-only
detections. The actual distribution is far dierent, indicating the presence of
a large number of spurious detections close to bright sources. To alleviate the
problem, all K-only detections were removed from the list of groupings if they
were within 30 arcseconds of a <12 magnitude source, within 20 arcseconds of a
12 - 14 magnitude source or within 13 arcseconds of a 14 - 16 magnitude source.
The charts in Figure 3.4 illustrate why these particular radii were chosen; they
mark the points where the two distributions most clearly start to diverge. This
is a crude method of removing spurious sources  some genuine galaxies will be
removed and some spurious detections outside the chosen radii will remain 
Figure 3.4 The charts show the distribution of the osets of K-only detections
(red histogram) and giK-detected sources (blue line) from bright K-
magnitude sources. The bright K-magnitude sources are those with
magnitudes below 12 (left-hand chart), magnitudes between 12 and
14 (middle chart) and magnitudes between 14 and 16 (right-hand
chart).
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but is eective for the likelihood ratio analysis (the reason why these spurious
detections need to be removed is discussed later in this chapter). However, to
ensure that a genuine match to a LOFAR source was not erroneously excluded
by this ltering process, no K-only detection within 5 arcseconds of a LOFAR
source was removed.
In the second case, the need to remove false crosstalk detections can be seen from
Figure 3.5. There are spikes in the distribution of osets at distances around
51 arcseconds and 102 arcseconds away from bright sources (dened as those
with a K-magnitude less than 16). All K-only detections were removed if they
were between 50 and 52 arcseconds or between 101 and 103 arcseconds away
from a bright source along the right ascension or along the declination (that
is, approximately 51 arcseconds or 102 arcseconds northwards, eastwards,
southwards or westwards of a bright source).
Figure 3.5 The distribution of osets of K-only detections from bright (<16
magnitude in K-band) sources. The presence of false crosstalk
detections is highlighted by the two spikes in the distribution.
These two ltration procedures removed 34506 (hopefully) spurious K-only
detections. Any LOFAR source that was subsequently matched with a K-only
detection was visually examined to conrm the reliability of the K-band emission.
There were 38 K-only matches and all were found to be genuine.
The nal split of the groupings is set out in Table 3.7; an underscore indicates no
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Table 3.7 The breakdown of the groupings

















identication in that particular band and s (= Spitzer) is used to denote the 3.6
micron detections.
3.6 Identifying the Multiband Counterparts
A diculty in cross-matching object catalogues at dierent wavelengths is how
to dierentiate between those objects that are true counterparts and those that
are unrelated foreground or background objects. The diculty is accentuated
when matching to a radio catalogue, given the uncertainty in positioning the
centre of the radio source. In an attempt to overcome the problem, a likelihood
ratio technique has been developed over the past forty years, with renements
introduced most recently by Sutherland and Saunders (1992), Ciliegi et al. (2003),
Fleuren et al. (2012) and McAlpine et al. (2012). The basic principle, described
in more detail later in this chapter, is that the choice is based on the distance
between the centre of the radio ux and the possible counterpart galaxy, modied
by a factor determined by the magnitude or colour of the putative counterpart.
The technique is not suitable for use with all radio sources, but the likelihood
ratio procedure provides a useful, automated route to determine the likeliest host
galaxies for those radio sources where the expected host galaxy position can be
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estimated accurately  for example, those that are single, isolated and without
extended emission. A high-level description of the process is as follows:
 The LOFAR sources were visually examined to identify those that were
obviously unsuitable for the likelihood ratio technique to be used.
 For the small minority of LOFAR sources that were unsuitable for
likelihood ratio analysis, the probable counterparts were determined by
visual examination of the images.
 For the remaining LOFAR sources, a likelihood ratio test was applied to
select the most probable host galaxy.
These stages are now described in more detail.
3.6.1 The Visual Categorisation
In order to decide which of the LOFAR sources were suitable to be matched using
the likelihood ratio technique, all were examined visually. This was a practical
option given the comparatively small number of radio sources. It would, however,
be impractical for larger surveys and suggestions to help in automating the process
are presented in Chapter 4. By viewing the images, the radio sources could be
placed into four categories. The rst category contained those sources where the
choice of counterpart would be determined by the likelihood ratio process - there
were 1117 sources in this category. The second category contained those sources
that had either extended emission or appeared to be part of a complex system,
meaning that the position of the host galaxy may not be easily identied - there
were 100 sources in this category. The third category contained those sources that
were believed to be one component in a double or triple system, and hence the
galaxy centre would be positioned between this source and its partner - there were
22 sources in this category. Note that the lobes of a jet-mode AGN may be widely
separated (over 100 arcseconds is not unusual) and so are dicult to dierentiate
from two isolated sources; subsequent analysis, described later in this chapter,
revealed that this rst visual examination had signicantly underestimated the
number of double systems. The fourth category contained those sources where
the visual examination cast doubt on the authenticity of the source; typically,
these would be located close to brighter radio emission. There were 118 in this
category.
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The division into categories was accomplished by a team of four people. Each
LOFAR source was viewed by the author and at least one other person
independently. Where their categorisations diered, the decision was discussed.
If there was still disagreement, then a third opinion was sought.
Examples of the four categories are shown in Figure 3.6. The two images in
the rst row show sources that are single, isolated and with point-like emission
and so were passed through to the likelihood ratio analysis. The images in the
second row show examples of an extended-emission source. The third row shows
multi-component radio sources. Image (f) shows a double source: the PyBDSM
extraction software identied the two lobes but not the centre. The bottom row
shows examples where the source identied by PyBDSM is not genuine, either
because it is related to (or noise created by) a nearby bright source or because the
ux is only slightly higher than the surrounding noise; in both cases, the absence
of detections in the optical / near-infrared bands provides further conrmation
that these are not genuine sources.
When deciding on the categorisation of each source, use was made of the Faint
Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST) catalogue. This survey had a
source detection threshold of around 1 mJy at 1.4 GHz and so is not as deep as the
LOFAR survey for typical spectral indices of α ≈ +0.7 (Sν ∝ ν−α). Nevertheless,
the position of the objects in the FIRST catalogue provided a useful check on the
location of the brighter LOFAR sources and can also be useful to highlight any
atter spectrum components which may indicate the radio core. FIRST galaxies
are present in four of the images in Figure 3.6  image (b), image (d), image(e)
and image(g)  where they are marked by red crosses.
3.6.2 A Visual Examination of the LOFAR Sources
unsuitable for Likelihood Ratio Analysis
The broad principles followed when matching those LOFAR sources that were
considered unsuitable for likelihood ratio analysis with their host galaxies are
described in this section.
The main issue with sources whose emission is extended is uncertainty over the
exact position of the centre. Such sources typically comprise more than one
Gaussian and the averaging process used by PyBDSM to estimate the location






Figure 3.6 Images (a) and (b) show LOFAR sources that are suitable for the
likelihood ratio analysis. The other six images show sources that were
deemed unsuitable, either because the emission is extended (second
row), the source is part of a double system (third row) or the source
may be spurious (bottom row). The images are 100 arcseconds by 75
arcseconds, apart from image (f) which is 200 arcseconds by 150
arcseconds. The crosshair shows the position of the LOFAR source,
a red cross shows the position of any FIRST sources in the image
and the green circles show the position of any nearby LOFAR sources.
Radio ux contours are shown where they are considered to be helpful.
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sources are examples of this: image (d) in Figure 3.6 shows that the centre
estimated by PyBDSM (the green crosshair) has been pulled away from the
position of the host galaxy which, in this case, is marked by the FIRST source
(the red cross). The location of the ux peak is a useful indicator of the position
of the host galaxy for head-and-tail sources. A second type of extended emission
is from compact doubles, where the lobes are identied by two of the Gaussians
that comprise the source. In these cases, the host galaxy is likely to be in a
line (approximately) between the two peaks, with the position based on the ratio
of the uxes. In image (e) in Figure 3.6, the two lobes happen to be shown
by two FIRST sources (148 and 149). The host galaxy does indeed lie between
these Gaussian peaks, but closer to FIRST 148 than the centre of the ux found
by PyBDSM (shown by the green crosshair) which has been inuenced by the
extended emission to the west of the system.
Likelihood ratio techniques have been adapted for such compact double sources
(for example, Best et al., 2003) by using a ux-weighted mean position and
allowing for larger positional errors. This approach may be suitable for large
LOFAR surveys (see Chapter 4), but the relatively small number of sources in
this eld makes visual analysis a practical alternative.
For the vast majority of the extended sources, the host galaxy could be identied
straightforwardly. In a small number of cases, two possible candidates were
identied. In these cases, the position of the centre of the radio emission was
adjusted by visually identifying a core component from either the LOFAR or
FIRST data and the likelihood ratio analysis was then allowed to make the nal
selection. Finally, there were eight LOFAR sources where no counterpart could
be satisfactorily identied, sometimes because there was no suitable match and
other times because it was impossible to distinguish between multiple candidates.
The approach was similar for the double sources. Estimating the position of the
host galaxy was complicated for the largest of these by the extensive distances
between the lobes, but the knowledge that the host galaxy is likely to be massive
and red in colour helped the matching decision.
There were nine cases where PyBDSM had combined more than one Gaussian into
a single source, but where a visual inspection suggested that there were, in fact,
two distinct radio sources with matching host galaxies. These were separated into
two entries in the nal catalogue, with the ux allocated appropriately between
the two new sources.
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3.6.3 The Likelihood Ratio Analysis
A likelihood ratio test was now applied to the 1117 LOFAR sources deemed
suitable to be passed through this analysis in order to determine the groupings
that are their likely counterparts. The traditional approach is that the likelihood





where f(r, σ) is the radial probability distribution of the osets, r, between the
LOFAR and counterpart sources and σ is the uncertainty in the measurement of
the oset; n(m) is the sky surface density of the full counterpart population as
a function of magnitude, m; and q(m) is the expected distribution of the true
counterparts as a function of m. Note that it is possible to incorporate n(m) and
q(m) into the likelihood ratio analysis either as density functions or as cumulative
distribution functions. In this work, the latter were chosen since a cumulative
magnitude distribution is better behaved at faint magnitudes and can be more
convenient in its treatment of non-detections as limits. Also, use of a cumulative
distribution reduces the problem of small sample sizes within bins. Hereafter,
these functions are written as n(<m) and q(< m).
The probability that a counterpart is a genuine match is, therefore, determined by
the separation between the two objects in units of the standard deviation on the
oset, modied by a factor that depends on the magnitude of the counterpart.
This is the method outlined by, for example, Sutherland & Saunders (1992),
Ciliegi et al (2003), McAlpine et al (2012) and Fleuren et al (2012).
The methodology was, however, rened in this research for two reasons. Firstly,
colour as well as magnitude was used to provide a better guide to whether or not
a galaxy is a true counterpart of a radio source. Hence, equation (3.2) is modied
to:
LR =
f(r,σ)× q(< m, c)
n(< m, c)
, (3.3)
where c is colour, and q(<m,c) and n(<m,c) give the cumulative magnitude
distributions within colour bins of the counterparts. Secondly, radio sources
tend to reside in relatively dense areas of the sky and this needs to be carefully
incorporated into the estimation of q(<m,c) to avoid distortions to the results.
In order to allow for both of these factors a three-stage process was developed.
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A high-level description is given below, with the detail provided in the following
sections.
The LOFAR sources are rst subjected to a likelihood ratio analysis with the
modifying factor based on magnitude alone. This analysis was designed to make
allowance for the clustering of galaxies around radio sources during the estimation
of q(<m).
The results of this rst run are used to calibrate a second likelihood ratio test
in which the modifying factor is now based on colour as well as magnitude. The
matches to the LOFAR sources and the overall population of galaxies are each
divided into colour categories, which x the prior distribution within the analysis.
A third likelihood ratio test, again with the modifying factor based on both colour
and magnitude, is applied to obtain the nal matches (subject to visual checking
for matches with a low likelihood ratio).
The three-stage likelihood ratio analysis might appear cumbersome, but is
necessary in order to take appropriate account of clustering. Visual investigation
of the results suggests that this approach does improve signicantly the accuracy
of the matching process.
A more detailed description of how the methodology is implemented is as follows,
with a full explanation of the key parts of the process given in the remainder of
this section:
 All counterpart groupings within 10 arcseconds of each radio source are
identied; the probability of a valid counterpart beyond that search radius
is negligible.
 The function f(r, σ) is calculated for each of these potential counterparts;
the details of the calculation are explained in the following subsection.
 Each counterpart grouping is now passed through the rst run of the
likelihood ratio analysis. The functions n(<m) and q(<m) are calculated
separately for each of the i, g, K and 3.6 micron wavebands at which
that galaxy has been detected; a detailed description of the calculation
is provided later in this section.
 For each counterpart grouping, a likelihood ratio is calculated for each
detected waveband.
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 An overall likelihood ratio is then assigned to each grouping based on the
highest individual likelihood ratio from each of its detected wavebands.
 The source with the highest likelihood ratio is considered a provisional
match to the radio source, provided that the ratio exceeds a threshold value.
 The six counterparts with the highest likelihood ratios are now carried
forward to the analysis that incorporates colour information.
 The functions n(<m,c) and q(<m,c) are calculated for each colour bin; the
latter function is determined from the provisional matches dened in the
rst run of the likelihood ratio analysis.
 The likelihood analysis is rerun using both magnitude and colour, and each
potential counterpart grouping can then be assigned a single likelihood ratio
according to its colour and magnitude; the rules for determining how the
colour and magnitude are dened are described below.
 The function q(<m,c) is recalibrated based on the matches from the second
likelihood ratio analysis.
 A new likelihood ratio is then calculated for each counterpart grouping
based on the rened q(<m,c) functions.
 The galaxy with the highest likelihood ratio, again provided that the value
exceeds a threshold value, is regarded as the genuine counterpart to the
radio source subject to a nal visual check.
 The nal visual check is carried out for those matches with likelihood ratios
either below or just above the threshold value, and also for those cases
where the two likeliest counterparts emerge from the analysis with similar
likelihood ratios.
The process is now described in greater detail.
The Determination of f(r, σ)
f(r, σ) is the probability that a counterpart at a separation of r arcseconds in a
particular direction is a genuine match. The function depends on the separation
between the LOFAR source and its possible counterpart and the uncertainty in
the measurement of the separation, designated as σ. In its turn, σ depends on:
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(i) the uncertainty in the position of the LOFAR source resulting mainly from
errors in the estimation of the source size along its major and minor axes
(ii) the orientation of the major axis in relation to the direction between the
LOFAR and counterpart sources
(iii) the uncertainty in the location of the counterpart object; this tends to
contribute little to the overall value of σ
(iv) the uncertainty because of discrepancies between the astrometry of the
LOFAR facet and the astrometry of the counterpart survey.
In the discussion that follows, the rst three items are combined into the value
σ1 and the fourth item is designated as σ2.
The methodology and assumptions described in Condon (1997), summarised
below, are used to calculate σ1. Dene
 Emaj = 1σ error on the FWHM of the major axis of the LOFAR source
 Emin = 1σ error on the FWHM of the minor axis of the LOFAR source
 δx0 = uncertainty in the position of the LOFAR source along its major axis
 δy0 = uncertainty in the position of the LOFAR source along its minor axis
 θ = angle of orientation between the major axis of the LOFAR source and
its putative counterpart (measured anticlockwise from the vector joining
the radio source and the counterpart)
 δx1 = uncertainty in the RA position of the counterpart source
 δy1 = uncertainty in the Dec position of the counterpart source
 φ = angle between the vector joining the radio source and the putative
counterpart and RA
 ErrLOFAR = uncertainty in the position of the LOFAR source projected
along the vector joining the radio and counterpart sources
 Errcounterpart = uncertainty in the position of the counterpart source along
the same direction.
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The 8 ln(2) factor is simply a conversion from FWHM to standard deviation.
These expressions, as discussed by Condon (1997), are true only in the limit of a
high signal to noise ratio and with uncorrelated noise. Neither of these apply here
and so both δx0 and δy0 need to be increased by an adjustment factor. A factor
of
√
2 was chosen, similar to the adjustments used when constructing the NRAO
VLA Sky Survey and Westerbork Northern Sky Survey catalogues, as described
by Condon et al. (1998) and Rengelink et al. (1997) respectively.
It is then straightforward to show that, when measuring the separation between










2φ + δy21 sin
2φ (3.7)






The diculty is in estimating the last component of σ, designated as σ2. To
overcome this problem, the following method was used.
First, the LOFAR sources were restricted to those 1117 that were regarded
as single, isolated and without extended emission. The separation between
each LOFAR source and its most likely i-band neighbour was measured. The
separations were placed into bins of width 0.25 arcseconds; the subsequent
analysis was repeated using bins of dierent width and it was conrmed that
the nal results were robust against a change in bin size.
Second, for each LOFAR galaxy the uncertainty in the measurement of the
separation, σ1, was calculated by the method described above.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7 (a) The blue histogram shows the distribution of the osets between
the LOFAR galaxies and their nearest i-band counterparts. The red
line shows the best-tting Gaussian distribution, which has a value
of σ2 = 0.38 arcseconds  see text. (b) Shown is the distribution
of uncertainties in the separation between each LOFAR source and
its nearest i-band neighbour after assuming values of σ2 of 0.38
arcseconds (blue line) and 0.6 arcseconds (red histogram).
Third, σ1 needs to be added in quadrature to the uncertainty caused by the
errors in the astrometry between the LOFAR facets and the PanSTARRS i-band
survey. It is this latter item, σ2, that needs to be determined. In order to
do so, it was assumed that the distribution of separations can be modelled by
a Gaussian distribution. For each LOFAR source, therefore, there is a unique
expected Gaussian distribution based on its particular value of σ1 combined in
quadrature with the global value of σ2. Each of the 1117 Gaussian distributions
was converted into a histogram with bins of width 0.25 arcseconds (after allowing
for the dierent areas in the annuli represented by each bin). The values could
then be summed across each LOFAR source to permit a comparison with the
histogram of actual osets.
Fourth, a minimisation procedure was used to nd the value of σ2 that produces
the best-tting match between the two distributions.
A value of σ2 = 0.38 arcseconds provided the best-t. The left-hand plot in Figure
3.7 shows the actual distribution of osets (blue histogram) and the modelled
distribution (red line).
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However, there are several objections to this approach. Each facet has its own
astrometric error and so there is an implicit assumption that it is possible to
sum each facet's Gaussian distribution to create a Gaussian that can be used
across the whole survey area; that is theoretically incorrect. A value of σ2 = 0.38
arcseconds appears low when compared with the 1σ uncertainties for the facet-
by-facet coordinate adjustments (shown in Table 3.5). There is also a practical
problem that when a value of σ2 = 0.38 arcseconds was incorporated into the
likelihood ratio process, there were a number of LOFAR sources, particularly
those with very low positional errors output from PyBDSM, where apparently
valid matches were rejected because the analysis appeared to unduly favour
proximity. It was, therefore, decided to increase the value of σ2. Trial values
of 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 were incorporated into the likelihood ratio analysis and
a visual examination of those LOFAR sources where the counterpart changed
suggested that σ2 = 0.6 is an appropriate choice. The consequent distribution of
uncertainties in the osets between the LOFAR galaxies and their nearest i-band
neighbours is shown in the right-hand chart in Figure 3.7. The fact that almost
300 sources are placed in the lowest bin  that is, having a value of σ of just
over 0.6 and hence having an extremely low value of σ1  highlights the need to
impose a value of σ2 = 0.6.
The Determination of n(<m) and q(<m)
The functions n(<m) and q(<m) were derived for each of the i, g, K and 3.6
micron wavebands.
The n(<m) term, the cumulative magnitude distribution of the population
per square arcsecond, was obtained by binning and counting sources within a
rectangle dened by the four coordinates (RA, Dec) = (241.5, 53.8), (241.5,
56.3), (244.0, 53.8) and (244.0, 56.3). The known area of the rectangle allows
an accurate normalisation. The rest of the analysis is based on the full area
under investigation.
The q(<m) term is the cumulative magnitude distribution of the genuine
counterparts to the LOFAR sources. Note that q(<m) is a probability and would
scale to unity if the match to every radio source were contained in the counterpart
catalogues. q(<m) was estimated using the method described by Ciliegi et al.
(2003). First, the cumulative magnitude distribution was obtained of all possible
counterpart sources within 5 arcseconds of each LOFAR source, whether or
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not they are thought to be genuine matches. The distribution, designated as
total(<m), was smoothed using a polynomial of order seven; if necessary, the two
tails were adjusted to ensure that the endpoints of the distribution ran smoothly
into 0 and 1. The background count as a function of magnitude was estimated by
applying n(<m) to an area of a circle of radius 5 arcseconds and then deducting
it from the smoothed distribution. Finally, the resulting function needs to be
normalised and multiplied by Q0, an estimate of the fraction of LOFAR sources
that have a genuine counterpart within the counterpart catalogue. Hence, using
the nomenclature of Ciliegi et al. (2003),






where the summation gives the total number of objects in the real(<m)
distribution.
There are dierent methods of calculating Q0 described in the literature. The
method used here is that described by Fleuren et al. (2012). The key point is
that this method is designed to estimate 1−Q0 rather than Q0 itself, which has
the advantage of minimising the risk of overestimating Q0 because of clustering
around the radio sources. The method is as follows:
 A search radius, r, was chosen.
 The proportion of LOFAR sources that do not have a counterpart within
the specied search radius was found using a simple positional crossmatch.
 A randomised catalogue of 1117 (that is, equal to the number of LOFAR
sources) pseudo radio sources within the survey area was created.
 A positional crossmatch identied the number of pseudo radio sources from
the randomised catalogue that do not have a match.
 Q0 for the specied search radius can then be estimated from
Q0 F (r) = 1−
number of observed blanks
number of blanks at randomised positions
. (3.11)
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Figure 3.8 The values of Q0 derived at dierent search radii for the four
counterpart catalogues.
where F (r) = 1−e−
r2
2σ2 . The derivation is provided by Fleuren et al. (2012).
 The procedure was repeated at dierent search radii from 1 arcsecond up
to 10 arcseconds. Above a search radius of 5 arcseconds, the values of F(r)
approach one and stable values of Q0 are found, as illustrated in Figure 3.8.
 The value of Q0 was chosen to be the mean of the results at search radii 5,
6, 7 and 8 arcseconds.
Values of Q0 of 0.89, 0.89, 0.93 and 0.87 were calculated for the g, i, K and 3.6
micron bands respectively.
The distributions of n(<m) and q(<m) for the i-band are shown in Figure 3.9
for illustration. As can be seen, the magnitude distribution of the host galaxies,
as measured by q(<m), diers considerably from that of the overall population,
n(< m).
Two nal adjustments were required. Firstly, the ratio of q(<m) / n(<m)
was constrained to ensure that it progressed smoothly; that might not be the
case at the extremities of the distribution where small numbers might make
the progression in this ratio volatile. Secondly, the likelihood ratios were
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Figure 3.9 The cumulative magnitude distributions of the n(<m) and q(<m)
functions for the i-band demonstrate that there is a clear distinction
between the distribution for the host galaxies (red line) and that of
the overall population of galaxies (cyan histogram).
Figure 3.10 The distribution of the normalised likelihood ratios for each
waveband; genuine matches are deemed to be those with a likelihood
ratio above the threshold (to the right of the vertical line).
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normalised to allow a like-for-like comparison between dierent wavebands. The
normalisation was carried out by dividing the raw likelihood ratios by the value
at the (1 − Q0)th percentile; these values, which were 16.1, 12.6, 2.9 and
26.8 for the g-band, i-band , K-band and 3.6 micron band respectively, dene
the likelihood ratio where completeness and reliability align. Consequently, a
normalised likelihood ratio of 1.0 acted as the threshold for deciding whether
a genuine match had been found; that is, a match is deemed to be correct if
the normalised likelihood ratio is over 1.0. The distributions of the normalised
likelihood ratios for each of the four wavebands are shown in Figure 3.10; as can
be seen, the distributions are broadly similar apart from a broadening in the K-
band because of its higher value of Q0. There are arguments both for and against
normalising the likelihood ratios in the way described, but it is noted that this
should make no dierence to the nal set of matches: the rst run of the likelihood
ratio analysis generates a set of provisional matches and a full completeness and
reliability analysis is carried out at the end of the matching process to determine
which of the nal matches are genuine.
Having created the infrastructure, it was now possible to perform the rst run
of the likelihood ratio analysis. For each LOFAR source, all groupings within 10
arcseconds were found. A likelihood ratio was assigned to each grouping, based
on the highest normalised likelihood ratio out of the components of the grouping;
that is, if a grouping has detections in each of g, i, K and 3.6 micron bands, then
the highest of the four resulting likelihood ratios is adopted. The grouping with
the highest likelihood ratio was provisionally accepted as a match, provided that
the likelihood ratio exceeded the threshold of 1.0.
Incorporating Colour into the Likelihood Ratio Analysis
Having obtained a set of provisional matches to the LOFAR sources, it is now
practical to incorporate colour into the analysis. To do this, it is necessary to
estimate a value of Q0(c) and distributions of q(<m,c) and n(<m,c) for dierent
colour bins. Here it is important to note that the technique developed by Fleuren
et al. (2012) to determine Q0, and adopted in 3.6.3, would not work when
considering dierent colour bins. This is because a radio source match in one
colour bin may have companion galaxies in other colour bins, which would bias
the determination of the number of blank elds in those other colours and hence
bias the calculation of their values of Q0(c). The potential overestimation of Q0(c)
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is signicant  it was calculated to be of the order of 40% for the cross-matches
presented here. The rst-pass analysis described in the previous section bypasses,
or at least minimises, this problem by providing a set of provisional matches from
which q(<m,c) and Q0(c) could be directly extracted, and which are an unbiased
starting point towards an iterative solution.
The modifying factor will, therefore, now be based on colour as well as magnitude
and the LOFAR sources and groupings need to be binned according to colour. The
upper chart in Figure 3.11 shows that the galaxies that match LOFAR sources
tend to be redder than the population as a whole. This is shown more clearly
in the lower chart. The proportion of matched galaxies in relation to the overall
population increases by a factor of almost 10 between an i−K colour of 3.0 and
4.5, suggesting that this particular colour has considerable discriminatory power.
Note that the matches in both sub-gures are taken to be those at the end of the
likelihood ratio process. As is suggested by the upper chart in Figure 3.11 and
will be more obvious shortly, the g− i colour is less eective in deciding whether
a galaxy is a genuine match to a LOFAR source.
The division into colour bins was eected in the following way. All groupings
where the g, i and K magnitudes had been measured, or could be estimated
through interpolation, were combined; these groupings were giKs, giK_, gi_s,
g_Ks, g_K_ and g__s. Three other categories, _iKs, _iK_ and _i_s, were
also added in, with the g-magnitude being taken as an upper limit of 25.4. The
limit was chosen as the point at which the distribution of g-magnitudes in the
PanSTARRS catalogue turns over and so indicates the point at which detections
start to be signicantly limited by the depth of the survey. Note that the g −
i colour is only broadly used and so the analysis is largely unaected by the
precise value chosen. The groupings in these nine categories were then placed
into ten i−K bins that were further sub-divided into two according to the g − i
colour. The g − i division point was chosen to divide the population of galaxies
into approximately equal halves. This meant that the division point varied as a
function of i −K, increasing from 1.039 at the bluest i −K bin to 1.632 at the
reddest bin (see Table 3.8).
From Figure 3.11, the ratio of matches to the total population varies by less than
50% for values of i −K over 4.0. The analysis is, therefore, broadly insensitive
into which colour bin K-only sources are placed. For K-only sources, an i − K
colour was adopted corresponding to i = 25.0 (the PanSTARRS limit), but, after
noting that a few very faint K-only sources were placed at the blue end with this
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Figure 3.11 Upper Figure: Those galaxies that are matched with a radio source
are plotted on a colour-colour diagram. The contours show the
distribution of all galaxies in the survey area. If there is no detection
in one of the bands, then the magnitude is estimated by interpolation
or by using the limits of 25.4, 25.0 and 21.0 for g, i and K bands
respectively. Lower Figure: The proportion of matched galaxies to
the overall population is shown in i−K bins.
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assumption, a limit of i − K >4.0 was also imposed. Consequently, the K-only
and Ks groupings were divided into six i − K colour bins  the same as those
described in the previous paragraph, but excluding the four bluest bins. The K-
only and Ks-only groupings were not subdivided by g− i colour given the absence
of detections in these bands.
The remaining four categories could not be split by i−K colour because of the
absence of K-detections. The i-only and gi__ groupings were combined into one
category, with the nal two categories comprising the g-only and s-only groupings.
That meant that a total of 29 colour categories were used. The numbers of
groupings in each colour bin are shown in Table 3.8. A Q0(c) factor was
determined for each colour category by calculating the ratio of the number of
provisionally matched galaxies in that category (that is, including only those
matches that surpassed the likelihood ratio threshold) by the total number of
radio sources being matched. Hence,
∑
cQ0(c) = Q0. 90% of galaxies passed
the threshold, consistent with the Q0 factors for each waveband. The benet of
removing spurious K-band sources from the sample earlier in the process can now
be seen; otherwise, the n(<m,c) values for the K-only categories risked being
erroneously increased by an articially inated population size, which would
suppress their likelihood ratios and also distort the fractions in the lower chart of
Figure 3.11. In order to ensure that there was a measurable probability of a match
in each category, a minimum value of 0.001 was imposed. Having calculated the
Q0(c) factors, the n(<m,c) and q(<m,c) distributions were also computed for all
29 colour categories. The magnitudes were dened as those for the i-band, where
available; otherwise, the K-band magnitudes were used for the K-only and Ks-
only categories, the g-band magnitude used for the g-only category and the 3.6
micron magnitude for the s-only category. A single likelihood ratio could now be
calculated for each possible counterpart galaxy based on its separation, its colour
and its magnitude. A revised set of matches was thus generated.
In 77 cases (7%), the match from the second likelihood ratio run diered from
that found in the rst run. The matches should now be more accurate than
those produced in the initial run and, in theory, a revised, lower likelihood ratio
threshold could now be justied. However, from a practical standpoint it was
simpler to continue to accept 90% of the matches and to allow a full completeness
and reliability analysis, described below, to determine the likelihood threshold at
the end of the process. Rened Q0(c) factors were now recalculated using the
new set of matched galaxies and the likelihood ratio analysis was repeated. On
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this occasion, 14 sources found a dierent match. Convergence had now been
achieved: a further recalculation of the Q0(c) factors and a fourth likelihood
ratio run produced no further changes in the set of matched galaxies.
The Q0(c) factors after the second run, together with the exact colour divisions,
are set out in Table 3.9. It can be seen that there is a strong progression in the
Table 3.8 Total number of groupings by colour category
Category i - K g - i All giK categories K, Ks only
Midpoint Blue Half Red Half
1 < 3.0 1.04 76261 77489 0
2 3.0 - 3.5 1.08 50322 51137 0
3 3.5 - 3.7 1.19 19615 19614 0
4 3.7 - 3.9 1.32 17495 17222 0
5 3.9 - 4.1 1.44 14253 13714 6433
6 4.1 - 4.3 1.53 11787 11232 4020
7 4.3 - 4.6 1.58 14282 13186 7872
8 4.6 - 5.0 1.65 14296 12315 11930
9 5.0 - 6.0 1.80 17249 11654 21439
10 > 6.0 1.63 3147 1392 11464
gi, i only 854787
g only 49595
s only 57836
Table 3.9 Q0(c) factors by colour category
Category i - K g - i All giK categories K, Ks only
Midpoint Blue Half Red Half
1 < 3.0 1.04 0.031 0.002
2 3.0 - 3.5 1.08 0.027 0.017
3 3.5 - 3.7 1.19 0.023 0.025
4 3.7 - 3.9 1.32 0.044 0.035
5 3.9 - 4.1 1.44 0.039 0.058 0.004
6 4.1 - 4.3 1.53 0.051 0.057 0.001
7 4.3 - 4.6 1.58 0.072 0.075 0.003
8 4.6 - 5.0 1.65 0.052 0.057 0.012
9 5.0 - 6.0 1.80 0.073 0.054 0.030
10 > 6.0 1.63 0.014 0.011 0.019




factors moving from the blue i-K bins to the red i-K bins, as was shown in Figure
3.11; for direct comparison those numbers should strictly be moderated by the
number of sources in each i - K colour bin (Table 3.8). By contrast, there is no
apparent pattern comparing the Q0(c) factors across the red and blue g-i bins;
note that since the sample was divided in half in the parent population, these
numbers are directly comparable.
3.7 Analysing the Results
Having found the likelihood ratios for potential matches for all of the radio
sources, it was now necessary to decide which of these matches could be trusted.
The rst step is to carry out a completeness and reliability analysis in order to
determine the likelihood ratio threshold above which a match could be considered
to be genuine. Completeness and reliability functions were both calculated as a
function of the likelihood ratio threshold, T, according to the following formulae
that are described in Best et al. (2003):





Q0 × LRi + (1 − Q0)
(3.12)





Q0 × LRi + (1 − Q0)
(3.13)
where the summation is for all matches below the likelihood ratio threshold under
consideration in equation 3.12 and for all matches above the threshold in equation
3.13, N is the total number of radio sources and Q0 has been set at 0.93. This
value for Q0 was chosen initially after a visual examination of all low-likelihood
matches, but was later conrmed to be reasonable by the analysis that follows.
The results of the completeness and reliability analysis are shown in the upper
chart of Figure 3.12.
An alternative method of determining an appropriate choice of likelihood ratio
threshold is to consider the probability that the incremental matches that would
be accepted as the threshold is progressively lowered are, in fact, genuine. This
probability, again as a function of the likelihood ratio threshold, can be estimated
using the following derivation:
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Number of genuinematches using threshold T1 = N Q0 C(T1) (3.14)
Number of genuinematches using threshold T2 = N Q0 C(T2) (3.15)








So, if the threshold is lowered from T1 to T2, then
Number of genuine additionalmatches = N Q0 (C(T1) − C(T2)) (3.18)













The probability, as a function of the likelihood ratio threshold, is plotted in
the lower chart in Figure 3.12. Both charts suggest that a threshold around
0.2 is sensible: the completeness and reliability ratios are then 0.992 and 0.985
respectively and the probability that additional sources are genuine at that
threshold is 0.75. There are 1046 radio sources with a match above this likelihood
ratio threshold, representing 93.6% of the total (and justifying the choice of Q0
adopted for the completeness and reliability analysis).
The 71 sources that returned a match with a likelihood ratio below the threshold
of 0.2 were examined visually and could be categorised as follows:
 In 10 cases, the radio source appeared to be spurious, with the emission
due to interference.
 In 16 cases, the radio emission was from the lobe of a larger system.
 In 15 cases, the radio emission was either extended (13 sources) or a compact
double (2 sources), causing the PyBDSM software to misplace the centre of
the emission. The correct match was still achieved in 10 out of these cases,
albeit with a low likelihood; in the other 5 cases, the misplacement resulted
in the wrong match being identied.
 In 30 cases, it was not possible to identify securely a genuine counterpart
either because there was no obvious candidate or, more rarely, because there
was a close choice between two or more low-likelihood matches.
There were 35 matches with a likelihood ratio between 0.2 and 1.0. These were
also checked visually. In 26 cases, the correct counterpart had been identied. In
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Figure 3.12 Upper Figure: the completeness and reliability ratios as a function
of the likelihood ratio threshold. Lower Figure: the probability that
an additional source is genuine as a function of the likelihood ratio
threshold.
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6 cases, the emission was from the lobe of a larger system. 2 of the sources were
deemed to be spurious, The nal source was extended (a head-and-tail system),
with the centre of the source wrongly positioned and a false match identied.
Finally, another 74 sources were examined visually where the best two matches
had similar likelihood ratios, dened as the highest likelihood ratio being less than
four times that of the second likeliest. The likelihood ratio analysis had found
the correct match in 67 cases; these matches either appeared to be genuine
when checked visually or, if it was dicult to choose between two competing
candidates, there was no reason to disfavour the match chosen by the likelihood
ratio analysis. In 3 cases, the emission was extended and, when that was taken
into account, a visual check clearly preferred the matching galaxy with the second
highest likelihood ratio. Two of the sources appeared to be spurious, so neither
match was correct. In one case, the emission was from the lobe of a double system.
In the nal case, the likelihood analysis selected the wrong match because the
g-band and i-band emission from the genuine counterpart had been omitted from
the PanSTARRS catalogues (obscured by a bright nearby foreground galaxy).
The catalogue was amended to incorporate the mis-identications and re-
categorisations discovered by the visual examination. Ideally, these sources would
be removed from the likelihood ratio analysis, the values of Q0(c) recalculated and
the likelihood ratio analysis re-run. However, due to the small changes involved,
this was not done since it would have no impact on the identications, only on
the quoted Q0(c) factors. As suggested by Table 3.10 below, Q0 ( =
∑
cQ0(c))
would then equal 0.97.
A valid question is whether the initial examination of the LOFAR sources could
have identied that most of the sources discussed above were unsuitable to be
passed through the likelihood ratio analysis. With respect to the spurious sources,
the approach taken in the initial examination was to reject an object only if it
appeared highly probable that it was spurious (rather than to risk discarding
genuine objects); a decision to discard a source could be made with much greater
condence if the subsequent analysis failed to identify a plausible host galaxy. As
already mentioned, it is often impractical to dierentiate a lobe of a double system
from a stand-alone radio source in an initial visual examination. In those cases
where the radio emission is extended, it was a matter of judgement when to allow
a source to proceed through the likelihood ratio analysis. The cross-comparison
with the optical data provides additional information that could have helped
the initial judgement. Having now constructed a catalogue of matches that is
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believed to be highly accurate, it was possible to address this question  how to
accurately separate the radio sources into those requiring visual examination and
those able to be assessed automatically through the likelihood ratio route  in a
more analytic way and this is discussed in the following chapter.
In summary, the visual examination of low-likelihood or similar-likelihood sources
makes three points. Firstly, the fractions of genuine counterparts above and below
the likelihood ratio threshold of 0.2 are broadly consistent with those expected
from the completeness and reliability analysis; this corroborates the choice of
threshold. Secondly, the likelihood ratio analysis appears to make sensible choices
based on the information input into it, suggesting that both the methodology and
the choice of parameters are defensible. Thirdly, the false matches highlight the
importance of developing a sensible, systematic procedure to identify as many as
possible of the extended, double and spurious radio sources before running the
likelihood ratio analysis.
The nal radio catalogue with the optical / infrared counterparts is listed and
described in Appendix C. A summary of the statistics is shown in Table 3.10; this
table was constructed after excluding spurious sources and the 58 lobes of double
or triple sources. There are 1221 stand-alone radio sources listed in the catalogue,
with a match having being identied for 1180 of them. Of these, 1030 found a
host galaxy match through the likelihood ratio analysis alone. The distribution
of their likelihood ratios (in log format for clarity) is shown in Figure 3.13. The
red vertical line marks the likelihood ratio threshold; identied in the chart 
to the left of the line and coloured green  are those ten sources where a visual
examination conrmed that the low-likelihood match was indeed correct. The
key point from the distribution, however, is that the vast majority of the matches
appear secure, with likelihood ratios well above the threshold. As stated above,
the proportion of genuine matches found through the likelihood ratio analysis
was 94%. Table 3.10 makes the point that the analysis would have correctly
identied the host of 97% of the radio sources if the analysis had been conducted
on a perfectly cleaned-up catalogue (that is, containing neither spurious sources
nor lobes).
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Table 3.10 Statistics of the nal catalogue
Source Classication Number Number of ID
Type Method Optical IDs Fraction
Singles Likelihood Ratio 1060 1030 97%
Extended Singles Visual 129 121 94%
Multi-components Visual 32 29 91%
Total 1221 1180 97%
The statistics are shown after the removal of spurious sources and the lobes of
multi-component sources.
Figure 3.13 The distribution of log likelihood ratios for the 1070 radio sources
matched through the maximum likelihood process. The red line
shows the likelihood ratio threshold. All likelihood ratios below 0.03
are grouped into the leftmost bin. The ten sources where a visual
examination conrmed that the low-likelihood match was indeed




The Development of Automated
Survey Cross-matching
4.1 Introduction
The likelihood ratio technique described in the previous chapter was developed in
order to facilitate the matching of the LOFAR sources within the ELAIS-N1 eld
with their optical counterparts. It was also developed as part of a collaborative
eort which has the aim of standardising and, as much as possible, automating a
pipeline from LOFAR image to optical identication of the LOFAR sources. This
is in preparation for the large amount of data that is being generated by a wide-
area survey currently being undertaken by the LOFAR telescope; the LOFAR
Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS) is described in Shimwell et al. (2017).
The combination of the likelihood ratio analysis supplemented by extensive visual
checking has produced accurate matches for a large sample of radio sources
in the ELAIS-N1 eld. As demonstrated by the completeness and reliability
investigation described in Chapter 3, the number of erroneous matches is believed
to be very small. This means that the database is ideal for providing input into
several of the decisions required to construct the pipeline. These inputs are
described in this chapter.
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4.2 The Separation of Radio Sources into those
suitable for Likelihood Ratio Analysis
Given the very many sources that will be detected in the wide-area survey, it is
important to minimise the number being sent for visual examination. Equally,
the analysis described in Chapter 3 highlights the importance of identifying as
accurately as possible those radio sources that are not suitable for likelihood
ratio analysis. The ELAIS-N1 dataset was used to try to identify the criteria
that might be used to separate LOFAR sources into those suitable for likelihood
ratio analysis and those that would need to be examined visually.
First, however, some datapoints needed to be removed from the ELAIS-
N1 sample. The collaboration has now recommended a standardised set of
parameters to be used within the PyBDSM image reduction and hence to which
the tuning of automated techniques needs to be applied. The reduction used for
the ELAIS-N1 image had been made many months before the standardised set
had been prepared and had used a slightly dierent set of parameters. In a small
number of cases, the change in parameters led to either a dierent source being
detected or to a shift in the central position of a radio source which in turn led to
a dierent match being found through the likelihood ratio analysis. Such sources
were removed from the analysis that follows (since it is not known which match
is correct), leaving 1141 LOFAR sources in the nal sample.
The investigation considered separately LOFAR sources that were associated with
a single Gaussian from PyBDSM and those that had more than one Gaussian
component.
Single-component Sources
There were 892 sources that emanated from single Gaussians. Radio sources
suitable for likelihood ratio analysis are likely to be compact and isolated, and
so the distance to the nearest neighbouring LOFAR source and the deconvolved
size of the LOFAR source are promising parameters to consider. Accordingly,
the LOFAR sources were binned by each of these properties. A likelihood ratio
analysis was conducted and the fraction of correct matches recorded in each bin.
A match was deemed to be correct if it agreed with the galaxy previously identied
as the genuine counterpart. In those cases where the original choice was made
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through the likelihood ratio analysis, the matches must, by denition, tally; in
those cases where the original choice was made through a visual examination,
there may or may not be agreement and this is what is being investigated.
The results are illustrated in Figure 4.1. The upper left-hand chart shows
the proportion of correct matches as a function of the distance to the nearest
neighbour and the upper right-hand chart shows the fraction of correct matches
as a function of deconvolved size. In both charts the red line shows the cumulative
number of sources at each bin. The lower two charts show the same information,
but now the left-hand chart has been produced after restricting the LOFAR
sources to those with a deconvolved size of less than 15 arcseconds. In the
right-hand chart, the LOFAR sources have been restricted to those more than
50 arcseconds from their nearest neighbour.
The charts suggest that approximately 76% of single-Gaussian LOFAR sources
satisfy both criteria (deconvolved size of less than 15 arcseconds and more than
50 arcseconds to the nearest neighbour) and that these can be sent through the
likelihood ratio route with a 99.0% probability of selecting a genuine match.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 below illustrate the trade-o between maximising the number
of sources sent through the likelihood ratio route and minimising the resulting
fraction of incorrect matches. So, for example, selecting LOFAR sources with a
deconvolved size of less than 24 arcseconds and a distance to the nearest neighbour
of at least 30 arcseconds would allow 90% of sources to be sent through the
likelihood ratio route, with a 1.7% probability of erroneous matches.
These tables provide useful input into the decision process of the pipeline.
Multi-component Gaussians
The 249 sources associated with more than one Gaussian were then considered. A
likelihood ratio analysis was conducted on both the source itself and also on each
of the individual Gaussians, allowing the sources to be divided into two categories
according to the results:
 Category 1: The likelihood ratio (LR) of the best match to the overall source
position exceeded each of the best-match LRs of the component Gaussians.





Figure 4.1 The upper two charts show the fraction of correct matches as a
function of the distance from the LOFAR source to its nearest
LOFAR neighbour (left-hand chart) and as a function of the
deconvolved size of the LOFAR source (right-hand chart). The lower
two charts repeat the analyses, but now with the LOFAR sources
restricted to those with a deconvolved size of less than 15 arcseconds
(left-hand chart) and restricted to those more than 50 arcseconds
from their nearest neighbour (right-hand chart). In all four charts,
the red line shows the cumulative number of LOFAR sources at each
bin, as indicated by the right-hand axis.
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Table 4.1 The fraction of LOFAR sources split by deconvolved size and distance
to nearest neighbour
Distance to Deconvolved Size (arcseconds)
Nearest Neighbour <3 <6 <9 <12 <15 <18 <21 <24 <27 <30
(arcseconds)
>0 0.22 0.53 0.79 0.88 0.91 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98
>10 0.21 0.53 0.79 0.87 0.91 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98
>20 0.21 0.52 0.77 0.86 0.89 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.96
>30 0.20 0.50 0.74 0.82 0.85 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90
>40 0.19 0.48 0.72 0.79 0.82 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87
>50 0.17 0.45 0.67 0.74 0.76 0.79 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.81
>60 0.17 0.43 0.65 0.71 0.74 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78
>70 0.16 0.40 0.60 0.66 0.68 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72
>80 0.14 0.36 0.54 0.59 0.61 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64
>90 0.12 0.32 0.47 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57
Table 4.2 The percentage of wrong matches (out of number tested)
Distance to Deconvolved Size (arcseconds)
Nearest Neighbour <3 <6 <9 <12 <15 <18 <21 <24 <27 <30
(arcseconds)
>0 1.6% 1.7% 2.1% 2.0% 2.2% 2.4% 2.6% 2.8% 3.0% 3.0%
>10 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 1.9% 2.1% 2.2% 2.5% 2.7% 2.9% 2.9%
>20 1.1% 1.5% 1.9% 1.8% 2.0% 2.2% 2.4% 2.6% 2.8% 2.8%
>30 1.1% 1.3% 1.4% 1.2% 1.3% 1.5% 1.6% 1.7% 1.9% 1.9%
>40 1.2% 1.2% 1.3% 1.1% 1.2% 1.4% 1.6% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7%
>50 0.6% 1.0% 1.0% 0.9% 1.0% 1.3% 1.3% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4%
>60 0.7% 1.0% 1.0% 0.9% 1.1% 1.3% 1.3% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4%
>70 0.7% 1.1% 1.1% 1.0% 1.2% 1.4% 1.4% 1.6% 1.6% 1.6%
>80 0.8% 1.2% 1.3% 1.1% 1.3% 1.6% 1.6% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7%
>90 1.0% 1.4% 1.4% 1.3% 1.4% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8%
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There were 106 sources in Category 1 and 143 in Category 2. The two categories
can be further subdivided according to the success of the match, as set out in
Table 4.3. If the analysis were restricted to those sources where the original
match was found through the likelihood ratio analysis (rather than through visual
examination), then the numbers in Category 1 and Category 2 would drop to 72
and 63 respectively as shown in the rst column of Table 4.3.
These latter results highlight that the key challenge is to determine which LOFAR
sources are suitable for likelihood ratio analysis. If a strategy is adopted of
using the highest likelihood ratio, irrespective of whether it is for a source or
a component Gaussian, to select the host galaxy, then only two out of the 135
sources that were originally assessed by the likelihood ratio analysis are wrongly
matched. There are a further 46 cases where the original decision was based
on visual examination and the likelihood ratio analysis now selects the wrong
galaxy. It is instructive to examine these 48 cases to try to identify properties
of the source that might indicate why it was unsuitable to be sent through the
likelihood ratio route. The results are summarised in Table 4.4.





Both Source and Gaussian nd correct id 49 12 61
Source nds wrong id; Gaussian nds correct id 0 3 3
Source nds correct id; Gaussian nds wrong id 23 10 33
Both nd wrong id 0 9 9
Category 2
Both Source and Gaussian nd correct id 61 17 78
Source nds wrong id; Gaussian nds correct id 0 29 29
Source nds correct id; Gaussian nds wrong id 2 13 15
Both nd wrong id 0 21 21
The number of sources in each category is split into those for which the original
match was found through the likelihood ratio analysis and those for which the match
was found through visual examination.
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Table 4.4 A breakdown of the incorrect matches
Category 1 Category 2
Lobe of Double 2 8
Compact Double 5 12
Extended Source 5 14
No Secure id 0 2
Total 12 36
The categories are described in the text.
In ten of the cases, the radio emission emanates from the lobe of a double system
and a coincident galaxy is mistakenly identied as the match. Seventeen are
compact doubles (both lobes within the area covered by the Gaussians) and
the likelihood ratio analysis is unable to identify the galaxy at the centre of
the system due to uncertainty over its position. There are nineteen extended
LOFAR sources, where the matching galaxy was originally identied through
visual examination and now one of the Gaussians is close enough to a random
galaxy to make a false match. Finally, there are two cases where neither the
original likelihood ratio analysis nor subsequent visual examination was able to
make a secure identication, but one of the Gaussians has picked up an erroneous
match.
There are 30 cases where both the source and the Gaussian select a wrong match
(9 in Category 1 and 21 in Category 2). In only one of these cases do the source
and the Gaussian nd the same wrong match; the LOFAR emission is for the lobe
of a double system and a random galaxy within that lobe is wrongly identied
as the match. The interesting corollary is that, in this sample at least, whenever
the source and Gaussian select the same galaxy it is highly likely to be a genuine
match.
The breakdown in Table 4.4 hints at properties that might be capable of
determining which multi-Gaussian sources can be safely sent for likelihood ratio
analysis. Properties that might be relevant for a decision tree are:
 The distance to the nearest neighbouring LOFAR source, indicating the
probability that the radio emission is part of a larger system.
 The number of Gaussian components: two components might indicate a
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higher probability of the source being a compact double; by contrast, a
higher number of Gaussians increases the probability of an erroneous match.
 The likelihood ratio of the source (Category 1) or the best Gaussian
(Category 2).
 The ratio of the likelihood ratio of the source to the likelihood ratio of the
best Gaussian.
 The maximum separation of the Gaussians, indicating the extent to which
the radio emission is extended.
 The deconvolved size of the largest Gaussian.
 The deconvolved size of the Gaussian with the highest likelihood ratio.
 The ux ratio of the brightest Gaussians: a ratio close to one might indicate
a compact double.
Each of these was examined in turn. The distribution of correct matches as a
function of the relevant property was compared with the distribution of incorrect
matches in the hope that there would be a clear division between the two
distributions. There was an insignicant dierence for two of the properties 
the distance to the nearest neighbour and the ux ratio of the two brightest
Gaussians  and so these properties were disregarded.
Charts for the remaining six properties are shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.7. There are
two charts in each case, apart from Figure 4.7 which is relevant only for Category
2. The left-hand chart shows the distributions for Category 1 and the right-hand
chart shows the distributions for Category 2. These charts in turn are subdivided
into three: the top sub-gure shows the cumulative distribution for the correct
and wrong matches, the middle sub-gure shows the distribution for the correct
matches and bottom sub-gure shows the distribution for the wrong matches.
The correct matches are shown in blue and the wrong matches in red.
As can be seen, there are clear osets in the distributions, but in these one-
dimensional plots there is no clear point where it would be possible to automate
without giving large numbers of wrong answers. It is possible that some
combination of these properties might provide a guide to which of the multi-
Gaussian sources can be sent for likelihood ratio analysis. The osets are most
pronounced in Figures 4.2 and 4.7, suggesting that the application of a minimum
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2 The fraction of correct matches as a function of the likelihood ratios
of the source (Category 1  left-hand chart) and the best Gaussian
(Category 2  right-hand chart).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3 The fraction of correct matches as a function of the number of




Figure 4.4 The fraction of correct matches as a function of the ratio of the
likelihood ratio of the source to the likelihood ratio of the best
Gaussian (Category 1  left-hand chart; Category 2  right-hand
chart).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5 The fraction of correct matches as a function of the maximum
separation between the Gaussian components (Category 1  left-
hand chart; Category 2  right-hand chart).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6 The fraction of correct matches as a function of the deconvolved size
of the largest Gaussian component (Category 1  left-hand chart;
Category 2  right-hand chart).
(a)
Figure 4.7 The fraction of correct matches as a function of the size of the
Gaussian component with the highest likelihood ratio (Category 2
only).
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likelihood ratio threshold coupled with a maximum size might prove a promising
avenue. This, however, requires further analysis using a larger sample.
In summary, the analysis in this section suggests that a viable strategy to the
problem of separating radio sources into those that can be sent through the
likelihood ratio route and those that require visual identication of the host galaxy
might be as follows. Single-Gaussian sources are sent through the likelihood
ratio path provided that their deconvolved size is under 15 arcseconds and that
the distance to their nearest neighbour is more than 30 arcseconds. All multi-
Gaussian sources are initially sent through the likelihood ratio route, with the
analysis performed on both the source itself and also on each individual Gaussian.
If the match found for the source coincides with that found for the Gaussian with
the highest-likelihood match, then the identication is accepted. Otherwise, the
source is sent for visual investigation. Based on the statistics from the sample
in this research (which will not necessarily be valid for the LoTSS survey, but
should provide a reasonable guide), Table 4.5 shows the results produced by this
approach for a population of 100,000 radio sources (note that the number of
detections expected in the LoTSS survey is in the order of 107!); the gures in
the table are rounded to avoid spurious accuracy. The key gures are that:
 in 82,700 cases (83%), the match is found through the likelihood ratio route
 an erroneous match will be found in 1,300 of these
 the number of sources requiring visual examination is 17,300, split into 7,800
and 9,500 single- and multi- Gaussian sources respectively.
The number of visual examinations is still uncomfortably high. It is hoped that
further analysis using a larger sample of sources than available in this study
will conrm that the combination of a minimum likelihood ratio threshold and
maximum size threshold will allow a proportion of the 9,500 multi-Gaussians,
currently shown as needing visual examination, to be processed automatically. It
is also worth noting that source sizes in existing LOFAR images have been found
to be larger than expected, due to imperfect calibration and imaging techniques.
New techniques, under development by Tasse et al (in prep.) may produce smaller
source sizes and so allow a higher fraction of single Gaussians to pass through
the likelihood ratio analysis.
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Table 4.5 The division of a sample of 100,000 radio sources
Total Likelihood Ratio Visual
Number Total Correct Wrong Examination
Single-Gaussian 78200 70400 69200 1200 7800
Multi-Gaussian:
LR matches coincide 12300 12300 12200 100
other 9500 9500
Total 100000 82700 81400 1300 17300
The division of a sample of 100,000 radio sources into those able to be matched via
likelihood ratio analysis and those requiring visual examination. The likely number
of erroneous matches is also shown.
4.3 Accurate Positioning of a Fibre
Spectroscopic follow-up of the galaxy matches allows accurate redshifts to be
obtained for the radio sources and is an important part of the subsequent analysis.
The WEAVE-LOFAR project (Smith et al., 2016) has been designed to obtain
the follow-up for of order a million LOFAR radio sources using the new WEAVE
multi-object and multi-eld unit bre-fed spectrograph (Dalton et al., 2012).
WEAVE will have 1000 bres of 0.65 arcsecond radius.
The ELAIS-N1 dataset allowed tests to be performed in order to judge whether
there would be a problem if the location of the radio source were to be used
to position the bres. This would be relevant if, for example, the depth of a
counterpart catalogue was insucient for a host galaxy to be detected and so the
positioning of the bre would need to depend on the coordinates of the LOFAR
source. The WISE and PanSTARRS 3pi surveys, described in Wright et al. (2010)
and Chambers et al. (2016) respectively, will be used to nd host galaxies for the
LOFAR wider-area LoTSS survey: these have the necessary sky coverage, but
are not as deep as, for example, the PanSTARRS Medium-Deep, UKIDSS and
SWIRE data.
The upper left-hand chart in Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of osets from the
radio position to the position of the host galaxy for sources that do not appear
in the WISE catalogues (but are in the deeper data in ELAIS-N1): these are




Figure 4.8 Chart(a) shows the distribution of osets between the radio position
and that of the host galaxy for sources that do not appear in the WISE
catalogue (upper sub-chart) and those that do (lower sub-chart).
Chart(b) shows the cumulative distributions. Chart(c) demonstrates
that the positional accuracy of a LOFAR source has not a strong
dependency on radio ux. The chart plots the oset against radio
ux for sources both in and not in the WISE catalogue; individual
points are plotted in blue, while red points show the median in ux
bins.
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survey. There are 380 such sources. For comparison, the lower panel shows the
same information for sources that are in WISE (829 sources) and is actually very
similar  as can be seen more clearly in the upper right chart, which shows that
the two cumulative distributions almost exactly coincide.
The positional accuracy needs to be (ideally, much) better than 0.65 arcseconds,
the bre radius. The cumulative distribution shows that this is achieved only
for approximately 40% of sources. The bottom chart suggests that the positional
accuracy of the LOFAR source is not a strong function of radio ux. That the
accuracy does not get dramatically worse towards low uxes is partly because
such sources are likely to be low-luminosity AGNs or star-forming galaxies and
are, therefore, intrinsically compact. The main conclusion from the chart is that
the inaccuracy is due mainly to the intrinsically extended nature of radio sources
and to astrometric errors. The implication is that if the LOFAR survey is deeper
than that used for the ELAIS-N1 eld, then the higher signal / noise that will
be achieved will not signicantly improve the situation. A brief investigation
was made to try and identify properties of the radio sources, such as size, that
might indicate which sources are likely to have positional accuracy better than
0.65 arcseconds; nothing obvious was found.
4.4 Adaption of the Likelihood Ratio Method
to the LoTSS Survey
The ELAIS-N1 eld benets from a wealth of high-quality multiband data,
whereas the LoTSS survey covers a much wider area of the sky which restricts
the choice of counterpart catalogues. As mentioned in the previous section, the
infrared data will be taken from the Wide-eld Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE)
catalogue; although not as deep as UKIDSS and SWIRE/SERVS, WISE has the
requisite coverage. The optical i-band data will be taken from the PanSTARRS
3pi survey in Data Release 1 (DR1), as described in Chambers and Pan-STARRS
Team (2017), rather than the Medium-Deep Survey. The dierence in depth
between the two i-band datasets is approximately 3.5 magnitudes: the 3pi survey
i-band magnitudes turn over at ∼ 21.4 whereas the turn-over point is ∼ 25.0
for the Medium-Deep Survey. This section considers how the likelihood ratio
methodology can be adapted for use with the LoTSS survey.
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The critical point that needs investigation is whether the colour of a galaxy,
as dened by the magnitude dierence between the optical and WISE infrared
bands, has the same discriminatory power in matching with radio sources as that
provided by the i - K colour used in the ELAIS-N1 eld. There is an important
consideration when conducting this investigation. When colour was incorporated
into the likelihood ratio analysis for the ELAIS-N1 eld, there was no problem
arising from the use of limits because of the depth of the data. If a source was
undetected in the K-band, then it was denitely in the blue region of the curve
(see the lower chart in Figure 3.9); that is, the i - K colour would be under 4.0.
Similarly, a source undetected in the i-band would be rmly in the red region,
with an i - K colour of at least 4.0. The use of limits will not necessarily give such
a clean demarcation when analysing the shallower data applicable to the LoTSS
survey.
The investigation was conducted using the ELAIS-N1 data in order to examine
the fraction of matched galaxies to the overall population, as a function of (i - 3.4
micron) colour. The overall strategy was to use this dataset unadjusted in order
to obtain the true distribution. The distribution could then be recalculated
after amending the dataset in order to replicate the shallower PanSTARRS and
WISE data that will be used to nd the LoTSS counterparts. A comparison
of the two distributions would indicate whether a colour-based likelihood ratio
approach is possible for the LoTSS survey.
Figure 4.9 shows the results of the analysis using the deep data unadjusted.
Details of the calculation are as follows:
 The i-band data were taken from the PanSTARRS Medium Deep catalogue.
 The 3.4 micron data were obtained from the SWIRE 3.6 micron catalogue,
with an adjustment of -0.0663 to convert it onto a 3.4 micron equivalent.
The adjustment factor was calculated from the mean dierence between the
SWIRE 3.6 micron magnitude and WISE 3.4 magnitude for 100747 galaxies
in the ELAIS-N1 eld with detections in both bands.
 The black line in Figure 4.9 shows the progression in the fraction of galaxies
that are matches for those sources with detections in both bands. The red
line shows the fraction after also including sources that are detected in only
one band, and using upper limits of 25.5 for the i-band magnitudes and
20.5 for the 3.4 micron magnitudes to calculate the colour. The fact that
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the two lines closely align conrms the point made above that the use of
limits does not cause a problem for the deeper data.
The analysis was now repeated, but amending the data to replicate the shallower
surveys that will be used to nd the LoTSS host galaxies. It was initially
assumed that all i-band detections with magnitudes above 21.4 would not be
detected in the shallower PanSTARRS 3pi survey and similarly all WISE 3.4
micron detections would be at magnitudes below 20.25. A second analysis was
then carried out using limits of 21.9 and 20.75 respectively. There was very little
dierence between the two sets of results and, to aid clarity, only the second set
is plotted (as the blue line) in Figure 4.10. The black line in the chart again
shows the progression of the fraction for the deep data. Several conclusions can
be drawn:
Figure 4.9 The blue and red histograms show the distribution by (i - 3.4 micron)
colour of the matched galaxies and all galaxies respectively (left-hand
axis). The proportion of matched galaxies to the overall population
is shown in (i - 3.4 micron) colour bins (right-hand axis). The chart
is based on the deep data used for the ELAIS-N1 eld.
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 There are some discrepancies in the results at (i - 3.4 micron) colours below
2.0; above 2.0, the fractions for the deep and shallow data closely align.
 However, the key point is that the shallow data also sees a strong increase
in the fraction of matches above a colour of zero: between a colour of zero
and three, the fraction increases by an order of magnitude.
 Below a colour of zero, the trends for both sets of data appear to reverse,
but this is of limited importance given that there are very few matches
within this colour region.
 Figure 4.10 suggests a strategy for categorising the LoTSS data by colour
in the likelihood ratio analysis. Below an (i - 3.4 micron) colour of zero
and also above a colour of 3, comparatively few bins are needed: in both
regimes, not only is there little change in the fraction of matches but there
are also few matches. The matches mostly have colours of between zero
and 3.0 and here the fraction rises rapidly, suggesting that tight binning is
appropriate.
Overall, the analysis in this sub-section supports the view that a colour-based
likelihood ratio procedure is practical, and indeed desirable, for the LoTSS survey.
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Figure 4.10 The proportion of matched galaxies to the overall population is
shown in (i - 3.4 micron) colour bins for the deep data used for
the ELAIS-N1 eld (black line), and also amended to replicate the
shallower surveys used to nd the LoTSS counterparts (blue line).
It shows that a colour-based likelihood ratio analysis is advisable
for the LoTSS data and suggests that tight binning is appropriate




The Evolution of Jet-mode AGNs
5.1 Introduction
The description of jet-mode AGN feedback described in Chapter 1 has been
extensively studied and tested in the local universe, but research into its validity
at earlier times is still in its infancy. The catalogue of ELAIS-N1 radio sources
assembled for this thesis oers an opportunity to study the space density of
jet-mode AGNs out to a redshift of two and provide insights into the feedback
mechanism.
5.2 Flux Calibration
A necessary rst step is to check the accuracy of the LOFAR ux densities.
It is possible that systematic errors have been embedded in the ux density
measurements due to the transfer of amplitudes from proxy calibrators observed
at dierent elevations to the target eld coupled with errors in the LOFAR
station beam models (Heald et al., 2015) and also due to the more general
calibration challenges faced by radio interferometers operating at low frequencies.
A comparison was made with the ux densities calculated from seven other low-
frequency surveys that covered all or part of the ELAIS-N1 eld; details of these
surveys are set out in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.1 allows an initial check of the accuracy of the ux densities. Eleven
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Table 5.1 Surveys of ELAIS-N1
Telescope Frequency Reference Angular Minimum
Resolution Flux Density
MHz arcseconds mJy
VLSS 74 Cohen et al. (2007) 80 700
TGSS 150 Intema et al. (2017) 25 60
GMRT 325 Sirothia et al. (2009) 15 0.5
WSRT 350 de Bruyn, private communication 45 2.8
GMRT 610 Garn et al. (2008) 5 0.5
VLA-FIRST 1400 Becker et al. (1995) 5 1.4
VLA-NVSS 1400 Condon et al. (1998) 45 2.5
The seven surveys used to check the accuracy of the ux density measurements. The
Minimum Flux Density indicates the ux density at which the survey is suciently
complete for the purpose of this analysis (see text).
LOFAR sources were chosen and their uxes compared with those derived from
the other surveys. The shallow depth of the VLSS survey means that there are
very few matches with LOFAR sources (fewer than ten across the whole ELAIS-
N1 eld) and only three of these have counterparts in at least two of the other
surveys. These three sources were chosen. The other eight LOFAR sources shown
in Figure 5.1 were selected because they are compact and isolated, and because
there is a match from at least three of the surveys. The ux densities of the
LOFAR sources are marked by crosses in the chart; the lines simply join the ux
densities of the counterparts and do not represent best ts; and error bars are
not shown for clarity (given that the points align vertically) but tend to be of
the order of 10%. The ux densities plotted at 1400 MHz are those from the
VLA-FIRST survey rather than from VLA-NVSS.
It is hard to draw denitive conclusions from Figure 5.1 given the small sample
size, but the following points are worth making. There is a suggestion from
the chart that the VLSS ux densities might be biased low, although this
could be caused by low-frequency spectral attening as rst proposed by Israel
and Mahoney (1990). Even disregarding the VLSS ux densities, there is a
suggestion of curvature in the spectral shape around the frequency of the LOFAR
observations. The eye is drawn to a comparison with the TGSS 150 MHz ux
density values which are very broadly consistent with the LOFAR ux densities.
Overall, the chart hints that any discrepancy in the ux density measurements is
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Figure 5.1 A comparison of the ux densities in the LOFAR survey (the crosses)
and in other low-frequency surveys (the lled circles) for eleven
sources. The comparisons are against the VLSS, TGSS, WSRT,
GMRT and VLA-FIRST surveys at 74, 150, 350, 610 and 1400 MHz
respectively, as detailed in Table 5.1. The chart suggests that any
discrepancy in the ux density measurements of the LOFAR sources
is not too pronounced.
not too pronounced.
A more detailed investigation was now conducted. The LOFAR sources were
compared with each of the other seven surveys in turn, the typical ux ratio
calculated for each of these seven comparisons and the results plotted. It
is obviously desirable to maximise the number of sources when carrying out
each comparison, but this must be tempered by the necessity of avoiding the
introduction of biases into the results due either to the variable eective depths of
the dierent surveys or to dierent angular resolutions. The LOFAR sources were
rst put through a ltration process, with the criteria tailored to the properties
of each survey. The procedure is illustrated by following through the ltration
process for the comparison with the VLA-FIRST survey at 1400 MHz.
First, the ux density distribution of the VLA-FIRST sources (the left-hand chart
in Figure 5.2) suggests that incompleteness starts to become signicant at ux
densities under 1.4 mJy. Assuming a typical spectral index of α = 0.7, this
corresponds to a LOFAR ux density of 5.6 mJy. It was, therefore, decided to
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2 Left-hand chart: the ux density distribution of the VLA-FIRST
sources, suggesting that incompleteness becomes signicant below 1.4
mJy. Right-hand chart: a cross-match of the LOFAR and VLA-
FIRST catalogues, showing the distance to the nearest neighbour.
restrict the LOFAR sources to those with a ux density of at least 6.0 mJy.
Second, it is desirable to restrict the sample to compact LOFAR sources in order
to avoid resolution eects. The VLA-FIRST survey has a high angular resolution,
similar to that of LOFAR, but has poor sensitivity to extended structures,
suggesting that this needs to be a tight restriction. LOFAR sources were limited
to those with a major axis size of under 10 arcseconds. It was possible to relax
this restriction when comparing against those surveys with poorer resolution.
Third, the LOFAR sources should be isolated, although this is less important
for comparatively high resolution surveys such as VLA-FIRST. LOFAR sources
were accepted provided that the distance to the nearest LOFAR neighbour was
at least 10 arcseconds. The threshold was allowed to increase to as much as 60
arcseconds for the lower resolution surveys where there is a risk of contamination
of ux densities by nearby sources.
Fourth, it was checked that each counterpart survey covered the whole of the
area of the LOFAR catalogue (as was the case for VLA-FIRST). The two GMRT
surveys did not and so the LOFAR sources were, in these two cases, restricted to
the intersecting areas.
Fifth, the remaining LOFAR sources could now be crossmatched with the VLA-
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Figure 5.3 The ratio of the ux densities (VLA-FIRST ux density / LOFAR
ux density). The sources where a limit was used for the VLA-FIRST
ux density are shown in red.
FIRST catalogue. An examination of the distance from each LOFAR source to
its nearest VLA-FIRST neighbour (the right-hand plot in Figure 5.2) indicates
that accepting all matches within 4 arcseconds is a sensible choice. This threshold
was higher for shallower surveys with lower densities of sources.
The ltration process, steps 1  4 above, left 158 LOFAR sources available to be
matched with the VLA-FIRST catalogue. 132 matches were found and the ratio
of the VLA-FIRST ux density to the LOFAR ux density was calculated for
each of them. The remaining 26 cases were assumed to be non-detections within
the VLA-FIRST survey and the VLA ux density was taken as an upper limit
of 1.4 mJy in order to calculate an upper limit to the ratios. The distribution of
the ratios (the VLA-FIRST ux density divided by the LOFAR ux density) is
shown in Figure 5.3. The median value of the distribution  0.225 in the case of
VLA-FIRST  was taken as the typical ratio of the uxes between the LOFAR
and counterpart survey. Note that this value is higher than the ratios emanating
from sources using upper limits, so is unbiased by the non-detections and thus
justies the choice of the LOFAR minimum ux threshold.
One further issue arose during the analysis in relation to the GMRT 610MHz
survey. After passing them through the four ltration steps, over a quarter of
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Table 5.2 Criteria used to match LOFAR sources with those of the other surveys
Telescope Minimum Maximum Distance Maximum Number of Sources
LOFAR Flux Size of to Nearest Crossmatch Detected Non-detected
Density Major Axis Neighbour Separation
mJy arcsec arcsec arcsec
VLSS(74MHz) 530 25 60 10 6 1
TGSS(150MHz) 65 20 60 5 27 0
GMRT(325MHz) 1.2 20 40 8 240 7
WSRT(350MHz) 5.5 10 60 6 143 4
GMRT(610MHz) 1.5 10 10 4 150 28
VLA-FIRST(1400MHz) 6.0 10 10 4 132 26
VLA-NVSS(1400MHz) 14 15 60 10 94 16
the remaining LOFAR sources failed to nd a match with a GMRT source. Some
of these were undoubtedly genuine non-detections, with the GMRT ux density
below the detection level for that survey. However, the depth of the GMRT
survey appears to be somewhat patchy and it is likely that the number of non-
detections had consequently been articially increased. The rms image conrmed
that there were areas within that survey suering from high levels of noise (and
hence low levels of detections)  a problem due to residual calibration errors near
the brightest sources. To minimise the problem, those LOFAR sources lying in
a region of high noise within the GMRT image  dened as having a rms ux
density of over 0.12 mJy were removed from the analysis. This brought the
fraction of non-detections within the matches down to a level closer to, albeit
still above, those found in the other surveys.
The criteria used in the matching process for each survey together with the
resulting number of matches are shown in Table 5.2.
Finally, the uncertainty on the median was estimated as follows. The error on the
mean value was calculated in the normal way and the resulting uncertainty was
multiplied by 1.253 to obtain the error on the median (Ivezi¢ et al., 2014). This
approach is valid only for large samples and for normally-distributed populations;
neither is strictly correct here, but the approximation will be adequate for this
analysis. The median value also has some sensitivity to the criteria used to select
the LOFAR sources. The analysis was repeated by adjusting the minimum ux
threshold by ± 10% and the maximum size threshold by ± 2 arcseconds; this
produced four values, which were taken to give a measure of the uncertainty
caused by the ltration process. Again, this is a crude approach, but should be
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Figure 5.4 The ratio of the LOFAR ux densities to those of seven other surveys.
The line shows the theoretical ratio assuming a spectral index of α =
0.7. A reasonable conclusion from the chart is that the LOFAR ux
densities are accurate at the ∼ 10% level.
adequate. The two uncertainties were combined in quadrature to produce the
error bars shown in Figure 5.4. These should be considered to be indicative only
of the uncertainty attaching to the ratios.
The results are set out in Table 5.3 and plotted in Figure 5.4. Also shown in the
chart is a line that marks the theoretical ratio assuming that the LOFAR ux
densities are accurate and that the spectral index is α = 0.7. The large error
bars and the fact that some curvature in the spectrum is expected still make it
dicult to draw denitive conclusions. Nevertheless, the analysis provides solid
support for the tentative conclusions that were drawn from Figure 5.1, namely:
 The VLSS ux densities appear to be heavily biased downwards. This,
together with the very low number of matches, suggests that they should
be disregarded for the purposes of this exercise.
 If there is spectral curvature, then the LOFAR ux densities may be biased
slightly high.
 However, the analysis conrms the earlier indication that the LOFAR and
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Table 5.3 The results of the ux density comparisons
Telescope Frequency Flux Density Error Implied Error
Ratio Value of α
mJy
VLSS 74 0.95 ± 0.10 -0.07 ± 0.16
TGSS 150 1.02 ± 0.10 n.a. n.a.
GMRT 325 0.60 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.11
WSRT 350 0.52 ± 0.09 0.78 ± 0.22
GMRT 610 0.36 ± 0.05 0.72 ± 0.10
VLA-FIRST 1400 0.22 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.07
VLA-NVSS 1400 0.21 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.07
TGSS uxes are closely aligned and this argues that any mis-calibration of
the LOFAR ux densities is not too signicant.
 A reasonable conclusion is that the LOFAR ux densities are accurate at the
∼ 10% level and that the analysis gives no strong justication for amending
them.
It is now possible to calculate source counts as a function of ux density and this
will provide a further test of the accuracy of the ux densities.
5.3 Investigation of the Incompleteness
Before computing the source counts, it is necessary to examine the completeness
of the sample. A Monte Carlo simulation is a standard approach to estimate
incompleteness levels, by injecting fake sources into the image and attempting
to recover them. A drawback with the Monte Carlo method is that a detailed
knowledge of source sizes is required in order to be able to produce accurate
results; that is not a priori known at small ux densities. A potentially more
accurate method of determining the incompleteness was available in this case.
Advantage was taken of a deeper data set of 10507 radio sources in the ELAIS-
N1 eld that had been prepared by Dr Jose Sabater and collaborators in July
2017 as part of ongoing eorts to push the ELAIS-N1 dataset deeper by exploiting
the full set of observations.
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Figure 5.5 The distribution of ux densities for the deeper set of radio sources
(blue histogram) and the dataset used in this work (red histogram).
The deep dataset and the original dataset can be considered to be
complete down to around 2.0 mJy and between 4.0 mJy and 4.5 mJy
respectively.
The reduction of the deeper image and extraction of the radio sources had been
performed using dierent procedures from those used to produce the sample in
this research; they used the KILLMS and DD-Facet techniques developed by
Cyril Tasse (in prep.). In particular, the ux calibration was achieved using
the standard LOFAR-surveys approach of interpolating between NVSS, WENSS
and VLSS ux densities (Shimwell et al., 2017). Given the discussion in Section
5.2, this method may be inappropriate for ELAIS-N1 due to the low VLSS ux
densities and a rst step, therefore, was to calibrate the ux densities into line
with those of the original sample. A positional crossmatch between the original
and the new LOFAR catalogues using a search radius of 5 arcseconds generated
1238 matches (note: over the full ELAIS-N1 image and not just the restricted
PS1/UKIDSS region), the ratio of the integrated ux densities was recorded and
the mean used to adjust the ux densities of the new dataset. The distribution of
the ux density ratios was sharply and symmetrically peaked around the mean.
A comparison between the two datasets could now be made. The analysis was
restricted to the central region of the image in order to avoid the need for primary
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Figure 5.6 The ratio of number counts (original dataset / deeper dataset) as a
function of ux density. The chart shows that the original dataset
can be considered to be complete down to 4.25 mJy. The red line
shows the best-tting horizontal line through the datapoints above a
ux density of 4.25 mJy and the best-tting quadratic through the
datapoints below 4.25 mJy.
beam corrections and hence possible distortions to the results. The area chosen
was that bounded by RAs of 241.5 and 244.0 and by Decs of 54.2 and 55.7; it
contained 425 and 111 sources from the new and original datasets respectively.
The distribution of the adjusted total ux densities of the deeper dataset together
with the distribution of the original dataset are shown in Figure 5.5. The turn-
over point for the deeper data is around a ux density of 1.5 mJy and, for
the purposes of this analysis, the assumption was made that the sample can be
considered to be essentially complete down to 2.0 mJy. The chart also suggests
that the dataset used in this thesis starts to suer from incompleteness somewhere
between 4.0 mJy and 4.5 mJy.
Both samples were then binned by integrated ux density and in each bin the
ratio of the number of sources from each dataset was calculated. The results
are shown in Figure 5.6. The ratio decreases abruptly at ux densities below
4.25 mJy, suggesting the onset of incompleteness from that point. The error bars
shown here have been calculated assuming Poisson errors on the source counts; it
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should be noted that, especially at bright uxes, these will greatly overestimate
the true error since both the original and new datasets are observing the same
sky area, and thus subject to the same random uctuations.
A horizontal line was tted through the ratios for ux densities above 4.25 mJy,
conrming a ratio of 1.00. A quadratic was tted through those ratios for ux
densities of 4.25 mJy and below. The curve has the equation:
r(f) = −0.0431 f2 + 0.5157 f− 0.4086 (5.1)
where r(f) is the ratio as a function of the ux density, f, which is measured in
mJy. The incompleteness factor at a given ux density can then be calculated
as 1.0/r(f); this expression will be used in the analysis in the rest of this
chapter. Examples of the incompleteness factors are shown in Table 5.4. The
incompleteness factors are unreliable below a ux density of 2.0 mJy because of
the possibility that the deeper data are then themselves incomplete.











Having calculated the completeness adjustments and the minimum ux density
at which the data are reliable, the 150 MHz source counts (that is, the number
of sources per unit sky area, as a function of ux density) could now be obtained
down to a ux density of 2.0 mJy. There are 1000 LOFAR sources with a ux
density above that threshold.
Because of a large variation in the rms across the ELAIS-N1 image, sources
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with peak ux densities only slightly above the minimum threshold may not be
detectable uniformly across the whole image. Faint sources can be detected only
in regions of low noise, mainly in the centre of the image. To allow for this, the
following procedure was adopted:
 The rms image was used to determine the limiting ux density at each pixel,
based on a signal / noise criterion of 5x.
 For each radio source, a count was made of the number of pixels at which
it would have been detectable.
 An adjustment factor was calculated as the total number of pixels divided
by the number of pixels at which it could have been detected.
 Each source was weighted by its adjustment factor during the count.
In practice, the minimum ux density threshold was suciently high that only
116 out of the 1000 sources required a weighting adjustment of more than 1.3.
There were 180 sources that needed no adjustment; that is, they would have been
detected anywhere in the image.
An adjustment for incompleteness was made in a similar way. For each source
whose integrated ux density is below 4.25 mJy, an adjustment factor was
calculated from the formula in equation 5.1 and this weighting was applied during
the count.
Note that an adjustment for the eect of smearing, which is sometimes made in
calculations of this sort, is not required for the ELAIS-N1 data. Smearing leads
to a decrease in the peak ux density without aecting the total ux density.
However, when the ux data were originally extracted from the ELAIS-N1 image,
no correction was made to the peak ux densities for the eect of smearing:
crude calculations using the equations of Bridle and Schwab (1989) show that the
maximum distortion to the peak ux density, which assumes a source is located
at the edge of the catalogue area, is 2%. The measured peak ux densities are,
therefore, the same as the catalogue values, removing the need to adjust for
smearing.
There are two other issues that might distort the results, but where no adjustment
has been made. Firstly, an extended source has a lower probability of detection
than a point source of the same integrated ux density, biasing the source count
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Figure 5.7 Euclidean-normalised dierential source counts at 150MHz. Also
shown are other recent count determinations from Williams et al.
(2016) and Hardcastle et al. (2016), as well as counts from the
shallower 6C survey of Hales et al. (1988).
towards unresolved sources and penalising extended sources. Resolution bias is
a form of incompleteness. Secondly, noise in the estimates of the ux densities
may scatter sources into adjacent bins and the net eect is an upwards bias,
as discussed by Eddington (1913). In both cases, the eect is obviously most
signicant for faint sources. Given that a minimum integrated ux density of 2.0
mJy is being imposed in this analysis, then both these potential biases will have
a negligible impact on the results and can be safely ignored.
The dierential source count could now be calculated. As is standard, the counts
are Euclidean-normalised and all are multiplied by S5/2 so that the steep slope
in the distribution does not obscure features in the chart; a uniform non-evolving
population would then show a at distribution. The results are shown in Figure
5.7. Also shown are the 6C survey source counts of Hales et al. (1988) at the
bright end of the distribution, and the more extensive results from Hardcastle
et al. (2016) and Williams et al. (2016) based on observations of the H-ATLAS
and Bootes elds respectively; in each case, the frequency is consistent with 150
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MHz. The distribution from this study is generally in excellent agreement with
the other three results. In detail,
 The source counts without an adjustment for incompleteness are also
plotted and these tend to conrm that incompleteness does indeed become
an issue at ux densities below 4.25 mJy, as found in the previous section.
 At ux densities below 12 mJy, the source counts align very closely with
those of Hardcastle et al. (2016).
 At ux densities between 12 mJy and 70 mJy, the source counts are between
those found by Hardcastle et al. (2016) and Williams et al. (2016).
 At ux densities between 70 mJy and 1250 mJy, the source counts are
lower than those in the other three distributions. It is possible that this is
a consequence of the early selection criteria for the ELAIS elds to avoid
known bright IRAS sources (Oliver et al., 2000).
 At ux density levels below 1.75 mJy, the source counts of Williams et al.
(2016) and Hardcastle et al. (2016) diverge, probably because of their
dierent treatment of the resolution bias. This tends to conrm that it
was reasonable to ignore the eect of resolution bias at the ux densities
used in this study.
The close agreement with the source counts in the literature provides reassurance
that the conclusion from Section 5.2  that the ux calibration of the LOFAR
sources is accurate at the ∼ 10% level  is valid.
5.5 Redshift Estimates
Redshift estimates for the 1180 galaxies in the ELAIS-N1 catalogue were obtained
from a number of sources.
The Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) of the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey III (the survey's ninth data release), as described by Bolton et al. (2012),
included four special pointings that targeted radio sources within the ELAIS-N1
eld. A positional crossmatch using a search radius of two arcseconds identied
293 matches with the ELAIS-N1 sources. BOSS targeted principally galaxies at
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redshifts of under 0.8 and so these spectroscopic redshifts are almost all under
one.
A further 45 spectroscopic redshifts were obtained from the SERVSMerged Spec-z
Catalogue, a compilation of spectroscopic redshifts assembled from several sources
by Mattia Vaccari (Vaccari, 2016). Eleven of these were originally obtained
from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database. Seven were calculated by Pérez-
Fournon et al. (2009) within a sample of 70 infrared-luminous galaxies and quasars
targeted by the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) on board Spitzer. The remaining 27
were obtained from the eleventh and twelfth data releases from the SDSS survey,
as described by Alam et al. (2015).
In total, therefore, spectroscopic redshifts were available for 338, or 29% of the
galaxies in the ELAIS-N1 sample.
Photometric redshifts were available from three sources. As discussed in Tanaka
et al. (2017), a catalogue of photometric redshifts was produced by the Hyper
SuprimeCam Subaru Strategic Program (HSC-SSP). The HSC redshift estimates
benet from forced aperture photometry across ve optical bands. If a source
is detected in any one of the bands, then the ux is recorded through matched
apertures in each of the other bands whether or not the uxes in these bands are
above the signal / noise threshold. The additional information so provided can
signicantly improve the accuracy of a photometric redshift estimate. However,
the HSC redshift estimates suer from the drawback that the photometry is based
only on ve optical bands, meaning that their reliability is comparatively poor
outside a redshift range of 0.3 to 1.5. Within that range, where the observed
bands straddle the 4000Å break, the photometric redshifts achieve an accuracy
of (|∆z|/(1 + z) ∼ 0.04 and an outlier rate of about 10% for galaxies down to
i = 25. A positional crossmatch with the ELAIS-N1 catalogue using a search
radius of 2 arcseconds identied 1029 matches to the HSC catalogue.
A second set of redshifts was generated by Dr Ken Duncan, specically for the
catalogue assembled for this thesis. Where available, magnitudes for the 35
optical and infrared wavebands shown in Table 3.1 were obtained for each of
the 1180 galaxies in the ELAIS-N1 catalogue and passed through the tting
process. Three sets of templates were used to analyse each source. Details are
given in Duncan et al (2017, in press). The three sets of templates, EAZY,
XMM-COSMOS and ATLAS, were selected in order to encompass the full
range of galaxy and AGN types; they are described respectively by Brammer
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et al. (2008), Salvato et al. (2009) and Brown et al. (2014). The three resulting
photometric estimates were combined using a hierarchical Bayesian procedure in
order to obtain the nal photo-z. The wide wavelength coverage meant that the
photometric estimates had the potential to be accurate over a wider redshift range
than is the case for the HSC estimates. However, this advantage was tempered
by the fact that apertures were not accurately matched across all datasets and
that forced aperture photometry was unavailable where objects were undetected
(instead, only a limiting magnitude was used).
Mauduit et al. (2012) calculated redshifts for the subset of sources in the SERVS
catalogue via SED tting with the HyperZ code (Bolzonella et al., 2000) and
the Maraston stellar population templates (Maraston, 2005). Like the Duncan
photometry, the SERVS photo-zs beneted from wide wavelength coverage  the
U, g, r, i, z, Y, J, K, IRAC1[3.5] and IRAC2[4.6] wavebands  but did not
have forced aperture photometry. Adjustments were made, however, to aperture
correct all magnitudes to the same aperture size. Only one set of templates was
used. Also, SERVS does not cover the full area used to construct the ELAIS-N1
catalogue; a positional crossmatch using a search radius of 2 arcseconds generated
only 378 matches. Comparisons with known spectroscopic redshifts implied a
redshift accuracy for the ELAIS-N1 eld of |∆z|/(1 + z) = 0.011± 0.072.
Each of the three sets of photometric redshifts was compared with the BOSS
spectroscopic redshifts and the results are shown in Figure 5.8. Also shown is a
comparison between the Duncan and HSC photometric redshifts. The outliers in
the HSC vs BOSS comparison are marked in red and blue, and these particular
sources retain the same colour scheme in the other three charts. The charts make
several points.
Firstly, there are 285 sources with both a BOSS and HSC redshift estimate. There
is reasonable alignment, with 82% of the sources nding a discrepancy in the two
redshift estimates of less than 20%.
Secondly, the fraction of Duncan photometric redshifts within 20% of their BOSS
counterpart is very similar at 81% (225 out of a total of 278). The scatter for the
on-trend sources is a little wider than in the HSC case.
Thirdly, there are only 134 sources with both a BOSS and SERVS redshift
estimate. The scatter for the on-trend sources is comparatively wide. The
proportion of outliers is similar to those for the other two comparisons.
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Figure 5.8 Comparisons of the photometric redshifts produced from the HSC
survey (top left chart), by Dr Ken Duncan (top right chart) and from
the SERVS survey (lower left chart) against the BOSS spectroscopic
redshifts. A comparison between the Duncan and HSC redshift
estimates is shown in the lower right chart. The outliers from the
HSC vs BOSS comparison are marked by red and blue circles in all
four charts.
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Fourthly, where an HSC estimate is much higher or lower than the corresponding
BOSS estimate, the other two photometric estimates tend to nd a similar
discrepancy. That is clearly highlighted in the lower right chart, with a
large number of the red and blue circles marking redshift estimates that are
consistent with each other. Although the default assumption here is that the
photometric estimates are making consistent mistakes, it is possible instead that
the spectroscopic redshifts are wrong if, for example, they are based on low signal-
to-noise spectra or on a mis-identied single emission line.
Finally, the comparison between the Duncan and HSC redshift estimates shows
a clear systematic oset in the redshift range between 1.2 and 1.5. The Duncan
estimates benet from the use of infrared magnitudes and are likely to be the
more accurate here.
When allocating redshifts, use was also made of a putative relationship between
the K-band magnitude and redshift, the K-z relationship that radio AGNs
have been long known to follow (for example, Lilly and Longair, 1984). The
relationship was derived by comparing the log of the BOSS spectroscopic
redshifts against the K-magnitude, binning the sources according to K-magnitude,
calculating the mean in each bin after discarding the points in the upper and
lower deciles and then nding the best-tting quadratic. The results are plotted
in Figure 5.9 and the expression for the best-tting quadratic was found to be:
log10 z = −0.01231Kmag2 + 0.6476Kmag − 7.9766 (5.2)
Note that this is tted as z(K) rather than the traditional K(z) because this
approach minimises biases in redshift estimates (Brookes et al., 2006).
Similar relationships were derived for the i-band and [3.6 micron] magnitudes,
although, as described below, less use was made of these. The i-band relationship
was found in the same way as for the K-magnitude. and the expression was as
follows:
log10 z = −0.01727 imag2 + 0.8964 imag − 11.3725 (5.3)
There were too few sources with both a BOSS spectroscopic redshift and [3.6
micron] magnitude to derive a relationship that made physical sense. Accordingly,
the K-magnitude relationship was adapted by assuming a typical oset between a
detected [3.6 micron] magnitude and an undetected K-band magnitude and also
assuming a normalisation adjustment. An optimisation procedure, comparing
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Figure 5.9 The K-z relation based on a sample of 271 radio sources in
the ELAIS-N1 eld with spectroscopic redshifts from the Baryon
Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey. The individual sources are shown
as the orange-coloured points, while the blue squares show the mean
redshift in each bin of K-band magnitude after discarding the points
in the lowest and highest deciles. The black solid line overlaid shows
the resulting best-t relation, which is detailed in equation 5.2.
observed and model values for the small number of sources that had both a
detected [3.6 micron] magnitude and a spectroscopic redshift, was used to nd the
best estimates of these two parameters. The oset emerged as 1.47. Given that
the mean oset when there are detections in both bands is +1.03, this appears
a sensible estimate. The normalisation adjustment was reassuringly small, at
+0.07. The expression is therefore:
log10 z = −0.01231 ([3.6] + 1.47)2 + 0.6476 ([3.6] + 1.47) − (7.9766 − 0.07) (5.4)
After taking all the points above into consideration, the procedure used to allocate
redshift estimates was as follows (the allocation being made in the order shown):
 The spectroscopic estimates were all accepted, apart from eight of the
outliers (see point below)  285 from BOSS and a further 45 from the
Vaccari catalogue.
 Those eight outliers had a warning ag in the BOSS catalogue and,
signicantly, were all in the red-dot category; that is, the spec-z estimate
was much higher than the HSC photo-z estimate. These eight sources were
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allocated redshift estimates according to their photometric redshifts, as
described below (in fact, in one case, the Duncan photo-z coincided with
the BOSS spectroscopic redshift).
 Sources with HSC photometric redshifts in the range 0.3  1.2 were accepted.
There are 371.
 Duncan redshifts were accepted provided that the estimate was close to
either the HSC photometric redshift, the SERVS photometric redshift or
the redshift derived from the K-magnitude relationship. The criterion was
adopted to avoid catastrophic outliers, given the lack of matched aperture
photometry. A discrepancy was deemed to be acceptable if ∆z/(1 + z) <
0.15. 326 sources were allocated redshifts in this way.
 SERVS redshifts were accepted provided that they were consistent, using
the denition above, with either the HSC estimate or the redshift resulting
from the K-magnitude relationship. There are 10 in this category.
 A further 43 HSC redshifts were accepted. These are all outside the 0.3
to 1.2 range, but are consistent with one or both of the other photometric
estimates or with the redshift from the K-magnitude relationship.
 78 sources were given a redshift based purely on their K-magnitudes.
 9 sources were given a redshift on the basis of their i-magnitudes.
 13 sources were given a redshift on the basis of their [3.6 micron] magnitudes.
The allocation procedure does introduce some bias into the distribution of
redshifts around the edges of the 0.3  1.2 redshift range. For example, considering
all points with both an HSC and Duncan photo-z between 1.1 and 1.3, then a
disproportionate number will be placed into the 1.1  1.2 bin at the expense of the
1.2  1.3 bin. However, in the analysis that follows, the sources will be allocated
into redshift bins of 0.0  0.5, 0.5  1.0, 1.0  1.5, 1.5  2.0 and > 2.0 and, given
that both cut-o points are in the middle of a bin, there should be no discernible
impact on the results.
The distribution of redshifts is shown in Figure 5.10. The number of sources in
the ve redshift bins that will be used in the following analyses are 402, 318, 244,
135 and 81 respectively.
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Figure 5.10 The distribution of redshift estimates for the 1180 radio sources.
5.6 The Classication of Radio Sources
It is now necessary to separate the radio sources into star-forming galaxies
(SFGs), jet-mode AGNs and radiative-mode-AGNs. BOSS spectroscopic data
are available for 255 of the sources and this was used by the Portsmouth group
(Thomas et al., 2013) to divide the sources into Seyfert, LINERs and SFGs. The
classication used the BPT diagnostic tests, described in Section 2.3.3. For 103
sources, however, either no classication was possible or the classication was
ambiguous, leaving 152 radio sources, 13% of the total, to be given relatively
secure identications based on their spectral lines.
A number of diagnostic tests were used to place the other 87% of radio sources into
their appropriate categories. The theory underlying the dierent diagnostic tests
is rst briey discussed and the diagnostic tests themselves are then described.
Each test has its own specic strengths and weaknesses and care was taken to
combine the tests in the most ecient way. The procedure used to carry out the
classication is set out at the end of this section.
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5.6.1 Far-infrared Diagnostics
It has been known for over 40 years (van der Kruit, 1973) that the far-infrared
and radio emission of SFGs are tightly correlated. The far-infrared emission is
believed to come predominantly from warm dust that has been heated by the
energy output from O and B stars to temperatures in the range between 30K and
60K. The radio emission is believed to emanate from synchrotron radiation that
is the result of shocks from supernovae. In other words, both the far-IR and radio
emission are closely related to star formation within the galaxy, explaining the
correlation. The importance of the relationship means that it has been extensively
studied in the intervening period; although there are diering conclusions from
the many research papers, a consensus appears to be developing that:
 The correlation is very tight in the local universe (Sargent et al., 2010).
 The IR - radio relation is broadly linear in log space for the local universe.
 There is no signicant redshift evolution up to z = 0.5 (Smith et al., 2014)
and probably none up to a redshift of z = 1.4 (Sargent et al., 2010). At
higher redshifts, the relation remains linear, although the slope may change
(for example, Murphy, 2009).
 The relation holds for galaxies of dierent morphological types - ellipticals
(Bally and Thronson, 1989), spirals (Hummel et al., 1988) and ultra-
luminous infrared galaxies (Bressan et al., 2002).
The IR - radio correlation allows a straightforward means of identifying AGNs.
Galaxies with radio emission higher than that predicted by the IR - radio relation
are likely to host a radio-loud AGN. The diagnostic test devised by Hardcastle
et al. (2016) for 150 MHz radio data is used in this work, in a slightly adapted
form, and also a test devised by Bonzini et al. (2013).
5.6.2 Mid-infrared Diagnostics
The spectra of stellar populations are dominated by the composite blackbody
curve and peak at approximately 1.6 microns in the rest frame. The spectra
dip through the mid-infrared before rising into the far-infrared due to emission
from warm dust with a temperature of around 35K that has been heated by star
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formation. By contrast, dust surrounding an AGN tends to be warmer, emitting
in the mid-infrared, and leading to a power-law spectrum in the ultraviolet to
mid-infrared. So, in direct contrast to the situation in the ultraviolet where
AGNs tend to be bluer than galaxies which are experiencing the rising portion
of the stellar spectra, in the mid-infrared AGNs tend to be redder as galaxies
sample the falling part of the blackbody spectra. There is also the considerable
advantage that the mid-infrared emission from AGN-heated dust is itself relatively
insensitive to intervening obscuration and so mid-infrared selection is capable of
identifying many heavily-obscured AGNs. Figure 5.11, taken from Donley et al.
(2012), illustrates these points: galaxies with no (red line) or little (yellow line)
contribution from an AGN display a dip in their spectra between the 1.6 micron
bump and the long-wavelength emission that comes from dust heated by star
formation, whereas the spectra of AGNs (blue and purple lines) are at or rising
through the mid-infrared; and the picture does not change due to obscuration
(lower panel).
Figure 5.11 Six composite SEDs, scaled to give 1 - 10 µm AGN contributions
ranging from 0% (red line) to 95% (purple line). The top panel
applies to unobscured AGNs and the lower panel to obscured AGNs
(assuming extinction of AV = 2). Source: Donley et al. (2012).
There are a number of diagnostic tests in the literature which exploit this in
order to separate SFGs from AGNs. Two tests used here are a diagnostic rst
described by Stern et al. (2005) and later modied by Donley et al. (2012), and
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a test developed for this thesis.
5.6.3 Properties of the Radio Sources
There are a number of properties of the radio source that can be exploited. Most
obviously, any source that is part of a multi-component system must be an AGN
(unless associated with a very nearby and highly resolved SFG). Sources with
a large physical size, taken in this analysis to be over 100 kpc, and extended
emission are very likely to be AGNs. A source whose emission is extended and
consists of multiple Gaussian components is also likely to be an AGN, although
this is not clear-cut since a minority of such sources could consist of merging
SFGs.
5.6.4 The Diagnostic Tests
The diagnostic tests used ux densities or magnitudes from a number of
wavebands. The sources of the data are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 The sources of multiband data
Survey Waveband
PanSTARRS Medium-Deep g, r and y bands
UKIDSS J and K bands
SWIRE 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 microns
MIPS 24 microns
HERMES 24 and 250 microns
LOFAR 150 MHz
In order to test the eectiveness of the diagnostic tests under consideration,
a subsample of sources that are highly likely to be AGNs was assembled and
the recovery rates calculated from each of the diagnostic tests. The subsample
consisted of 289 objects, comprising 57 multi-component sources, 52 sources that
had extended emission and a physical size greater than 100 kpc and 180 sources
that were classied as AGNs by the Donley et al. (2012) test. As described shortly,
this test is highly reliable in selecting AGNs, but suers from incompleteness. The
other statistic that is relevant is the proportion of sources that have the necessary
data to allow each test to take place. The results, which are summarised in Table
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Table 5.6 The eectiveness of various diagnostic tests
Test Devised by Number of 289 AGNs identied as
or Sources that AGNs SFGs No No
Properties can be tested Decision Data
tested (out of 1180)
Test 1 Hardcastle et al. (2016) 1153 215 8 57 9
Test 2 Bonzini et al. (2013) 393 95 0 0 194
Test 3 Donley et al. (2012) 760 190 0 99 0
Test 4 Stern et al. (2005) 760 163 8 0 118
Test 5 this study 349 74 8 0 207
Test 6 multi-Gaussian 1180 134 0 155 0
Test 7 physical size 1180 120 0 169 0
5.6, are now discussed in conjunction with a description of each of the diagnostic
tests.
The Hardcastle et al. (2016) Test
Figure 5.12 illustrates the test devised by Hardcastle et al. (2016), based on the
far-infrared - radio relation. The objects in the subsample of 289 objects are
coloured red and the rest are coloured blue. Hardcastle et al. (2016) identied
SFGs as those objects with:
log10 L250µm > log10 L150MHz + log10 (5.0) (5.5)
shown as those above the black line in the diagram. The majority of the
289 objects that are believed to be AGNs are located below the dividing line,
but a signicant number of the higher-luminosity sources (those with values of
log10 L250µm above around 25.6WHz−1) lie above the line. These are likely to be
radiative-mode AGNs residing in a galaxy with ongoing star formation. In this
work, such objects should be classied as AGNs. To reect that, the diagnostic
test was amended so that all objects with excess radio luminosity, those below
the black line, were classied as AGNs, those in the region above the black line
and below the magenta line were classied as SFGs and those above the magenta
line were initially left unclassied.
With that further condition added, the Hardcastle test appears to be eective at
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Figure 5.12 The Hardcastle et al (2016) Diagnostic Test. The subsample of 289
AGNs are coloured red and the remaining objects are coloured blue.
Those objects that rely on a limit to calculate L250 are marked by
crosses. The black and magenta lines are used to classify the sources
into AGNs and SFGs  see text.
correctly identifying AGNs and, to a lesser extent, SFGs. Only eight objects from
the subsample of AGNs fall into the SFG region, 215 of the AGNs were correctly
identied and 57 of the AGNs were left unclassied.
Just over half of the objects were undetected in the infrared and an upper limit
was used to obtain their 250 micron luminosity; they are marked by crosses in
the chart. The key point is that very few are likely to be mis-classied as a
result, providing reassurance that this test is capable of classifying a very high
proportion of the LOFAR sources: only 2% of sources do not have the data to
allow the test to be carried out.
The Stern et al. (2005) and Donley et al. (2012) Tests
The test originally devised by Stern et al. (2005) compares the [3.6 µm] - [4.5 µm]
colour against the [5.8 µm] - [8.0 µm] colour, with AGNs identied as those lying
within the Stern wedge, as marked by the black lines in Figure 5.13. Donley
et al. (2012) later argued that, while the Stern wedge was suitable for shallow mid-
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infrared data, deeper data risked contamination from SFGs at higher redshifts
entering the wedge at bluer [5.8 µm] - [8.0 µm] colours. That can be seen in the
chart: the radio sources are split into four categories by redshift, showing that
a cluster of galaxies with redshifts of over one and [5.8 µm] - [8.0 µm] colour of
around zero lie just inside the wedge. In addition, Donley et al. (2012) argued
that sources with a [3.6 µm] - [4.5 µm] colour towards the bottom of the Stern
wedge could not be denitively classied as AGNs. Accordingly, they proposed a
set of stricter criteria. Dening x = log10 S5.8S3.6 and y = log10
S8.0
S4.5
, an object should
be classied as an AGN only if it fullled all of the following conditions:
(i) x > 0.08
(ii) y > 0.15
(iii) y > 1.12x - 0.27
(iv) y < 1.12x + 0.27
(v) S4.5 > S3.6
(vi) S5.8 > S4.5
(vii) S8.0 > S5.8
The reason for the nal three conditions  that the uxes should be rising
monotonically across the mid-infrared range  can be easily seen from Figure
5.11, but is a demanding criterion.
The sources that would be classied as AGNs under these criteria (those included
in the subsample of AGNs) are marked in Figure 5.13 by triangles. The
improved reliability comes at a cost, however. As discussed in their paper, the
stricter criteria mean that completeness is poor for AGNs with luminosities below
L2−10 keV = 10
44erg s−1, luminous AGNs with heavy obscuration and those with
especially bright host galaxies. Also, as argued by Bonzini et al. (2013), Type
2 Seyfert galaxies are also easily missed. The incompleteness is conrmed by
poor recovery rates for the subsample of AGNs. Excluding those selected by the
Donley test itself, the strict criteria recover only 10 out of the remaining 109
objects in the subsample. For the purposes of this study, the Donley test was
used in order to identify AGNs with a high degree of certainty. At a later stage
in the selection process, the Stern test was also used to identify both AGNs and
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Figure 5.13 The Stern and Donley Diagnostic Tests. The radio sources are
categorised by redshift. The objects classied as AGNs under the
Donley test are marked by triangles. The objects classied as AGNs
under the Stern test are those within the wedge dened by black
lines. The wedge marked by magenta shows the revised Stern test
as adapted for use in this thesis.
SFGs, but amended to minimise the shortcomings identied by Donley et al.
(2012). The revised wedge is marked by the solid magenta line in Figure 5.13. A
further restriction was placed on sources with a redshift of over 1.0; they also had
to be placed to the right of the dashed line in order to avoid wrongly including
high-redshift SFGs.
The Donley/Stern tests can also be used to identify SFGs and to separate AGNs
into radiative-mode and jet-mode objects. Those objects identied as AGNs by
the Donley and Stern tests are likely to be radiative-mode AGNs. Any objects
located outside the wedge that have been identied as AGNs by other tests are
likely to be jet-mode AGNs. And those low-redshift galaxies clustered in the
bottom right-hand side of the diagram are SFGs, as evident from Figure 4 of
Donley et al. (2012).
51% of the radio sources have detections in all four wavebands used in these two
tests. A further 13% of sources are missing a detection in only one band, allowing
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Figure 5.14 Template tracks from Polletta et al. (2007) have been placed onto a
colour-colour diagram and split by redshift. The orange squares are
objects drawn from a subsample of 289 secure AGNs assembled
for this thesis.
the test to be carried out using an upper limit.
Another Mid-infrared Diagnostic Test
A second test based on mid-infrared magnitudes was developed for this research.
A weakness of the Stern and Donley tests is that no allowance is made for redshift.
Polletta et al. (2007) constructed a library of 25 templates containing dierent
types of ellipticals, SFGs and AGNs, as shown in the side panel of Figure 5.14.
These template tracks were divided into four redshift bins and placed onto a
colour-colour diagram. The colours that provide the clearest demarcation between
the AGN, elliptical, spiral and starburst galaxies are [3.6 µm] - [8.0 µm] and [8.0
µm] - [24.0 µm]. The results are shown in Figure 5.14.
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There is little overlap between the AGNs (purple and brown tracks), starburst
galaxies (green tracks), spiral galaxies (blue tracks) and ellipticals (red tracks),
although at redshifts below 0.5 the region containing AGNs is tightly bounded
between the starburst and spiral galaxies. This diagnostic test has, therefore, the
potential to identify AGNs accurately. That does indeed appear to be the case:
as can be see in Figure 5.14, 74 of the subsample of AGNs would be correctly
identied and 8 would be misclassied. The test, however, suers from the fact
that only 30% of sources can be tested unless limits are employed. The regions
containing each type of galaxy, although distinct, tend to be only narrowly
separated and there is a risk that relying on limits will lead to a signicant
proportion of mis-classications.
The Bonzini et al. (2013) Test
The test of Bonzini et al. (2013) also exploits the infrared - radio correlation, but
using the 24 micron ux in place of the 250 micron ux and incorporating redshift
information to account for K-corrections. The diagnostic test is based on the ratio
of q = log10
S24µm
S1.4GHz
. The ratio, as a function of redshift, was derived using the SED
of M82. Information on the mean value of q(z=0) = 1.31 and the scatter around
the mean, σ = 0.35, for a sample of local galaxies was available from Sargent
et al. (2010). q(z) was normalised to this mean value and a diagnostic line set at
a level 2σ below q(z). Bonzini et al. (2013) classied all sources under this line as
radio-loud AGNs. The sources above the line were classied as radio-quiet AGNs
if they satised the Donley et al. (2012) test and SFGs otherwise.
In this study, the Bonzini et al. (2013) test was used solely as a means of
dividing AGNs into their two sub-categories. It was used at the end of the
classication procedure for those sources that had not already been classied by
other diagnostic tests. In order to calculate the q-values, 24 micron ux densities
were obtained from the MIPS data and 150 MHz ux densities were adjusted onto
the 1.4 GHz basis using α = 0.75. Figure 5.15 illustrates the situation. Those
AGNs that had already been categorised are coloured red (radiative-mode AGNs)
and blue (jet-mode AGNs). The sources requiring classication by this test are
coloured green; those with an observed 24 micron ux density are marked with
circles and those where the ux density is an upper limit are marked by arrows
(to make the chart easier to read, the already-classied AGNs are not divided in
this way). The diagnostic line used by Bonzini et al. (2013) is shown in black.
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Figure 5.15 The Bonzini et al. (2013) Diagnostic Test. The AGNs that have
been classied by other tests are coloured blue (jet-mode) and red
(radiative-mode). Sources classied by this test are coloured green,
with circles showing those with observed 24 micron ux densities
and arrows denoting those with upper limits. The diagnostic line
for AGNs with observed uxes is shown in black; the diagnostic line
for AGNs with ux density limits is shown in magenta.
The test appears to be reasonably eective in separating radiative-mode and jet-
mode AGNs. If, however, the classications made prior to this test are accurate,
then there does appear to be some cross-contamination, especially at redshifts
around and above z = 1. The implicit assumption underpinning the test is that
the infrared and radio properties of SFGs do not change with redshift since the
diagnostic line was calibrated from a set of local galaxies; it is possible that this
assumption is challenged at higher redshifts. Another factor may be that, since
not all radiative-mode AGNs have extremely strong AGN-torus signatures, then
the absence of these signatures does not necessarily guarantee that an object is
a jet-mode AGN.
Three-quarters of sources have only a limit as the infrared ux density. For most,
this should not aect the classication since they already are located well below
the diagnostic line. A second dividing line was drawn as q(z) + 0.2, shown in
magenta, and was used as the diagnostic line for those sources with limits.
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Given the risk of mis-classication at higher redshifts, those AGNs classied under
this test as jet-mode and with a redshift of over one were subjected to a further
check, discussed in the next sub-section.
A Diagnostic Test using Optical Colours
A crude division into radiative and jet modes is possible using optical data to
separate sources across the green valley. The test applied to galaxies in the local
universe, discussed in Smol£i¢ (2009), nds a separation at a g - r colour of 0.8,
although this is not a particularly clean division. Figure 2 in that paper suggests
that of the order of 20% of sources may be mis-classied. That is conrmed
here: using the g - r test on the 582 HERGs and LERGs identied ahead of
the Bonzini et al. (2013) test results in 22% of the sources switching category.
Nevertheless, this test was adapted and used as a check on the high-redshift
separation eected by the Bonzini test. Those AGNs classied as jet-mode and
with a redshift between 1.0 and 1.5 were accepted only if their [y-band] - [J-
band] colour exceeded 0.7; those at higher redshifts were accepted only if their
[J-band] - [K-band] colour exceeded 0.7. These colours broadly replicate a rest-
frame g - r colour and the division at 0.7 ensures that only sources rmly in the
radiative-mode regime were re-classied.
The Classication Procedure
The procedure used to categorise the radio sources is now described. The rst
step was to divide them into AGNs and SFGs, which was carried out as follows:
 The 57 multi-component radio sources were classied as AGNs.
 52 sources with extended emission and a physical size of more than 100 kpc
were classied as AGNs.
 The Hardcastle et al. (2016) test was applied to the remaining 1071 galaxies,
with 681 sources identied as AGNs. At this stage, no source was classied
as a SFG.
 94 of the remaining sources had classications based on BOSS spectroscopic
data; the BPT test classied 16 of these as AGNs and 78 as SFGs.
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 The Donley test could be performed on 238 of the remaining sources, nding
38 as AGNs.
 The test developed in this thesis was used on the remaining sources and
identied a further 11 AGNs - these are objects unambiguously within the
regions occupied by the AGN template tracks.
 Having now made comparatively secure identications of AGNs, the 247
remaining sources were passed again through the Hardcastle et al. (2016)
test and the magenta line used to separate SFGs from AGNs. 228 sources
were able to be categorised  103 as SFGs and 125 as AGNs (those located
above the magenta line in Figure 5.12).
 The modied Stern test found one further AGN and 4 SFGs.
 That left 14 sources. Four of these were at redshifts of between 0.5 and
1.0 and the remainder at redshifts over one. This is unsurprising since the
absence of detections explain why these sources were unable to be diagnosed
in the tests above. All of the sources have a physical size of over 60 kpc
and the emission from the two smallest comprises multi-Gaussians. All 14
sources were classied as AGNs.
Overall, therefore, 185 SFGs and 995 AGNs were identied. The proportion of
radio sources categorised as SFGs of 16% is considerably lower than the 30% found
by Hardcastle et al. (2016). There are two reasons for the discrepancy: the survey
of Hardcastle et al. (2016) is deeper than that used in this research, allowing a
greater number of SFGs at higher redshift to enter their sample; and there is a
dierence in denition. For the purposes of this study, galaxies exhibiting both
star-formation and AGN activity have been classied as AGNs  typically those
above the magenta line in Figure 5.12  whereas Hardcastle et al. (2016) have
included those within the SFG category.
The subdivision of the AGNs into HERGs and LERGs proceeded as follows.
First, the BPT classications were adopted, identifying 35 and 50 radiative-mode
and jet-mode AGNs respectively. Second, the Stern et al. (2005) test found a
further 167 radiative-mode and 256 jet-mode AGNs. Third, the test developed
in this study (based on a comparison of the [3.6 µm] - [8.0 µm] and [8.0 µm] -
[24.0 µm] colours in four redshift ranges) identied 32 radiative-mode and 19 jet-
mode AGNs. Finally, the Bonzini test, with the check using the rest-frame g - r
colour, identied 179 radiative-mode AGNs and 247 jet-mode AGNs. There were
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10 radio sources that could not be categorised. These were all at redshifts over
2 and are outside the redshift range used to investigate the luminosity functions.
These were left unclassied.
In total, the 995 AGNs divided into 413 radiative-mode, 572 jet-mode and
10 unclassied objects. As expected, the proportion of radiative-mode AGNs
increased sharply with redshift: the proportions were 22%, 24%, 55%, 66% and
93% for redshifts under 0.5, between 0.5 and 1.0, between 1.0 and 1.5, between
1.5 and 2.0 and over 2.0 respectively.
5.7 Luminosity Functions
Luminosity functions could now be constructed using the standard formalism






calculation of Vmax was similar to the method used to derive the source count,
here calculating the maximum volume to which a source is visible above a given
luminosity, and again an allowance for incompleteness was made. Luminosity
functions out to a redshift of two were calculated for the whole AGN population
and also for the radiative and jet modes separately. Of prime interest in this
thesis is the evolution of the jet-mode AGNs.
Care was taken to recognise that the sample is ux restricted which imposes
minimum luminosity thresholds at each redshift and, as discussed above, these
need to be folded into the calculation of Vmax. No datapoints below these
thresholds are included within the analysis.
The error bars shown in the charts that follow are based simply on Poissonian
errors, which will be the principal source of uncertainty in the results. No
account has been taken of possible errors in the calculation of the redshifts, in
the calculation of the incompleteness function, in the classication of the radio
sources and in the extraction of the ux densities from the LOFAR image. The
additional uncertainties are unlikely to compromise the conclusions, but when
viewing the following Figures, it should be noted that the error bars underestimate
the uncertainties.
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Figure 5.16 The luminosity functions for the local universe derived in this study
for the whole AGN population (green squares), jet-mode AGNs (red
triangles) and radiative-mode AGNs (blue triangles). A comparison
is made with the functions derived by Best et al. (2014) (solid lines)
and the datapoints from Pracy et al. (2016) (circles); error bars are
not shown for these latter two sets of data to improve clarity.
5.7.1 A Comparison with Luminosity Functions in the
Literature
The results for the local universe  redshifts below 0.3  are shown in Figure
5.16. The sample used in this work is not designed to examine accurately the
local luminosity functions given its comparatively small areal coverage of 6.8
square degrees, and indeed that is not the focus of this thesis. Nevertheless, this
redshift range is useful in allowing a comparison to be made with the results
from Best et al. (2014) and Pracy et al. (2016) and providing a sanity check
on the calculations underlying the luminosity functions. In order to make the
comparison, the luminosity functions derived by Best et al. (2014) and Pracy
et al. (2016) have been converted from a frequency of 1.4 GHz onto a frequency
of 150 MHz assuming a spectral index of α = 0.75. There is close agreement with
the literature results.
The luminosity functions for the entire AGN population are shown in green.
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Figure 5.17 The luminosity functions by redshift range for the whole AGN
population (green squares), jet-mode AGNs (red triangles) and
radiative-mode AGNs (blue triangles). For comparison, the
functions derived by Best et al. (2014) are shown in solid lines.
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The datapoints in this sample (green squares) align closely with the luminosity
function found by Best et al. (2014) (green line), although this sample has only one
datapoint after the break (and that with a large uncertainty) which means that
it is not possible to determine accurately the break point in the function. There
are small discrepancies between the results of Best et al. (2014) and Pracy et al.
(2016), with the latter nding a steeper slope below the break and a shallower
slope thereafter; the results from this investigation align more closely with those
of Best et al. (2014).
All three luminosity functions for the jet-mode AGNs align closely (red symbols
and line), although there are no data points after the break in this sample. The
data points for the radiative-mode AGNs in this sample are consistent, given the
large uncertainties, with those of Pracy et al. (2016). Here there is a dierence in
denition which invalidates a direct comparison with the function found by Best
et al. (2014): a larger proportion of galaxies with both star formation activity
and radio-quiet AGN activity were placed into the SFG category in that study.
The luminosity functions in four redshift ranges up to z = 2 are shown in Figure
5.17. The functions derived by Best et al. (2014) for redshifts below 0.3 are
included in the top left chart and those for redshifts between 0.5 and 1.0 are
included in the other three charts. In the redshift range between 0.5 and 1.0, the
results from this work nd a higher space density at the faintest luminosities than
Best et al. (2014) do, but otherwise the results are consistent. This is important.
The two sets of results show close enough agreement at redshifts below 1.0 to
suggest that the sample constructed for this thesis is capable of testing the set of
models hypothesised in Best et al. (2014) out to higher redshifts.
Another point that emerges from Figure 5.17 is that in the highest redshift range
at log luminosities between 26.0 and 27.0 the division between the jet-mode and
radiative-mode AGNs appears out of line with the pattern elsewhere. The Bonzini
test carried out the segregation in this redshift / luminosity parameter space and
it is possible that, as briey mentioned in 5.6.4, this test becomes less eective
at higher redshifts.
5.7.2 The Evolution of the Luminosity Functions











where ρ0 is the space density in units of number per log10L per Mpc3, L0 is
the luminosity break, and β and γ dene the slopes before and after the break
respectively.
They found that the luminosity function of the radiative-mode AGNs evolved
positively up to z = 0.75. The evolution was constant across the luminosity
range, consistent with a pure density evolution model and little or no change in
L0. This analysis broadly supports that conclusion. It is dicult to draw rm
conclusions beyond a redshift of 0.75 because of the paucity of datapoints and
high uncertainties, but a reasonable interpretation from the right-hand chart in
Figure 5.18 is that the evolution continues between z = 1.0 and z = 2.0 and
possibly at a broadly similar pace. That would be consistent with derivations
of the total luminosity function (for example, Rigby et al., 2011) which at these
luminosities and redshifts is dominated by the radiative-mode population.
Best et al. (2014) found that the evolution of the jet-mode AGNs was more
Figure 5.18 The evolution of the luminosity functions of jet-mode AGNs (left-
hand chart) and radiative-mode AGNs (right-hand chart). The
datapoints are from this study and the solid lines in the left-hand
chart are taken from Best et al. (2014).
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complex. They concluded that at the lowest luminosities the space density
remains constant up to z ∼ 0.5 and then declines out to z = 1.0, at moderate
luminosities the space density increases to z ∼ 0.5 and then declines, and at
the highest luminosities the space density increases right out to z = 1.0. A
visual examination of Figures 5.17 and, in particular, 5.18 broadly conrms these
ndings. The luminosity function appears to evolve positively between redshifts
of 0.3 and 0.5. There is a suggestion that the evolution might be less strong at
the lowest luminosities as found by Best et al. (2014), although this is based on
just one datapoint. Between redshifts of 0.5 and 1.0, the evolution appears to
reverse at luminosities below 1026.0WHz−1, but to continue at higher luminosities.
Beyond a redshift of one, the evolution is negative.
Best et al. (2014) considered three types of hypothetical model to explain the
observed pattern. In the rst, jet-mode AGNs are assumed to evolve in line
with their hosts, massive quiescent galaxies, either with no time delay between
when the galaxy becomes passive and the onset of AGN activity (their Model
1a) or with a time delay (their Model 1b). This implies pure density evolution 
in equation 5.6, ρ0 is a function of redshift. The second type of model assumes
that radio luminosities increase systematically with redshift. A plausible physical
interpretation is that the higher density environments found in the earlier universe
boost synchrotron luminosities, as argued by Barthel and Arnaud (1996). This
type of model suggests that L0 is a function of redshift; there may or may
not be density evolution as well. Three models were considered. Models 2a
and 2b correspond to Models 1a and 1b, but with luminosity evolution added.
Model 2c assumes density and luminosity evolution, but with the rate of density
evolution treated as a free parameter and modelled as scaling with (1 + z) to
some (negative) power. The third type of model considered by Best et al. (2014)
is based on the view that the jet-mode population may be contaminated by
radiative-mode AGNs whose accretion rates have temporarily fallen below the
critical Eddington fraction. The expectation would then be that the jet-mode
AGNs evolve with the declining population of their hosts, but modied by a
function related to the radiative-mode luminosity function. Three variants of
this type of model were considered.
Using data up to a redshift of z = 1.0 meant that Best et al. (2014) were unable
to dierentiate between these models. It is hoped that by extending the analysis
out to redshift z = 2.0 this study might be able to do so, or at least favour one
of them.
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Table 5.7 Model parameters for the radio luminosity functions
Redshift log10(ρ0) log10(L0) β γ
z < 0.3 -5.30 ± 0.17 25.54 ± 0.18 0.39 ± 0.06 1.61 ± 0.19
z < 0.5 -5.58 ± 0.20 26.00 ± 0.17 0.39 ± 0.05 1.47 ± 0.23
0.5 < z < 1.0 -5.80 ± 0.18 26.30 ± 0.15 0.39 ± 0.08 1.72 ± 0.13
z < 0.5 -5.53 ± 0.14 25.98 ± 0.13 0.39 xed 1.61 xed
0.5 < z < 1.0 -5.82 ± 0.12 26.38 ± 0.12 0.39 xed 1.61 xed
1.0 < z < 1.5 -6.38 ± 0.18 26.89 ± 0.19 0.39 xed 1.61 xed
1.5 < z < 2.0 -6.77 ± 0.23 27.22 ± 0.14 0.39 xed 1.61 xed
The rst row shows the parameters derived by Best et al. (2014) for the local
universe after converting onto a frequency of 150 MHz. Rows 2 and 3 set out the
best-t parameters derived in this work. The nal four rows show the parameters
adopted in this work, derived by assuming that the two slopes are xed at the values
of 0.39 and 1.61 and the other two parameters are found through a best-t procedure.
The rst step was to nd the best-tting luminosity function for each redshift
range. The two lowest redshift ranges had sucient datapoints to allow the four
parameters in equation 5.6 to be found through an optimisation procedure. The
values are shown in the second and third rows of Table 5.7. The slopes before
and after the break point were consistent with those found by Best et al. (2014)
for the local (dened here to mean z < 0.3) universe. The two highest redshift
ranges, however, did not show any clear evidence for a luminosity function break,
probably because of an absence of datapoints below the likely break location.
Because of this and to ensure a consistent approach for all four redshift ranges,
the following procedure was adopted:
 It was assumed that the basic shape of the luminosity function derived by
Best et al. (2014) for the local universe is valid for the local universe in
this dataset. Figure 5.17 illustrates that this is a reasonable assumption. It
was assumed that the slopes before and after the break point in the local
universe model remain valid up to redshift of 2.0.
 It was assumed that the space density and luminosity both evolve with
redshift and so equation 5.6 becomes:
ρ(z) =
ρ0 (1 + z)
a
( L
L0 (1 + z)b
)β + ( L




 The values of a and b were found through a minimisation procedure: the two
parameters were allowed to vary and chi-squared values calculated for each
point in the parameter space. Figure 5.19 shows the chi-squared contour
plots for a and b for the four redshift ranges.
The best-t parameters derived for the luminosity functions are set out the last
four rows in Table 5.7. It can immediately be seen that there is a steady positive
redshift evolution in luminosity and negative evolution in space density. As
illustrated in Figure 5.19, it is interesting to observe that the values found for
a and b are very similar in the three highest redshift ranges, at around 4 and 5
respectively. For the lowest redshift range, the evolution being assessed is only
from z < 0.3 to z < 0.5 which introduces greater uncertainty into the values found
for a and b.
The luminosity functions themselves are plotted in Figure 5.20, together with
the functions derived by Best et al. (2014) for redshift ranges of z < 0.3 and
0.5 < z < 1.0. These latter functions have been converted from a frequency of
1.4 GHz onto a frequency of 150 MHz assuming a spectral index of α = 0.75.
This work nds a higher density of jet-mode AGNs in the local universe (z <
0.3) across all luminosities. For the redshift range 0.5 - 1.0, this work nds a
higher density at luminosities below 1026 WHz−1. Part of the discrepancy may
be due to the choice of spectral index when converting the results of Best et al.
(2014) onto a frequency of 150 MHz: it is noted that the luminosity functions for
the local universe would coincide if a spectral index of 0.85 rather than 0.75 had
been used. A clear evolutionary pattern can be seen. At lower luminosities, the
number density of jet-mode AGNs declines with increasing redshift; by contrast,
the number density increases with redshift at the higher luminosities.
Having obtained the four radio luminosity function models, it was now possible
to test the hypothesised models of Best et al. (2014) and this is discussed in the
next section.
5.8 The Jet-mode AGN Heating Rate
It is possible to use these radio luminosity functions to examine the importance
of jet-mode AGN feedback as a function of redshift. Radio luminosity can be
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Figure 5.19 Contours show the chi-square values in the tting process; the
minimum value denes the best-t values of the parameters a
(dening the evolution of the space density) and b (the evolution
of the luminosity)  see text. The black, cyan, blue, green and red
countour lines correspond respectively to the minimum chi-squared
value plus 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively; the orange contour lines
are chosen simply to map out the chi-squared values close to the
minimum.
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Figure 5.20 The luminosity functions of jet-mode AGNs for dierent redshift
ranges derived from this work (solid lines) and derived by Best
et al. (2014). At lower luminosities, the number density of jet-mode
AGNs declines with increasing redshift; by contrast, the number
density increases with redshift at the higher luminosities
approximately converted into jet mechanical luminosity using the expression:






where fcav, the work done in inating radio lobes to their pressure and volume, is
commonly taken to be equal to 4. The analysis that follows assumes that the value
of fcav does not change over the redshift range being considered, although that
assumption can be questioned. An explanation of the derivation of this expression
is given in Heckman and Best (2014) and references therein. By combining this
relation with the radio luminosity function, the heating rate as a function of
luminosity is obtained. The results for each redshift range are shown in Figure
5.21. It can be seen that the luminosity that contributes to the peak heating
rate increases steadily with redshift, illustrating the point made in the previous
section.
The total heating rate for each redshift range can be obtained by integrating
these functions. This is the statistic used by Best et al. (2014) to test the three
hypothesised models (and variants of these models) and the analysis is repeated
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Figure 5.21 The heating rate, as a function of luminosity for jet-mode AGNs
for dierent redshift ranges. The derivation assumes that the slope
of the luminosity function both below and above the break that has
been found for the local universe also applies at higher redshifts.
here, with the results shown in Figure 5.22. The datapoints of Best et al. (2014)
were unable to dierentiate between the models. The results from this analysis
suggest that the heating rate increases up to a redshift of ∼ 0.75 and then very
gently falls thereafter as the rising luminosities of jet-mode AGNs are outweighed
by their declining numbers.
Model 1a assumes that the space density evolves in line with that of the
population of host galaxies, as does Model 1b but in this case a delay of 2 Gyr
between the formation of a quiescent galaxy and its ability to generate jet-mode
AGN activity is built in. Both of these models are heavily disfavoured by this
analysis. The three versions of Model 3 assume that samples of jet-mode AGNs
are contaminated by radiative-mode AGNs whose accretion has temporarily
fallen below the Eddington threshold. These models are also disfavoured, even
although it is noted that the error bars for the datapoints for the two highest
redshift ranges are comparatively large.
Models 2a and 2b replicate Models 1a and 1b, but now also incorporating
evolution in luminosity. Neither model ts the data well. The best t, by far,
is provided by Model 2c; in this, luminosity evolution is combined with a simple
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Figure 5.22 The integrated heating rate at dierent redshifts compared with the
value for the local universe. Also shown are the predictions from
the models hypothesised by Best et al. (2014) and described in the
text.
space density parameterised to t the data of Best et al. (2014). This is, indeed,
in line with the pattern suggested by the parameter values in Table 5.7.
Finally, it is noted that models 1, 2 and 3 are discrete. It is possible that a
combination of, say, Model 2a and one of the versions of Model 3 could provide
a satisfactory t to the results from this analysis.
5.9 Conclusions
The catalogue of radio sources for the ELAIS-N1 eld has allowed radio luminosity
functions for all AGNs and also for the sub-categories of jet-mode and radiative-
mode AGNs to be estimated up to a redshift of two. The results suggest that
the space density of jet-mode AGNs declines steadily with redshift, although not
necessarily exactly in line with the space density of available host galaxies. The
results also suggest that the luminosity of jet-mode AGNs increases with redshift.
A plausible physical explanation is that synchrotron luminosities are higher at
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earlier redshifts when both the average density of the universe and the gas fraction
are higher. A third conclusion from the analysis is that feedback from jet-mode
AGNs peaks at around a redshift of 0.75.
It is believed that these conclusions are robust, but it is recognised that the
analysis would have beneted from a wider and, especially, deeper dataset and
also from spectroscopic information. With new surveys currently taking place
and new facilities being developed, both of these should be available shortly. It is





It is now widely accepted that AGNs divide into two types according to the
nature of their accretion ow and that both radiative-mode and jet-mode AGNs
play an important role in the evolution of galaxies through dierent feedback
mechanisms. The details are, however, still imperfectly understood. The aim of
this thesis is to improve our understanding of jet-mode AGNs and the ways in
which they interact with their host galaxies. The key conclusions are described in
this chapter together with suggestions on how this work might be taken forward.
6.1 Key Conclusions
The investigation of the Fundamental Plane of black hole activity conrms that
the mechanism responsible for the launching of radio jets is scale-invariant. There
had been several studies into the Fundamental Plane previously, but all of these
had derived the relationship by nding the best t through a sample containing
both AGNs and microquasars. Given the huge dierence in magnitude in mass
and luminosity between these two sets of objects, an analysis of that type was, in
eect, assuming that a Fundamental Plane does exist and, on that assumption,
was then calculating what the relationship must be. The important dierence in
this work is that the relationship was derived solely from a sample of jet-mode
AGNs and then veried against a sample of microquasars. In other words, this
thesis answered the question for the rst time of whether a single relationship
exists as well as deriving it.
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The analysis of the Fundamental Plane provided a number of insights into the
activity of jet-mode AGNs:
 Jet-mode AGNs release a signicant fraction of their energy into the jets;
the fraction averaged over one half for the LINERs in the sample analysed.
 Furthermore, that fraction increases with black hole mass.
 The proportion of galaxies hosting a LINER is a strong function of both
stellar mass and black hole mass.
 Hence, not only do larger-mass black hole objects have a higher on fraction
than their lower-mass counterparts, but they are also more ecient at radio-
jet feedback.
 The higher the mass of a black hole, the lower its Eddington ratio is likely
to be.
 The LINERs in the sample assembled for this thesis were generally found
to have Eddington ratios no higher than 1%, tending to conrm that the
dividing threshold between radiative- and jet-mode AGNs is at around that
level.
The relationship between black hole mass and velocity dispersion is a critical
component of many studies conducted on AGNs. Unsurprisingly, the relationship
has been extensively investigated. The fact that recent investigations by Graham
and Scott (2013) and McConnell and Ma (2013) have found a much steeper
relationship than that previously assumed  a logarithmic slope of around 5.5
compared with around 4.0  has profound implications. The Fundamental Plane
relationship derived in this thesis provides important corroboration for the higher
value.
To fully understand jet-mode AGNs and their impact on galaxy evolution, it
is necessary to study large samples of these objects across cosmic time. To
achieve this, deep surveys are required, not only at radio wavelengths but also
across the electromagnetic spectrum in order to identify and classify host galaxies.
The diculty in matching radio sources to their optical counterparts is a known
problem: the possibility of mistakenly identifying bright foreground interlopers
as host galaxies risks introducing systematic bias into analyses in this area. The
development of a likelihood ratio technique that incorporates colour information
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into the selection process may prove to be one of the most lasting benets from
this thesis. The selection process developed here allowed a remarkably high
fraction, 97%, of radio sources to be matched with a host and, it is believed,
with a comparatively high degree of accuracy (based on the visual checking that
was subsequently conducted). Given the new radio facilities that have recently,
or are about to, come on stream and the wide surveys currently being carried
out, an eective means of matching radio sources without the need for visual
examination is critical.
Deep observations by LOFAR of the ELAIS-N1 eld combined with the wealth
of multiband data for that eld allowed the construction of a catalogue of radio
sources and their host galaxies out to redshifts beyond two. Source counts were
derived and found to be consistent with literature values. The radio sources were
separated into SFGs, radiative-mode AGNs and jet-mode AGNs, with respective
proportions of 16%, 35% and 48% (and 1% representing AGNs that could not be
placed into sub-categories).
Radio luminosity functions were calculated for the total population of AGNs
and also for the sub-categories of radiative-mode and jet-mode objects; these
conrmed functions derived for the local universe and extended the work done
by Best et al. (2014) and Pracy et al. (2016) out to a redshift of two. An analysis
of the jet-mode luminosity functions led to three key conclusions:
 The space density of jet-mode AGNs declines steadily with redshift,
although not necessarily exactly in line with the fall-o in the population
of massive quiescent galaxies (their host galaxies).
 The typical luminosity of a jet-mode AGN increases steadily with redshift.
A possible explanation is that higher gas fractions and greater densities in
the early universe have the eect of boosting synchrotron radiation.
 Feedback from jet-mode AGNs peaks at a redshift of approximately 0.75,
but does not evolve strongly with redshift - variations of less than a factor
of ∼ 2 out to a redshift of two.
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6.2 Future Work
This work has developed the techniques, processes and codes required to derive
the luminosity function of jet-mode AGNs from the starting point of a sample
of radio sources extracted from a radio image. It would be a straightforward
exercise to process a larger catalogue through the pipeline. The radio sources
used to investigate the evolution of jet-mode AGNs out to a redshift of two were
obtained from just 3% of the observations taken by LOFAR of the ELAIS-N1 eld.
As the remainder of these observations are reduced, the catalogue will increase
signicantly in depth. The greater depth would extend the investigation out to
higher redshifts, would extend it to fainter luminosities and would improve the
accuracy of results in the redshift/luminosity range already studied. In particular,
an extension to fainter luminosities could be critical in characterising the break
of the luminosity function at redshifts of over one and so allowing the density and
luminosity evolution to be distinguished more cleanly than was possible in this
thesis. A wider areal coverage, which for example will be provided by the LOFAR
Two-metre Sky Survey, would allow a fuller investigation in the local universe
as well as reducing uncertainties for the higher luminosities at higher redshifts
(although dierent optical and infrared catalogues would then be required to nd
the host galaxies).
There are three sets of data that would have been useful to have in order
to improve on other critical steps within the analysis. Firstly, spectroscopic
information was available for 30% of the objects in the ELAIS-N1 catalogue.
Information for the whole sample would have provided greater certainty, and
possibly accuracy, in estimating the redshift of each object and in separating the
AGNs into jet-mode and radiative-mode categories. It is noted that the launch of
new facilities, especially the WEAVE multi-object spectrograph on the William
Herschel Telescope, will mean that spectroscopic information will more commonly
be available for future radio observations.
Secondly, in the absence of spectroscopic information, redshifts were calculated
from photometric data. It would have been of benet had matched-aperture
forced photometry data been available; that is, if the optical and infrared
catalogues had had uxes measured through precisely matched apertures on
seeing-matched images, with ux densities calculated even if they are below
the signal to noise threshold provided that the source had been detected in
another band. The PanSTARRS Medium-Deep catalogues do not provide that
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information yet, although it is intended that it will be available in the future.
Thirdly, deeper mid-infrared data would have been useful for source classication
as many objects were unable to be classied on the most reliable diagnostic tests.
However, unlike the spectroscopic and matched-aperture data, it is not obvious
that deeper mid-infrared data will be available in the near future.
It would be of interest to undertake follow-up studies of the high-redshift jet-
mode AGNs assembled in this thesis in order to investigate the properties of their
host galaxies. Are these star-forming lower-mass objects (scaled-down versions of
radiative-mode AGNs)? Their stellar masses could be derived from the improved
photometric information discussed above.
As the quality of radio and X-ray data improves from respectively LoTSS and, for
example, from the ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array (eROSITA)
(Merloni et al., 2012), it would be interesting to investigate again the Fundamental
Plane relationship. It is rmly believed that the relationship derived in this thesis
is robust, but the analysis was forced to rely on upper limits for the luminosities
of a signicant number of sources. Corroboration using deeper datasets would be
useful. More critically, it would provide much greater signal to noise in the tests
to investigate what is the astrophysical origin of the scatter in the Fundamental
Plane.
The work on the Fundamental Plane identied two avenues for future research,
both related to the angular momentum of a black hole. It is highly probable that
spin plays a role in the launching of jets and that this factor may account for
some of the scatter found in the relationship. Also, the analysis discovered hints
that the properties of a black hole may change above a mass of approximately
108 solar masses, with the spin of the black hole being a possible explanation.
It would be interesting to investigate this matter in more detail. Techniques are
being developed to estimate the spin of a black hole from the shape of the red
wing of the Fe Kα line (for example, Reynolds and Fabian, 2008). This is not
an easy exercise and the accuracy of the results is still uncertain, as discussed in
Ballantyne (2010), but as the quantity and quality of X-ray data improves, then
there will be greater opportunity to incorporate spin information into studies of
black holes.
In summary, there are many avenues worth pursuing to investigate jet-mode
AGNs and how they impact on their host galaxies. It is extremely exciting that








Stars form out of cold molecular gas. A knowledge of the eciency of the process
is key to our understanding of galaxy evolution and an accurate model of the
relationship between the rate of star formation and the mass of molecular gas is
a critical component of cosmological simulations. Unsurprisingly, the subject has
received much attention over the past sixty years. Schmidt (1959) proposed a
relationship between the star formation rate and the mass of interstellar gas by
marrying observations of the Milky Way with theoretical considerations. Many









gas are the surface densities of star formation and gas
respectively and N is found to lie in the range 1.21.5. This relationship was
developed empirically through observations of the local universe. It seems to
hold both globally for galaxies and internally for star-forming regions within
galaxies, at least until the very smallest scales are probed (for example, Kruijssen
and Longmore, 2014). Several simulations supported this model, mostly nding
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values of N towards the top of that range; examples include Kravtsov (2003), Li
et al. (2006), Tasker and Bryan (2006) and Wada and Norman (2007).
Observations at higher redshifts have shown a more dramatic picture than in the
contemporary universe, with massive galaxies dominated by gas-rich, turbulent
disks and forming stars at prodigious rates (for example, Tacconi et al. (2010),
Daddi et al. (2010) and Genzel et al. (2010)). Yet it appears that the Schmidt-
Kennicutt relationship also holds good at these higher redshifts. However,
observational constraints have meant that the small samples studied at a redshift
of around two have, out of necessity, investigated either the most massive galaxies
or those that have particularly high star formation rates. It is of interest to
investigate whether the Schmidt-Kennicutt relationship remains valid for less
massive and more typical galaxies at this redshift. Advantage was taken of radio
observations of two carefully-selected galaxies to carry out such an investigation.
A.2 HiZELS 11473 and HiZELS 11551
The Hi-z Emission Line Survey (HiZELS) is an extragalactic survey conducted
by the WFCAM instrument on the 3.8-metre UK Infrared Telescope. The survey
is described in detail in, for example, Geach et al. (2008), Sobral et al. (2013) and
Best et al. (2013). HiZELS uses several narrow-band lters to detect emission
line galaxies; in particular, the H2(S1) lter targets H-alpha emitting galaxies
at a redshift of z = 2.231 ± 0.016; these are likely to be star-forming systems.
Two galaxies were selected from the survey in order to investigate the Schmidt-
Kennicutt relationship. They were chosen to be typical galaxies at that redshift:
galaxy 11473 has Hα luminosity of 43.15 (log LHα, erg/s), a star formation rate
of 116 M / year and stellar mass of 10.43 (log M/M), with respective gures
of 42.61, 32 and 10.18 for galaxy 11551. These properties had been calculated by
Sobral et al. (2013). The star formation rates were estimated using a standard
LHα to SFR conversion rate (Kennicutt (1998)). Multiwavelength data were used
to perform a full SED t and a comparison with model SED templates provided
an estimate of the stellar masses; details are in Sobral et al. (2011), Section 2.5.
The two galaxies lie within 10 arcseconds of each other, meaning that both were
able to be observed with a single pointing of the VLA.
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A.3 The Observations
Although H2 is the most abundant molecule in giant molecular clouds, its
symmetry, and hence lack of a permanent dipole moment, renders it largely
invisible: the rst transition above the ground state is at 171K. The second
most abundant molecule, CO, is widely used to trace molecular gas; its rst
rotationally excited state is 5.5K above the ground state. The rationale and
advantages and disadvantages of this approach are discussed in more detail in
Glover and Mac Low (2011). The CO1−0 molecular line can be used as a tracer
for the entire gas reservoir of a galaxy, thus allowing an estimate to be made
of the molecular gas mass of each of the two galaxies and hence allowing the
Schmidt-Kennicutt relationship to be derived. The rest frequency of the CO1−0
line is 115.27 GHz and so, after redshift, the viewing frequency of the line is
35.68 ± 0.18 GHz. Consequently, the Jansky VLA telescope was selected, with
observations in the Ka band (27.5 GHz  40 GHz). The D-conguration was
used; this is the smallest conguration, with minimum and maximum baselines
of 0.035km and 1.0km respectively, which was intended to maximise sensitivity
by not spatially resolving the CO emission. The observations were taken in
February 2013. Ten hours of usable observations were completed, of which three-
quarters were centred on the target(s) and the remainder on two calibrators. The
calibrators were 3C 48 and NGC 1052, which are respectively a quasar with a 5
GHz ux density of 5.8 Jy and a bright galaxy with a 5 GHz ux density of 3.2
Jy. Ten hours were slightly less than half of the observing time that had been
hoped for. The data were cleaned by running them through the VLA pipeline
software package (EVLA) to remove interference; additional manual cleaning
was also performed.
A.4 The Spectra
Theoretical calculations suggested that a noise level of 0.05 mJy per 6 MHz
bandwidth might be attainable. However, partly because the numbers of
observations were lower than planned, partly because of poor observing conditions
and the necessity for data-agging and partly because of residual calibration
noise, rms noise levels of 0.13 mJy and 0.14 mJy for galaxies 11473 and 11551
respectively were actually achieved. Using the CASA software package, the ux
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Figure A.1 A plot of the spectrum for each galaxy. The red vertical lines dene
the region within which the CO1−0 line is expected to reside; the
red lines are at frequencies corresponding to 1σ either side of the
estimated redshift of the galaxies.
at each frequency was extracted for the pixel centred on each galaxy. The results
are shown in Figure A.1. Although a peak could be found within the appropriate
frequency range for both galaxies, the signal-to-noise ratios were low  3.75 for
galaxy 11473 and 4.24 for galaxy 11551. Also, neither peak shows the broadened
prole expected of genuine lines. Accordingly, it was decided to view the results
as providing an upper limit for the Schmidt-Kennicutt relationship.
The calculations proceeded as follows:
 Gaussian distributions of varying width were tted at each frequency along
the two spectra, with the amplitude of the Gaussian allowed to vary.
 A width of 150 km/s appears appropriate for these galaxies: this is broadly
consistent with the velocity width implied by the Tully-Fisher relationship
and also with velocity widths for comparable galaxies (see, for example,
Table 2 in Ivison et al. (2011)). In fact, an examination of the Gaussian
ts indicates that the integrated ux limit is not very sensitive to a choice
of width for all sensible values.
 Using a velocity width of 150 km/s, the distribution of best-t amplitudes
at each frequency was produced and an upper limit for the integrated ux
taken to be 3σ above the mean. This resulted in upper limits of 80 mJy
km/s and 85 mJy km/s for galaxies 11473 and 11551 respectively.
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is the luminosity of the CO1−0 molecular line, DL is the
luminosity distance (in Mpc), νCO is the rest frame frequency (in GHz)
and the nal item is the integrated line ux as calculated above. Inserting
the numbers gives an upper value for L
′
CO1−0
of 2.0× 1010 K km s−1pc2 and
2.1× 1010 K km s−1pc2 for galaxies 11473 and 11551 respectively.
 From Kennicutt (1998):
SFR =
LIR
5.8× 109 × L
M/yr (A.3)
where the infra-red luminosity and the solar luminosity are both in Joules.
The relationship was derived assuming an initial mass function (IMF) which
is a Salpeter function, with dN(m)/dm = -2.35; in the absence of further
information, that IMF should be a defensible choice for the two galaxies
under consideration and was also the one adopted for the LHα to star
formation rate conversion. Inserting the star formation rate estimated for
both galaxies gives values for LIR of 2.6×1038J and 7.1×1037J for galaxies
11473 and 11551 respectively.
 Finally, these results can be compared with the Schmidt-Kennicutt relation-
ship. Figure A.2, which is based on Figure 2 in Ivison et al. (2011), shows a
variant of the Schmidt-Kennicutt relationship, with the infra-red luminosity
used as a proxy for the star formation rate and the line luminosity used as a
proxy for the mass of the molecular gas. All the points shown are for high-
redshift galaxies. The blue arrows represent the two galaxies studied here,
with the base of each arrow marking the upper limit for the line luminosity.
A.5 Summary
The upper limit for galaxy 11473 (the higher arrow) rules out a higher L
′
CO1−0
for a given LIR, but values well within the scatter of observations are still
allowed. By contrast, the upper limit for galaxy 11551 does not impose much
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constraint on the Schmidt-Kennicutt relationship. Longer observation times, and
hence deeper data, are needed to provide tighter constraints. Nevertheless, the
analysis provides tentative support for the hypothesis that the Schmidt-Kennicutt
relationship does indeed provide a realistic basis for estimating star formation
eciency at higher redshifts.
Figure A.2 The Schmidt-Kennicutt relationship for high redshift galaxies. The
blue arrows represent the galaxies studied in this research, with the
base of each arrow marking the upper limit for the line luminosity.
Adapted from Figure 2 in Ivison et al. (2011). The galaxies from
that paper's dataset are divided into sub-millimetre galaxies (SMGs),
(ultra) luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs and LIRGs) and BzK
galaxies (BzKs). Trend lines are tted to the ULIRGs plus SMGs
(solid line) and LIRGs plus BzK galaxies (dashed line); the dotted
line shows the trend line for the full sample. The resulting linear
slopes are shown in parentheses in the legend. The paper contains a
fuller description of the data and trend lines.
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Appendix B
The Catalogue of LINERs
The catalogue of LINERs used in the analysis described in Chapter 2 is set out
in the Table on the following pages. The column descriptions are as follows:
(1) Identier in this sample of LINERs.
(2) Plate identier for the SDSS source in the SDSS-DR7 catalogue.
(3) MJD identier for the SDSS source in the SDSS-DR7 catalogue.
(4) Fibre identier for the SDSS source in the SDSS-DR7 catalogue.
(5) Right Ascension for the SDSS source.
(6) Declination for the SDSS source.
(7) Redshift derived from the SDSS spectra.
(8) Stellar velocity dispersion of the galaxy bulge, derived from SDSS data, in
units of km/s.
(9) log10 (MBH in solar masses); black hole mass derived from the velocity
dispersion using the McConnell & Ma (2013) relationship.
(10) log10 (M∗ in solar masses); stellar mass derived from the SDSS data.
(11) Identier of X-ray source in the 3XMM-DR4 catalogue.
(12) X-ray ux in the 2.0 - 12.0 keV band, in units of erg/cm2/s.
(13) X-ray luminosity corresponding to the ux in the 2.0 - 10.0 keV band, in
units of erg/s.
(14) Radio ux density at an observing frequency of 1.4 GHz, in units of Jy.
(15) Radio luminosity from an observing frequency of 1.4 GHz (using νLν), in
units of erg/s. If the radio ux density is under 0.32 mJy (2x the FIRST survey











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Catalogue of ELAIS-N1
Radio Sources
The catalogue of ELAIS-N1 radio sources described in Chapter 3 and used for
the analyses in Chapters 4 and 5 is set out in the Table on the following pages.
The column descriptions are as follows:
ID: The identier for this sample of radio sources.
RA, DEC: The coordinates of the LOFAR radio source. For those sources with
a morphology of "D_centre (see below) the coordinates are for the host galaxy.
Major Axis, Minor Axis: The FWHM of the major and minor axes in
arcseconds.
Peak Flux: The peak Stokes I ux density per beam in mJy.
Total Flux: The total, integrated Stokes I ux density per beam in mJy.
Analysis: The method used to nd the host galaxy. ML = Maximum Likelihood
Ratio analysis; V = Visual examination; MLV = Maximum Likelihood Ratio
analysis followed by Visual examination.
LR: The likelihood ratio for those sources sent through the likelihood ratio
analysis.
205
Morph: The morphology of the source. S = isolated, compact source; E = source
with extended emission; CD = compact double; D_centre, D_lobe1, D_lobe2 =
the central galaxy and its two lobes (note that the entries in the catalogue for the
lobes are immediately below the entry for their host galaxy); T_centre, T_lobe1,
T_lobe2 = the central galaxy, which was identied as a radio source in its own
right, and its two lobes (note that the entries in the catalogue for the lobes are
immediately below the entry for their host galaxy); SX = a source whose host
galaxy could not be identied.
Type: This item indicates whether the host galaxy was detected in each of the i,
K, g or s (= 3.6 micron) bands; an underscore shows no detection in that band.
Two additional symbols are shown for those sources analysed by the likelihood
ratio method: the number indicates the i - K colour category and the letter
indicates whether the galaxy has a blue ("b) or red ("r) g - i colour, both as
shown in Table 3.8 and described in the accompanying text.
g-band, i-band,K-band and 3.6 micron Magnitudes: Catalogue magnitudes
for the host galaxy.
Redshift: Estimate of redshift.
Redshift Source: BOSS = Spectroscopic redshift from BOSS; Vacc = spectro-
scopic redshift from the SERVS Merged Spec-z Catalogue; HSC = photometric
redshift from HSC-SSP; Dunc = photometric redshifts generated specically for
this ELAIS-N1 catalogue by Dr Ken Duncan; SERVS = photometric redshift
calculated by Mauduit et al. (2012) for the SERVS catalogue; Kmag = redshift
estimated using a K-magnitude / redshift relationship; imag = redshift estimated
using a i-magnitude / redshift relationship; smag = redshift estimated using a
3.6 micron-magnitude / redshift relationship.
Galaxy Type: SFG = star-forming galaxy; HERG = radiative-mode AGN;
LERG = jet-mode AGN; AGN = an AGN unable to be classied as a radiative-
mode or jet-mode object; BLANK = either a lobe or a source for which no host
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